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Introdu tion
There are two mistakes one

an make along the road to truth:

not going all the way, and not starting.

Gautama Siddharta

1.1 Information hiding
In the last few de ades the amount of information owing through omputational systems has in reased dramati ally. Never before in history has a so iety been so dependent on su h a huge amount of information being generated,
transmitted and pro essed. It is expe ted that this solid trend of in rease will
ontinue in the near future, if not virtually indenitely, reinfor ing the need
for e ient and safe ways to ope with this reality.
Although the e ient and broad dissemination of information is a goal
in many situations, there are instan es where the dis losure of information is
undesirable or even una eptable. The eld of information hiding on erns the
problem of guaranteeing that part of the information relative to an event is kept
se ret. In omputer s ien e, the term information hiding en ompasses a large
spe trum of elds. Dierent elds have distin t histori al motivations and the
resulting resear h followed a unique path. The variation of the subelds of
information hiding depends on three main fa tors: (i) what one wants to keep
se ret; (ii) from whi h adversary or atta ker does one want to keep it se ret;
and (iii) how powerful the adversary or atta ker is.
The eld of ondentiality (or se re y ) refers to the problem of keeping
an a tion se ret. One appli ation of ondentiality is ryptographi protools, where the sender and the re eiver of a message an be known, but the
ontents of the message itself are onsidered to be sensitive information. Generally, we an say that ondentiality on erns data, while the eld of priva y
on erns people's personal information. When dealing with priva y, we may
1
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be interested in prote ting the information about someone (a redit ard number, for instan e) or the person's identity itself. Anonymity is the eld that
on erns the prote tion of the identities of agents involved in events. In priniple, anonymity an be related to both the a tive agent (often the sender
of a message), or to the passive agent (often the re eiver of a message). For
instan e, in the ase of a journalist re eiving information from a ondential
sour e, the identity of the sender is intended to be se ret. As for the ase of
an intelligen e agen y sending a oded message to a spy, the identity of the
re eiver is ondential information. There is yet another kind of anonymity,
sometimes referred to as unlinkability, where the identity of agents and a tions
performed are publi information, but the linkage between agents and the a tions performed should not be determined. One example of unlinkability is a
ondential voting system, where both the voters and the nal vote ount are
in the publi domain, but the relationship between the voters' identities and
the ballots ast is prote ted.
One appli ation of priva y that has drawn a lot of attention in re ent years
is the problem of statisti al databases. A statisti is a quantity omputed from
a sample, and the goal of statisti al dis losure ontrol is to enable the user of the
database to learn properties of the population as a whole, while maintaining
the priva y of individuals in the sample. The eld of statisti al databases
highlights the deli ate equilibrium between the benets and the drawba ks of
the spread of information. A pra ti al example o urs in medi al resear h,
where it is desirable that a great number of individuals agree to give their
personal medi al information. With the information a quired, resear hers or
publi authorities an al ulate a series of statisti s from the sample (su h as
the average age of people with a parti ular ondition) and de ide, say, how
mu h money the health are system should spend next year in the treatment
of a spe i disease. It is in the interest of ea h individual, however, that her
parti ipation in the sample will not harm her priva y. In our example, the
individuals usually do not want to have dis losed their spe i status with
relation to a given disease, not even to the users querying the database. Some
studies, e.g. [Joi01℄, suggest that when individuals are guaranteed anonymity
and priva y they tend to be more ooperative in giving personal information.
Another important eld of information hiding is information ow, whi h
on erns the leakage of lassied information via publi outputs in programs
and systems. Consider a system that asks the users a password to grant their
a ess to some fun tionality. Naturally, the password itself is intended to be
se ret, however an atta ker trying to guess it will always get an observable
rea tion from the system, whether the response is an a eptan e or a reje tion
of the entered ode. In either ase, the observable behavior of the system
reveals some information about the password, be ause even if it is not guessed
orre tly, at least the sear h spa e is narrowed (even if, in this ase, only
slightly).
It is important to note that the subdivisions of information hiding are not
2
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mutually ex lusive. In a system where publi outputs an reveal the identity of
agents, for instan e, both the problems of information ow and of anonymity
are present. The lassi ation is usually based more on the ontextual motivation for the problem than on a rigid taxonomy of subelds. In fa t, in
re ent years there has been an a tive line of resear h exploring the similarities
between problems su h as the foundations of anonymity and information ow,
and also priva y and information ow. The result has been an in reasing onvergen e between these elds. In this thesis we explore the similarities between
information ow, statisti al databases, and anonymity.
In a broader ontext, the importan e of information hiding goes far beyond
the realm of omputer s ien e, and there are a lot of subtle questions that need
to be onsidered arefully. From a politi al and even philosophi al perspe tive,
the unrestri ted use of priva y prote tion an be ontroversial. Even though
it is broadly a epted that people should have the right to ex hange e-mails
privately, to vote in demo rati ele tions anonymously, and to express their
ideas on the Internet freely, there are situations where information prote tion
poli ies an be argued to have serious drawba ks. The same me hanism that
grants a politi al a tivist anonymity and free spee h on the Internet, while
living under a repressive government, also grants a pedophile anonymity to
broad ast harmful material. This balan e between freedom and ontrol in the
virtual media has been the subje t of passionate dis ussion. Independently of
whether one's goal is to maximize or to minimize the degree of information
prote tion in a given situation, it is anyway desirable to measure the extent
to whi h the information is prote ted, to dene whi h spe i denition of
prote tion the information falls under, and from whom the information is prote ted.
In this thesis we avoid the ontroversy of de iding in whi h ases the appliation and extent of information hiding methods are justiable. Rather, our
fo us is on measuring the degree of information prote tion oered by a system,
thus making evaluation and omparison of dierent systems possible . Spe ially, we are interested in using on epts of information theory to quantify the
leakage of information.

1.2 Qualitative and quantitative approa hes to
information hiding: a brief history
Histori ally, the resear h on information hiding has evolved from the simple
but impre ise qualitative approa h toward the more rened, but at the same
time more omplex, quantitative approa h. In the following se tions we will
briey overview both. We do not intend to provide here an exhaustive study of
the subje t, but rather to highlight some of the most important ontributions
of ea h of these lines of resear h to the eld of information hiding.
3
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1.2.1 The qualitative approa h
The qualitative approa h emerged rst in the literature of information hiding.
The entral idea is that, by observing the output of a system, the adversary
annot be ompletely sure of what the se ret information is. The prin iple of
onfusion says that for every observable output generated by a se ret input,
there is another se ret that ould also have generated the same output. In
anonymity, for instan e, this orresponds to the on ept of possible inno en e,
i.e. the impossibility of identifying the ulprit with ertainty by only observing
the system's output. The prin iple of onfusion does not take into onsideration the adversary's ertainty about the value of the se ret: it is enough that
there be an alternative hypothesis, no matter how unlikely it is. This is also
known as the possibilisti approa h.
One of the rst developments in this eld dates from 1976, when Bell and
La Padula dened the model of multilevel se urity systems [BLP76℄. In this
model the omponents of a system are lassied as either subje ts, i.e. a tive
entities su h as users or pro esses, or as obje ts, i.e. passive entities su h as les.
The subje ts are divided into trusted and untrusted entities, and the authors
dene restri tions on how to manage untrusted obje ts. The rule no read up
or write down states that untrusted entities an read only from obje ts of the
same or lower levels, and that they an only write into obje ts of the same or
higher levels. This model was developed to support dierent levels of se urity,
and aimed to ensure that information only ows from lower to higher levels and
never in the opposite dire tion. Ea h input into and output from the system
is labeled with a se urity level. Any pair of an input and its orresponding
output is alled an event. A view of a se urity level l orresponds to the events
at level l or lower, and all the events of a higher level are hidden to level l.
Usually in this model only two levels are distinguished: high and low.
The high level orresponds to sensitive information, whi h should only be
available to some users with spe ial privileges, while the low level orresponds
to publi information a essible to everyone. The goal of se ure information
ow analysis is, in this ontext, to avoid leakage from the high level to the low
level.
Bell and La Padula's model, however, did not address the problem of leakage of information due to overt hannels. A overt hannel is a way of transmitting information from the high to the low environment by means not designed or intended for this purpose. Consider, for instan e, a system where a
low user ℓ an send a le to a high user h, and h has the power to redene the
a ess rights to the le. The user h an either maintain the permission of ℓ to
write in the le, or she an hange the poli y so ℓ no longer has a ess to it. In
this s enario, a overt hannel between a orrupted high user h and low user ℓ
an be established as follows. The low user sends a le to the high user, who
then uses her power of de iding whether to grant or to deny ℓ further a ess
to it to en ode a message. In a later stage, ℓ tries to write in the le, and an
4
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a ess failure an be interpreted as the bit 0, while a su ess an be interpreted
as the bit 1. In this way any message an eventually be sent through the overt
hannel from the orrupted high user to the low one.
To ope with the threat of overt hannels, Goguen and Meseguer developed the on ept of noninterferen e [GM82℄. A system is noninterfering when
the a tions of high users do not alter what an be seen by low users. In other
words, the low outputs of the system will only ree t the values of the low
inputs, independently of what the high inputs are (if any). The authors proposed a model of noninterferen e that separated the system from the se urity
poli ies. Their model, nevertheless, was only appropriate for deterministi
systems.
Noninterferen e, however, may be a too restri tive on ept for several pra ti al appli ations. It does not allow, for instan e, the summarization of data.
It is often the ase where a system allows statisti al (or summarizing) fun tions (e.g. mean, total number) to be al ulated on its high inputs and then
dis losed to low users, even if the high inputs themselves are supposed to be
kept se ret. These systems are typi al in the area of statisti al databases, and
we will dis uss this issue in more detail in Se tion 1.3.2. Clearly, a system
that allows the summarization of high data for the low environment violates
noninterferen e, sin e a hange on the high input may ae t the low output.
Considering this problem, in 1986 Sutherland [D.S86℄ proposed the onept of nondedu ibility on inputs, whi h fo uses not on whether the output
is ae ted a ording to a hange in the input, but on whether it is possible
to dedu e the input from the output. Under this denition, a system may
allow summarization of data and still be se ure, sin e the output of a statisti al fun tion does not ne essarily allow the adversary to dedu e what the
inputs are. One drawba k of the on ept of nondedu ibility on inputs is that
it assumes that the strongest form of the prin iple of onfusion is enough to
ensure se urity. Notably, it relies on the assumption that no high value an
be ruled out after observing a low value. This is not a strong enough se urity
guarantee in many real systems. In some ases, even if no high value an be
ruled out as a possibility, a single value (or a small set of values) an be mu h
more likely than the others, and in pra ti e it makes little sense to onsider
the alternatives. This riti ism an be seen as an early attempt to onsider a
quantitative approa h for information ow, where it is taken into onsideration
how mu h an atta ker learns (or does not learn) about the se ret matters.
Another important issue in se urity systems is the problem of ompositionality. In [M C87℄, M Cullough pointed out the importan e of hook-up
se urity, i.e. the ompositionality of multi-user systems. Usually, real systems
are far too omplex to be analyzed as a whole, espe ially be ause the task
of designing and implementing a system is normally divided between teams.
Ea h team is responsible for a number of omponents that, in a later stage,
will be put to work together. It is highly desirable that se urity properties
be veried in ea h omponent separately, and that this veri ation guarantee
5
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that the nal omposite system is also se ure. M Cullough showed that the
on epts of multilevel se urity systems, noninterferen e, and nondedu ibility
on inputs are not omposable. As a repla ement, he proposed the on ept of
restri tiveness, a ording to whi h no high level information should ae t the
behavior of the system, as seen by a low user.
In [WJ90℄ Wittbold and Johnson addressed the question of nondedu ibility
on inputs under a dierent perspe tive, showing that it is not a guarantee of
absen e of leakage. Consider the following algorithm, where H and L stand for
the high and the low environments, respe tively. Here we assume the variables
x and y are binary, and the randomized ommand x ← 0 ⊕0.5 1 assigns to x
either the value 0 or the value 1 with 0.5 probability ea h.

while true do

x ← 0 ⊕0.5 1;
output x to H ;
input y from H ;
output (x XOR y ) to L;

end while

In the above algorithm, the low environment only has a ess to the value (x
XOR y ). Note, however, that the high environment H learns the value of x
before having to hoose the value of y , and therefore it an use this knowledge
to en ode a message: To transmit the bit 0, H hooses y = x, and to transmit
the bit 1, H hooses y = 1−x. It is lear that there is some ow of information
from the high to the low environment, even though L annot dedu e the high
input y from the low output (x XOR y ). Hen e, satisfying nondedu ibility
on inputs does not guarantee a system to be se ure. Wittbold and Johnson
dened, then, the on ept of nondedu ibility on strategies, whi h means that
regardless of what view L has of the ma hine, no strategy is ex luded from
being used by H .

1.2.2 The quantitative approa h
The qualitative approa h, although simple and easy to apply, does not ree t
reality in many pra ti al situations. In many ases some information leakage
is tolerable or even intentional. Take an ele tion proto ol. After the nal vote
ount is released, there are fewer possible hypotheses on erning who voted for
whom than the hypotheses available before the votes were ast. In this example there is a natural leakage of information, sin e the un ertainty about the
sensitive information de reases after the observation of the proto ol's output.
This leakage o urs, however, as a ne essary fun tionality of the proto ol.
In fa t, in most real systems noninterferen e annot be a hieved, as typi al
systems will always leak some information. This does not mean, however, that
all systems are equally good or bad, be ause the amount of leakage usually
6
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varies from system to system. Therefore it is important to quantify how mu h
leakage a system allows. Quantitative methods are useful to evaluate the extent
to whi h a system is se ure, and to ompare it to other systems.
One of the rst attempts to quantify information leakage was made by
Denning in 1982. In [Den82℄ she dened the leakage from a state s to a state
s′ as the de rease in un ertainty about the high information in s resulting
from the low information in s′ . She used the on ept of onditional entropy1
H(hs |ℓs′ ), where hs is the high information in s and ℓs′ is the low information
in s′ . Her denition of leakage was:

M1 = H(hs |ℓs ) − H(hs |ℓs′ )
If the quantity M1 is positive, then it is onsidered to be the leakage of information. This measure of leakage, however, does not onsider the history of
low inputs, a problem pointed out by Clark, Hunt and Mala aria in [CHM07℄.
Without the history one annot summate the in rease in knowledge (or derease in un ertainty) that a umulates between the low states s and s′ . They
proposed, instead, the following measure of leakage:

M2 = H(hs |ℓs ) − H(hs |ℓs′ , ℓs )
Sin e H(X|Y, Z) ≤ H(X|Y ) for all random variables X , Y and Z , we have
M1 ≤ M2 . The quantity M2 orresponds to the Shannon onditional mutual
information I(hs ; ℓs′ |ℓs ).
In 1987, Millen made a formal onne tion between information ow and
Shannon information theory by relating noninterferen e and mutual information [Mil87℄. In Millen's model, a omputer system is seen as a hannel whose
input is a sequen e W , possibly generated by a set of users, and whose output
(after the omputation is ompleted) is Y . The random variable X represents
a subsequen e of W generated by a user U , while X represents the high inputs
generated by users other than U . Millen showed that in deterministi systems
if X and X are independent and X is not interfering with Y , then the Shannon mutual information I(X; Y ) between X and Y is zero. In other words,
noninterferen e is a su ient ondition for absen e of information ow.
In 1990, Massey gave an important ontribution to the eld of information
theory, whi h inuen ed the further development of quantitative information
ow. In [Mas90℄ he showed that the usual denition of dis rete memoryless
(i.e. history-independent) hannels used at that time in fa t did not take into
a ount the possibility for the use of feedba k. He highlighted the on eptual
1

The

on epts of entropy,

onditional entropy and mutual information will be dened

formally in Chapter 3. For the moment it is enough to know that entropy is a measure of
the un ertainty of a random variable;

onditional entropy is a measure of the un ertainty of

one random variable given another random variable; and mutual information is a measure
of how mu h information two random variables share.
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dieren e between ausality and statisti al dependen e, and presented an a urate mathemati al des ription of dis rete memoryless hannels that allowed
feedba k. Then he introdu ed the on ept of dire ted information, whi h aptures the idea of ausality between the input and the output of a hannel, and
argued that in the presen e of feedba k, dire ted information is a more appropriate measure of the ow of information from input to output than mutual
information.
In the same year, M Lean also onsidered the on ept of time in the des ription of systems by proposing his Flow Model [M L90℄. A ording to this
model, there is a ow of information only when a high user H assigns values
to obje ts in a state that pre edes the state in whi h a low user L makes her
assignment. In this situation only part of the orrelation between high and low
information is onsidered as leakage. This addressed the problem of ausality,
but this model was too general, and relatively di ult to apply.
In [Gra91℄ Gray worked on bridging the gap between the overly ompliated Flow Model and the more pra ti al, yet restri ted, approa h of Millen.
Gray used a general-purpose probabilisti (as opposed to nondeterministi )
state ma hine that resembled Millen's model. In Gray's model, the value
T (s, I, s′ , O) represents the probability of a given state s evolving into another
state s′ , under the input I , and produ ing output O . The hannels are partitioned into two sets, H and L, representing the hannels onne ted to high
and low pro esses, respe tively. The high and the low environments an ommuni ate only through their intera tions with the system, as no other form
of ommuni ation between them is allowed. Gray wanted to take time and
ausality into onsideration in his denition of leakage, and he did so by allowing feedba k and memory in his model. His formulation of a se urity guarantee
was the following:

P (LI ∩ LO ∩ H I ∩ H O ) > 0
I

O

I

O

=⇒
I

P (ℓ|L ∩ L ∩ H ∩ H ) = P (ℓ|L ∩ LO )

(1.1)

where LI and LO represent the history of low inputs and outputs, respe tively,
and H I and H O represent the history of high inputs and outputs, respe tively.
The symbol ℓ represents the nal output event hannels in the low environment.
The formulation (1.1) states that the probability of a low output may depend
on the previous history of the low environment, but not on the previous history
of the high environment.
Gray also tried to generalize the on ept of apa ity to the ase of hannels
with memory and feedba k. He provided a formula expressing the ow of
information from the whole history of inputs and outputs (during the time
period 0 . . . t − 1) to the the low output (at time t), and onje tured that the
apa ity of the hannel would be:
def

C = lim Cn
n→∞
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where
n

1X
Cn = max
I(In _Seq _Event H,t , Out _Seq _Event H,t ;
H,L n
def

i=1

(1.3)

Final _Out _Event L,t |In _Seq _Event L,t , Out _Seq _Event L,t )

and In _Seq _Event A,t is the input history at hannel A (where A stands for
L or H ) up to time t − 1, Out _Seq _Event A,t is the output history at hannel
A up to time t − 1, and Final _Out _Event L,t is the low output event at time
t. Gray showed that the absen e of information ow implies that apa ity as
formulated in (1.2) is zero. He also onje tured that this denition of apa ity
would orrespond to the notion of maximum transmission rate supported by
the hannel. As pointed out in [AAP11℄, however, the problem with Gray's
onje ture is the following. For an output at time t, the only ausal relation
onsidered is the one with the history of inputs up to time t−1, while the ee t
that the input at time t itself may have on the output is ignored. In this way,
(1.2) does not express the omplete ausal relation between input and output.
The orre t notion of apa ity in the presen e of memory and feedba k, whi h
orresponds to the maximum transmission rate for the hannel, was proposed
in 2009 by Tatikonda and Mitter [TM09℄, and it will be dis ussed later on in
Chapter 4.
A similar formal approa h, although with dierent motivations, was presented by M Iver and Morgan in [MM03℄. They fo used on the problem of
preserving se urity guarantees while rening spe i ations into implementations. The authors used an equation similar to (1.3), but in the ontext of
sequential programing languages enri hed with probabilities. Their aim was
to prote t the high values during the whole exe ution of the program, instead
of the initial high values only. In other words, they wanted to assure that if the
high information is not known by the low environment at the beginning of the
omputation, then it annot be inferred at any later stage. They proved that,
for deterministi programs, if the nal values of the high obje ts are prote ted,
then the initial values are prote ted as well. M Iver and Morgan also dened
the on ept of information es ape as:

H(h|ℓ) − H(h′ |ℓ′ )
where H(h|ℓ) represents the un ertainty ( onditional entropy) of the high information given the low information at the beginning of the omputation, and
H(h′ |ℓ′ ) represents the same un ertainty at the end of the omputation. They
dened the hannel apa ity as the least upper bound of information es ape
over all possible input distributions. In this ontext, a system is onsidered
se ure if it has apa ity equal to zero. One advantage of this model is that it
is not ne essary to keep tra k of the whole history of the omputation, but on
the other hand it an be applied only in s enarios where the adversary does
not have memory.
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In Chapter 3 we will take up again the dis ussion of quantitative approa hes
to information ow based on information theory. For the moment we will fo us
on some topi s related to information hiding that are of spe ial relevan e for
this thesis.

1.3 Case studies of information hiding
In this se tion we present three ase studies of information hiding that we
address in this thesis.
1. The ase of quantitative information ow, i.e. how mu h about the se ret
information an adversary an learn by observing the system's output,
and by knowing how the system works. We give spe ial attention to the
broadly studied problem of anonymity, whi h an be seen as a parti ular
ase of the more general problem of information ow where the se ret
information is the identity of the agents.
2. The question of statisti al dis losure ontrol, whi h on erns the problem
of allowing users of a database to obtain meaningful answers to statistial queries, while prote ting the priva y of the individuals parti ipating
in the database. We fo us on dierential priva y, an approa h to this
problem that has drawn a lot of attention in re ent years.
3. The problem of

preserving se urity guarantees while deriving implemen-

tations from spe i ations.

Usually spe i ations are more abstra t than
implementations, i.e. they present more nondeterminism. The task of
implementing a system redu es the nondeterminism of the spe i ation,
and if it is not done arefully, an implementation may rule out possibilities allowed by spe i ation that are essential for the se urity guarantees.

1.3.1 Quantitative information ow and anonymity
Anonymity is one of the most studied subje ts of information hiding. The
resear h in this area has been a tive in the past several years, and the advan es
made an be extended to the more general s enario of information ow. As
briey introdu ed in Se tion 1.1, anonymity on erns the prote tion of the
identities of the agents involved in the events.
With the advent of the Internet, the prote tion of anonymity has be ome an
issue in the daily life of millions of people around the world. The importan e
of anonymity is even more evident on erning the prote tion of freedom of
spee h, a situation that is parti ularly deli ate in ountries under repressive
regimes.
Ptzmann, Dresden and Hansen [PDH08℄ have proposed a standard terminology for anonymity on epts. In their work there are three dierent notions
of anonymity based on the agents involved:
10
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•

Sender anonymity :

te ted;

•

Re eiver anonymity :

te ted;

•

when the identity of the originator should be prowhen the identity of the re ipient should be pro-

Unlinkability :

when it might be known that an agent A originated a
message and an agent B re eived a message, yet it should not be known
whether the message sent by A was a tually the one re eived by B .

Reiter and Rubin also gave a lassi ation of the types of adversary in
an anonymity system in [RR98℄, where they also proposed the anonymity
proto ol Crowds (see Se tion 1.3.1). In their work, they onsidered that the
adversary an be an eavesdropper simply observing the tra of messages on
the network, or she an be an a tive atta ker (i.e. a ollaboration between
senders, between re eivers, or between others taking part in the system), or
even a ombination of the previous two types. The authors also dened a
hierar hy of anonymity degrees that a system an provide. In de reasing order
of strength, the proposed s ale is listed below. In this list, let s, s′ denote
se rets and o an observable, i.e. a parti ular a tion or output of the system
that is distinguishable from the point of view of the atta ker.

Strong anonymity From the atta ker's point of view, the observables pro-

du ed by the system do not in rease her knowledge about the se ret
information, i.e. the identity of the individual involved in an event.
Chaum also des ribed the on ept of strong anonymity in his work on
the Dining Cryptographers proto ol [Cha88℄. It represents the ideal situation where the exe ution of the proto ol does not give to the adversary
any extra information about the se rets. The on ept was formalized as
follows.
∀s, o p(s|o) = p(s)
(1.4)

This denition is the equivalent of probabilisti noninterferen e. In
[CP06℄, Chatzikokolakis and Palamidessi showed that the ondition expressed by (1.4) is equivalent to:

∀s, s′ , o

p(o|s) = p(o|s′ )

(1.5)

i.e. the probability of the system produ ing an observable is the same,
no matter what the se ret information is. This denition is known as
equality of likelihoods and is advantageous as it does not depend on the
probability distribution on se rets.
Another denition of strong anonymity, more restri tive, was proposed
by Halpern and O'Neill [HO03, HP05℄. It is equivalent to ea h of the previous denitions ((1.4) or (1.5)) plus the assumption that the input probability is uniform. Halpern and O'Neill fo used on the adversary's la k of
11
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onden e in her guess about the se ret, and dened strong anonymity
as:
∀s, s′ , o p(s|o) = p(s′ |o)
(1.6)
The formulation (1.6) is also known as onditional anonymity and orresponds to the level of anonymity alled beyond suspi ion in Reiter and
Rubin's lassi ation.

Beyond suspi ion From the atta ker's point of view, an agent is no more

likely to be the ulprit than any other agent in the system. It an be
formalized as in (1.6).

Probable inno en e From the atta ker's point of view, an agent does not

appear more likely to be involved in an event than not to be involved.
Formally:
∀s, o p(s|o) ≤ 0.5
(1.7)

The formulation (1.7), however, is not broadly a epted as the denition of probable inno en e. In [CP06℄, Chatzikokolakis and Palamidessi
showed that the property that Reiter and Rubin indeed proved for the
Crowds proto ol in [RR98℄ was:

∀s, o p(o|s) ≤ 0.5

(1.8)

Possible inno en e From the atta ker's point of view, there is always a non-

zero probability that the agent involved in the event is someone else.
Formally:

∀s, o. p(s|o) > 0 =⇒ ∃s′ .p(s′ |o) > 0

The above hierar hy gives a ri her lassi ation of the degree of prote tion
oered by a system than would be possible with simpler possibilisti models.
Among the quantitative approa hes to anonymity, two are of our spe ial
interest: the ones based on information-theoreti on epts and the ones based
on the Bayes risk. In the following se tion we give a brief overview of these
two approa hes. These on epts will be revisited in more detail in Chapter 3.

Anonymity proto ols as noisy hannels
Information theoreti approa hes to anonymity, and more generally to information ow, rely on on epts su h as entropy and mutual information to measure
the adversary's la k of information about the se ret before and after observing
the system's output. Typi ally the system is seen as a noisy hannel and the
on ept of noninterferen e orresponds to the onverse of the hannel apa ity.
There are several works in the literature that have proposed measures of degrees of anonymity in terms of the entropy and mutual information, for instan e
12
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[SD02, DSCP02, ZB05, DPW06℄. In [CPP08a℄ Chatzikokolakis, Palamidessi
and Pananganden proposed the on ept of onditional apa ity to ope with
the situation where some leakage of information is intended by the system.
Consider again the ele tion proto ol example. By design, the nal vote ounting needs to be announ ed and it usually in reases the atta ker's knowledge
about the se ret. In this situation, the leakage should be al ulated modulo the
information that is supposed to be dis losed, i.e. the vote ount. In this work
the authors also proposed methods to al ulate the hannel apa ity exploiting
some symmetries present in several pra ti al systems.

Hypothesis testing and Bayes risk
In some real world situations an individual fa es the following situation: she is
interested in the value of some random variable A ∈ A but she has a ess only
to the values of another random variable O ∈ O. She knows that A and O
are orrelated by a known onditional probability distribution. This situation
o urs in several elds, for instan e in medi ine (to make a diagnosis, the
physi ian has a ess to a list of symptoms, but not to the disease itself). The
attempt to infer A from O is known as the problem of hypothesis testing. Here
we are interested in the use of hypothesis testing in the ontext of anonymity
(and information ow). More spe i ally, the adversary tries to infer the se ret
A given that she has a ess to the observables O and she knows how the system
works, i.e. how the probabilities of O are onditioned with relation to A.
A ommonly studied approa h to the problem is based on the Bayesian
method and onsists of assuming the a priori probability distribution on A
as known, and then deriving from that and from the knowledge about how
the system works, an a posteriori probability distribution after some fa t has
been observed. It is well known that the best strategy for the adversary is
to apply the MAP rule (Maximum A posteriori Probability rule), whi h as
the name suggests, hooses the hypothesis with the maximum probability for
the given observation. Here, by best strategy we mean the one that indu es
the smallest probability of error in guessing the hypothesis, that in this ase
orresponds to the Bayes risk.
In [CPP08b℄ Chatzikokolakis, Palamidessi and Pananganden explored the
hypothesis testing approa h to anonymity, in a s enario where the adversary
has one single try to guess the se ret (after exa tly one observation). They
asso iated the level of anonymity to the probability of error, i.e. the probability
of an atta ker making a wrong guess about the se ret. In order to onsider
the worst ase s enario and to give upper bounds for the level of anonymity
provided, the adversary is assumed to use the MAP rule strategy. In this
ase, the probability of error orresponds to the Bayes risk, and the degree of
prote tion oered by a proto ol orresponds to the Bayes risk asso iated with
the hannel matrix.
13
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In [Smi07, Smi09℄ Smith also onsidered the s enario of one-try atta ks
and proposed the notion of vulnerability, whi h takes into onsideration the
probability that the adversary an guess the se ret orre tly after observing
the behavior of the system only on e. Smith proposed the framework of minentropy leakage, whi h is losely related to the Bayes risk, but is dierent as
it uses the on ept of entropy (more pre isely min-entropy) and formalizes
leakage in information theoreti terms.
In Chapter 3 we will present a deeper dis ussion about the use of information theory for the formalization of information ow, in luding the notions
of Shannon entropy, mutual information and the framework of min-entropy
leakage for one-try atta ks. First, however, we will review some fundamental
anonymity proto ols in literature.

Examples of anonymity proto ols
On the Internet, every omputer has a unique IP address whi h spe ies the
omputer's logi al lo ation in the topology of the network. This IP address
is usually sent along with any request originating from the omputer. Even
if the omputer uses an IP address for a single session via an ISP (Internet
Servi e Provider), the identi ation an be logged and retrieved later with the
ISP's omplian e. One ommon way to try to preserve anonymity is to use a
proxy, i.e. an intermediary omputer that gathers all the requests of a group
of omputers and serves as a unique gate for any ommuni ation with the
world outside of the network. For pra ti al purposes, it is as if all the requests
originated from the proxy, and the members of the group are indistinguishable
from the point of view of an outside observer. One drawba k presented by
the use of proxies is that it reates single points of failures, de reasing the
network's robustness.
The problem illustrated above is one of the motivations for the use of ommuni ation proto ols spe i ally designed to prote t anonymity. In this se tion
we review two of the most fundamental, and probably most famous, examples
of anonymity proto ols in literature: the dining ryptographers proto ol, and
the Crowds proto ol.

The dining ryptographers The dining ryptographers proto ol was pro-

posed by Chaum in [Cha88℄. It is one of the rst anonymity proto ols in the
literature, and it is one of the few proto ols that an assure strong anonymity.
The proto ol is usually presented in a simplied s enario, where three ryptographers employed by the NSA (The National Se urity Agen y of the United
States) are having dinner in a restaurant. At the end of the dinner, the NSA
de ides whether it will pay the bill itself or whether it will assign the duty of
paying to one of the ryptographers at the table. In the ase the NSA de ides
that one of the ryptographers will pay, it announ es the de ision se retly to
the hosen one. The goal of the proto ol is to reveal whether one ryptographer
14
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will pay the bill or not, without revealing the identity of the payer. In other
words, to an external observer (and to the non-paying ryptographers as well),
the only a essible information is whether the NSA is paying or not, but not
the identity of the ryptographer paying (if any). We assume that the NSA
does not dis lose its de ision to anyone but to the ryptographer it hooses
(again, if any), and that the solution should be distributed, i.e. only message
passing between agents is allowed, and no entralized agent oordinates the
pro ess.
The dining ryptographers proto ol solves this problem as shown s hemati ally in Figure 1.1. Ea h ryptographer (Crypt0 , Crypt1 and Crypt2 ) tosses a
oin that is visible only to himself and to his right-hand neighbor. In this way
every ryptographer has a shared oin with ea h of the other two. After all
three oins (c0 , c1 and c2 ) are tossed, ea h ryptographer he ks whether the
two oins visible to him agree (both are heads or both are tails) or disagree
(one is head and the other is tails). Then they announ e publi ly agree or
disagree, a ording to the result they obtained with their oins. The only exeption is that, if a ryptographer is paying, he will announ e the opposite of
what he sees, i.e. he will announ e disagree in the ase that his oins agree and
agree if they do not. It an be proven that if the number of disagrees is even,
then the NSA is paying, and if the number of disagrees is odd, then one of the
ryptographers is paying. Moreover, if the oins are all fair, the proto ol oers
strong anonymity in the following sense: The exe ution of the proto ol does
not provide to an external observer enough eviden e to hange her knowledge
about whi h ryptographer is the payer, if any. In other words the probability
of any ryptographer being the payer, under the adversary's point of view,
does not hange after the observation of the proto ol's exe ution.
The dining ryptographers proto ol an be generalized to any number of
graph nodes (i.e. ryptographers) and any type of graph onne tivity (i.e. the
shared oins between pairs of ryptographers). Then the same solution an
be used for anonymous ommuni ation as follows. Ea h pair of nodes share a
ommon se ret (the value of the oin) of length n, equal to the length of the
transmitted data. It is assumed that the oins are drawn uniformly from the set
of possible se rets. Ea h node then omputes the binary sum (XOR operation)
of all its shared se rets and announ es the result. The only ex eption is that
the node that wants to transmit adds the datum, also of length n, to the sum
it announ es. It an be shown that the total sum of the announ ements of
all nodes is equals to the data to be transmitted, sin e ea h se ret is ounted
twi e (on e by ea h node that an see it) and, therefore, is an eled out by
the XOR operation. The proto ol works under the assumption that only one
node at a time tries to transmit, and if it is the ase that more than one sender
wants to transmit at the same time, the oni t needs to be solved by some
sort of oordinator.
One drawba k of the dining ryptographers proto ol is its ine ien y:
whenever a single node wants to transmit, all the nodes in the graph need
15
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Figure 1.1: An example of the dining ryptographers proto ol
to ollaborate to make it happen, at the ost of a large number of message
ex hanges. Moreover, as previously stated, in the ase where more than one
node wants to transmit at the same time, a oordinator is ne essary to solve
the oni t.

Crowds The Crowds proto ol was rst presented in [RR98℄ and it allows

Internet users to perform web transa tions without revealing their identity.
Usually, on the Internet, when a user ommuni ates with a server the latter
an dis over the IP address of the originator. The idea behind Crowds is to
gather users into a rowd and randomly redire t the request multiple times
inside the group before nally letting it rea h the server. In this situation, it
is impossible for the server, and for any other user, to identify the initiator of
the request on e it re eives the message: whenever someone sends a message
there is a onsiderable probability that she is only a forwarder for someone
else.
To be more pre ise, a rowd is a group of m users who parti ipate in the
proto ol. It is possible that a subgroup of c users are orrupted and ollaborate
to dis lose the identity of the original sender. Also, we assume that the proto ol
has a parameter pf ∈ (0, 1]. We all originator or initiator the user who wants
to make a request to the server. The originator needs to reate a path between
herself and the server in order to have her request rea h the nal destination,
as shown in Figure 1.2.
The proto ol works as follows:

• At the rst step the initiator hooses, a ording to a uniform probability
16
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Crowd

Server

Initiator
Figure 1.2: The Crowds proto ol at work

distribution, another user in the rowd (possibly herself) and forwards
the request to this user;

• The user who re eives the message then makes a random hoi e. With
probability pf she forwards the message to the server, and with probability 1 − pf she de ides to forward the message to some user in the
rowd. If this is the ase, she hooses a user (possibly herself) a ording
to a uniform probability distribution, and forwards the message to this
user. This step is then repeated by the new message holder.
The response from the server to the originator follows the same path, in
the opposite dire tion. Moreover, all the ommuni ations in a path are enrypted using a path key, whi h prote ts the path from threats posed by lo al
eavesdroppers. Ea h user has a ess to the ommuni ations in whi h she parti ipates, but it is assumed that a user annot inter ept messages ex hanged
between other users. It an be proven that the proto ol is strongly anonymous
with respe t to the web server. Intuitively this is the ase be ause at least one
forward step is always performed, and after this step any user an be the holder
of the message with equal probability. Therefore, from the server's point of
view any user is equally likely to be the originator of the request.
A more interesting ase is to analyze the level of anonymity ensured with
respe t to a orrupted user. If in the very rst step of the exe ution of the
proto ol the message is forwarded to a orrupted user, she an gain more
information about the possible originator than the server. A user, whether the
originator or not, is said to be dete ted if she sends a message to a orrupted
user. Sin e the originator always appears in a path, she is more likely to be
dete ted than the rest of the users. Dete ting a user (at least for the rst time
in a path) in reases the probability that this user is the originator. Therefore,
strong anonymity annot hold with relation to orrupted users.
In [RR98℄ it is proven that if the number c of orrupted users is not too
large, the proto ol an at least ensure the level prote tion of probable inno17
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en e. More pre isely, if the number m of users in the rowd satises

m≥

pf
(c + 1)
pf − 21

then the proto ol ensures probable inno en e in the sense of (1.8).

1.3.2 Statisti al dis losure ontrol
The eld of statisti al dis losure ontrol on erns the problem of revealing a urate statisti s about a set of respondents while preserving the priva y of
individuals. In statisti al databases, the data of a (large) number of parti ipants is ompiled, and users are allowed to pose statisti al queries (su h
as average or total ounting) about the sample. This kind of database is of
spe ial importan e in many areas. For instan e, medi al databases an provide information about how a disease spreads, and a ensus database an help
authorities to de ide how to spend the next year's budget.
The data in a statisti al database an be obtained in dierent ways. It an
be olle ted in a ensus, for instan e, it an be obtained opportunisti ally by
monitoring the tra in a network, or it an even be given by the parti ipants
by their own hoi e. No matter how the data is obtained, however, it is still
important to ensure that the individual's parti ipation in the database will
not harm her priva y. This is not a trivial goal to a hieve: the main purpose
of a statisti al database, in the rst pla e, is to reveal some information about
the population as a whole, i.e. to let users infer general truths about this
population. As an example, suppose that a statisti al database of individuals
of a ertain ountry indi ates that, in this population, the life expe tan y for
women is 5 years longer than for men. Clearly this pie e of information reveals
something about the whole population, even about individuals not present in
the database.
There are several approa hes to dealing with the problem of preserving
priva y in statisti al databases. One of them is based on ensuring large query
sets, i.e. that no query an be posed for a small set of individuals. The
problem with this approa h is that, even if two query sets are large enough,
their ombination may not be. Consider the following two queries: How many
people have disease y ? and How many people, not named X , have disease
y ?. Both queries operate on large sets, but learly the superposition of the two
queries immediately reveals sensitive information about the individual named
X . Another attempt to a hieve priva y is based on the en ryption of the data
in the dataset. This is not a general solution sin e, as we have seen, the priva y
threats do not on ern only the individuals in the database and, therefore, the
en ryption of the data will not address this issue.
Another possible solution is to apply some sort of query auditing : the
urator of the database he ks whether or not a query is possibly dis losing
before de iding to provide an answer to it. This approa h would ope with the
18
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problem of the two superposing queries mentioned above, yet it presents two
serious drawba ks: rst, automati tools to he k every query are pra ti ally
infeasible; and, se ond, the refusal to answer a query an be in itself a dis losing
a t. Another attempt to deal with the problem is by using subsampling of the
dataset. We normally view a dataset as a olle tion of rows, where ea h row
ontains the data of an parti ular parti ipant. The idea of subsampling is to
randomly hoose a subset of the rows, ompute the answer to the query based
on this subsample, and then report it as the nal answer. If the subset is
large enough, it should ree t the statisti al properties of the whole database.
This approa h, however, prote ts a parti ipant only to the extent to whi h
it is unlikely that she is in the subsample. If being in the subsample has
atastrophi results, then someone will always be seriously harmed.
The input perturbation approa h is based on modifying either the data
or the query in hope of onfusing the adversary. For instan e, a randomized
response me hanism an be used at the moment the data is a quired. This
modi ation is permanent and not even the urator knows what the original
data was. The queries to the database are then made taking into onsideration
the randomized noise.
Yet another approa h is to add randomized noise to the answer of the
query. The idea is to ompute the answer on the omplete set of (the original)
values in the database, and then randomize the response before reporting it
to the user. If this is done naively, however, it an easily be taken are of
by the adversary. Suppose that the noise is hosen to be a Gaussian additive
noise with mean zero. If the query is repeated a su ient number of times,
a statisti al analysis of the answers an easily estimate with high a ura y
what the real answer is. Even if the urator of the database opts to re ord the
query and always report the same answer for it, it may not solve the problem:
synta ti ally dierent queries an be semanti ally equivalent, and if the query
language is ri h enough the semanti equivalen e is unde idable.
In this ontext, it is lear that the problem of statisti al dis losure ontrol
is not trivial. Yet another issue to be onsidered is auxiliary (or side) information. Auxiliary information is any pie e of data about individuals that the
atta ker has and that does not ome from the database itself. It may originate
from priors, beliefs, newspapers or even other databases. Some de ades ago,
Dalenius [Dal77℄ onsidered the problem of auxiliary information and proposed
a famous ad omnia priva y desideratum: nothing about an individual should
be learnable from the database that ould not be learned without a ess to the
database. In other words, if the adversary has some side information and gains
some knowledge about the individuals using it, by learning the response from
the database this knowledge about individuals should not in rease. Dalenius'
property is, however, too strong to be useful in pra ti e: Dwork showed in
[Dwo06℄ that no useful database an satisfy it. She then proposed the notion
of dierential priva y, whi h is based on the idea that the presen e or absen e
of an individual in the database, or the individual's parti ular value, should
19
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not signi antly hange the probability of obtaining a ertain answer for a
given query [Dwo06, Dwo10, Dwo11, DL09℄.
The on ept of dierential priva y an be formalized as follows. Let X be
the set of all possible databases, and Z be the set of possible answers to a
query. Two databases x, x′ ∈ X are adja ent (or neighbors ), written x ∼ x′ , if
they dier in the value of exa tly one individual. Then, for some ǫ > 0:

Denition 1 ([Dwo11℄).

A randomized fun tion
x, x′ ∈ X , with

dierential priva y if for all pairs

K from X to Z satises ǫx ∼ x′ , and all S ⊆ Z , we

have:

Pr [K(x) ∈ S] ≤ eǫ · Pr [K(x′ ) ∈ S]
The on ept of dierential priva y has had an extraordinary impa t in
the database ommunity, and we will dis uss the meaning and impli ations
of the above formulation in greater depth in Chapter 5. For the moment, it
is enough to note that this denition intuitively ensures that individuals an
opt in or out of the database without signi antly hanging the probability of
any given answer to a query to be reported. In other words, it is safe for an
individual to join (or to leave) the database. Dwork also showed that in order
to ensure dierential priva y it is enough to onsider a Lapla ian me hanism
of noise [Dwo06℄.
Although dierential priva y is a promising approa h to the question of
statisti al dis losure ontrol, the fa t that it relies on the randomization of the
query response poses some hallenges with respe t to the utility of the query
me hanism. If the noise is not added with su ient are, the reported answer
an be so dierent from the real answer that the informative purpose of the
database is ompromised. In Chapter 5 we will ome ba k to the question
of how to apply dierential priva y and, at the same time, provide maximum
utility to the query me hanism.

1.3.3 Rening spe i ations into implementations
Deriving implementations of a system given its spe i ation, while respe ting
se urity onstraints, is a hallenging problem in information hiding and, more
generally, in se urity. A spe i ation S is rened by an implementation P if
P preserves all logi ally expressible properties of S . One needs to be areful, however, when rening a spe i ation in the realm of information hiding.
A ording to Morgan [Mor09℄:
A rigorous denition of how spe i ations relate to implementations, as part of reasoning, must ensure that implementations reveal no more than their spe i ations: they must, in ee t, preserve
ignoran e.
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By ignoran e, the author means what the user does not know about what
she annot see. This notion is losely related to the problem of information
ow, i.e. determining how mu h about the se ret behavior of a system an
adversary an infer from an observation and her knowledge about how the
system works.
To illustrate the problem, we will dis uss the following example, adapted
from the original one in [Mor09℄. Consider a partition of the program states
into visible (v ) and hidden (h). Assume that the two variables v and h have
the same domain N (the natural numbers), and in a spe i ation S , after the
value of h is assigned, the following is stated: hoose v from the domain N.
Then we an ask from the nal value of v , what an the observer dedu e about
the value of h, given that she knows how the system works?. Of ourse the
answer will depend on how the implementation I of the spe i ation is done.
If I is simply v := 0, then nothing is learned, sin e what the user knows about
the value of h is exa tly what she already knew before. If the implementation
is v := h mod 2, then she an learn h's parity. If the implementation is v := h,
then she learns the exa t value of h. Intuitively, the three implementations are
in in reasing order a ording to the loss of ignoran e they indu e.
It is desirable that the implementation of a spe i ation be ignoran e
preserving, in the sense that the implementation should not reveal more about
the se rets than the spe i ation does. Some works in the literature suggest
that one should be areful when dealing with se ure renements if one wants to
preserve information-ow se urity properties. In [Ja 89℄, for instan e, Ja ob
shows that even if an implementation is a onsistent renement with respe t to
a spe i ation, it does not imply that the (information-ow) se urity properties
of the spe i ation are preserved in the implementation.
As pointed out in [CNP09℄, nondeterminism is often used in system spe iations as a way of abstra ting from implementation details (su h as s heduler
poli y). Implementations are obtained from spe i ations by renement algebras, whi h redu e nondeterminism. As we have seen in a previous example, if
we assume v and h are both of type N, then the spe i ation hoose v from the
domain N an be rened to v := h, whi h is simply a redu tion of nondeterminism. This is known as the renement paradox [Mor09℄, be ause it does
not preserve ignoran e. While the spe i ation does not tell anything about
the value of h, the renement ompletely reveals it.
The pro ess of redu ing nondeterminism by renements is related to the
notion of s hedulers in nondeterministi systems: designing an implementation
of a spe i ation involves

hoosing a s heduler to solve all the nondeterminism

of the spe i ation. The s heduler is indeed a nal result of the renement
pro ess, after all the nondeterminism is ruled out.
A ording to this perspe tive, similar on erns about renement algebras
should be taken into onsideration when dealing with s hedulers. Indeed, it
an be shown that, given a spe i ation S and a s heduler that leads to a
onsistent implementation P with respe t to S , it is not guaranteed that the
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se urity properties of S are preserved in P .
In the domain of renement of spe i ations, the solution proposed in
[Mor09℄ is to apply some prin iples to the renement algebra in order to assure
the preservation of ignoran e. These prin iples restri t the renement relation,
eliminating the ases that do not preserve ignoran e.
A similar problem arises in the ontext of on urrent systems, where the
s heduler that resolves the nondeterminism an violate se urity properties.
In Chapter 6 we fo us on this problem and we propose restri tions on the
s hedulers that also lead to ignoran e-preserving renements.

1.4 Plan of the thesis and ontribution
In Chapter 2 we review some basi notions ne essary for the development
of this thesis, in luding the on epts of probability spa es, probabilisti automata and CCSp (a probabilisti version of the pro ess algebra of on urrent
ommuni ating pro esses).
In Chapter 3 we review the main approa hes that have been onsidered
to quantify the notion of information leakage using on epts of information
theory. We explain on epts su h as entropy, onditional entropy, mutual
information and apa ity. We fo us on how distin t notions of entropy an
model atta kers with dierent levels of power, and we introdu e the mathemati al ba kground ne essary for most of this thesis. Finally we ompare the
main notions of un ertainty and leakage in the literature.
In Chapter 4 we onsider the problem of dening the information leakage
in intera tive systems where se rets and observables an alternate during the
omputation. We show that the information-theoreti approa h that interprets
su h systems as lassi hannels is not valid. The prin iple an be re overed,
however, if we onsider hannels of a more ompli ated kind, namely hannels
with memory and feedba k. We show that there is a omplete orresponden e
between intera tive systems and su h hannels. We also propose the use of
dire ted information, as opposed to mutual information, to represent leakage
in intera tive systems. This proposal is based on re ent results in information
theory that have shown that, in hannels with memory and feedba k, the
transmission rate does not orrespond to the maximum mutual information
(the standard notion of apa ity), but rather to the maximum (normalized)
dire ted information. We show that our model is a proper extension of the
lassi al one, i.e. in the absen e of intera tivity the model of hannels with
memory and feedba k ollapses into the model of memoryless hannels without
feedba k. Finally, we show that the apa ity of the hannels asso iated with
intera tive systems is a ontinuous fun tion with respe t to a pseudometri
based on the Kantorovi h metri .
In Chapter 5 we analyze riti ally the notion of dierential priva y in the
light of the on eptual framework provided by min-entropy leakage. We show
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that there is a lose relationship between dierential priva y and leakage, due
to the graph symmetries indu ed by the adja en y relation on databases. Furthermore, we onsider the utility of the randomized answer, whi h measures
its expe ted degree of a ura y. We fo us on ertain kinds of utility fun tions
alled binary, whi h have a lose orresponden e with the notion of minentropy leakage and the Bayes risk. Again, there an be a tight orresponden e
between dierential priva y and utility, depending on the symmetries indu ed
by the adja en y relation and by the query. Using these symmetries we an,
in some ases, build an optimal-utility randomization me hanism while preserving the required level of dierential priva y. We also provide a study of
the kind of stru tures that an be indu ed by the adja en y relation and the
query, and how to use them to derive bounds on the leakage and a hieve the
optimal utility.
In Chapter 6 we move away from the quantitative realm and fo us on the
problem of nondeterminism in systems spe i ations. In the eld of se urity,
pro ess equivalen es have been used to hara terize various information-hiding
properties (for instan e se re y, anonymity and noninterferen e) based on the
prin iple that a proto ol P with a variable x satises su h a property if and
only if, for every pair of se rets s1 and s2 , P [s1 /x ] is equivalent to P [s2 /x ]. We
argue that, in the presen e of nondeterminism, the above prin iple relies on the
assumption that the s heduler works for the benet of the proto ol, and this
is usually not a safe assumption. Non-safe equivalen es, in this sense, in lude
omplete-tra e equivalen e and bisimulation. We present a formalism in whi h
we an spe ify admissible s hedulers and, orrespondingly, safe versions of
these equivalen es. We prove that safe bisimulation is still a ongruen e. Then
we show that safe equivalen es an be used to establish information-hiding
properties.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we make our nal observations.

1.5 Publi ations
Most of the results in this thesis have already been the subje t of s ienti
publi ations. More pre isely:

• Chapter 3 is based on the paper Probabilisti Information Flow
[AAP10b℄ that appeared in the pro eedings of 25th Annual IEEE Symposium on Logi in Computer S ien e (LICS 2010).
• Chapter 4 is based on the papers:

 Information Flow in Intera tive Systems [AAP10a℄ that appeared in the pro eedings of the 21st International
Con urren y Theory (CONCUR 2010);

Conferen e on
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 Quantitative Information Flow in Intera tive Systems [AAP11℄
to appear in the

Journal of Computer Se urity.

• Chapter 5 is based on two omplementary works:

 The paper On the relation between Dierential Priva y and
Quantitative Information Flow [AACP11℄ to appear in the proeedings of the

38th International Colloquium on Automata, Lan-

guages and Programming

(ICALP 2011);

 The te hni al report Dierential Priva y: on the trade-o
between Utility and Information Leakage [AAC+ 11℄.
• Chapter 6 is based on the paper Safe Equivalen es for Se urity
Properties [AAPvR10℄ that appeared in the the pro eedings of the 6th
IFIP International Conferen e on Theoreti al Computer S ien e (IFIPTCS 2010).
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Two
Preliminaries
I

an make just su h ones if I had tools, and I

ould make tools

if I had tools to make them with.

Eli Whitney

In this hapter we review some te hni al on epts from the literature that
will be used throughout this thesis.

2.1 Probability spa es
In this se tion we re all some on epts about probability spa es.
Let Ω be a set and P(Ω) represent its powerset, i.e. the olle tion of all
subsets of Ω. A σ -algebra (also alled σ -eld ) over Ω is a non-empty olle tion
of sets F ⊆ P(Ω) that is losed under omplementation and ountable union.
For any σ -eld F , the property Ω ∈ F holds, and also that F is losed under
ountable interse tion (by De Morgan's laws).
A (positive) measure on F is a fun tion µ : F → [0, ∞) su h that
1. µ(∅) = 0, and
P
S
2. µ( i Ci ) = i µ(Ci ), where {Ci }i is a ountable olle tion of pairwise
disjoint sets in F .
A

on F is a measure µ on F su h that µ(Ω) = 1.
A probability spa e is a tuple (Ω, F, µ) where Ω is a non-empty set alled
the sample spa e, F is a σ -algebra on Ω alled the event spa e, and µ is a
probability measure on F . In the dis rete ase, we have
probability measure

∀C ∈ F. µ(C) =

X

x∈C
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P this ase we an onstru t µ from a fun tion p : Ω → [0, 1] satisfyx∈Ω p(x) = 1 by assigning µ({x}) = p(x). The fun tion p is alled a
probability distribution over Ω.
The set of all probability measures with sample spa e Ω will be denoted
by D(Ω). We will also denote by δx (·) ( alled the Dira measure on x or also
a point mass ) the probability distribution su h that µ({x}) = 1.
If A and B are events, i.e. elements of a σ -eld F , then A ∩ B is also an
event. If µ(A) > 0 then we an dene the onditional probability p(B|A) as
ing

p(B|A) =

µ(A ∩ B)
µ(A)

representing the probability of B given that A holds. Note that p(·|A) is a new
probability measure on F . For the s ope of this thesis we are interested only
in the dis rete ase, so it is enough to use the denition above and make sure
that we never ondition on an event A with zero probability.
Let F, F ′ be two σ -elds on Ω, Ω′ respe tively. A random variable X is
a fun tion X : Ω 7→ Ω′ that is measurable, meaning that the inverse of every
element of F ′ belongs to F :

∀C ∈ F ′ . X −1 (C) ∈ F
Then, given a probability measure µ on F , X indu es a probability measure
µ′ on F ′ as
∀C ∈ F ′ . µ′ (C) = µ(X −1 (C))
If µ′ is a dis rete probability measure then it an be onstru ted by a
probability distribution over Ω′ , alled probability mass fun tion (pmf ), dened
as
P ([X = x]) = µ(X −1 (x))
for ea h x ∈ Ω′ . The random variable in this ase is alled dis rete. If X, Y
are dis rete random variables then we an dene a dis rete random variable
(X, Y ) by its pmf

P ([X = x, Y = y]) = µ(X −1 (x) ∩ X −1 (y))
If X is a real-valued dis rete random variable then its
expe tation ) is dened as
X
E(X) =
xi P ([X = xi ])

expe ted value

(or

i

A family ρ = {pv (·)}v of probability measures parametrized on v (where v
an range over {0, . . . , n} for some natural n) is alled a sto hasti kernel.1 .
1

The general denition of sto hasti

redu es to this one in the dis rete
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kernel is more

ompli ated ( fr. [TM09℄), but it

ase, whi h is what we use in this thesis.

2.2. Probabilisti automata

Notation: We will use apital letters A, B, X, Y, Z to denote random variables and alligraphi letters A, B, X , Y, Z to denote their image. With a slight
abuse of notation we will use p (and p(x), p(y)) to denote either
• a probability distribution, when x, y ∈ Ω, or
• a probability measure, when x, y ∈ F are events, or
• the probability mass fun tion P ([X = x]), P ([Y = y]) of the random
variables X, Y respe tively, when x ∈ X , y ∈ Y .

2.2 Probabilisti automata
Let µ : S → [0, 1] be a dis rete probability distribution on a ountable set S ,
and let the set of all dis rete probability distributions on S be D(S).
A probabilisti automaton [Seg95℄ is a quadruple M = (S, L, ŝ, ϑ) where
S is a ountable set of states, L is a nite set of labels or a tions, ŝ is the
initial state, and ϑ is a transition fun tion ϑ : S → P(D(L × S)). If ϑ(s) = ∅
then s is a terminal state. We write s→µ for µ ∈ ϑ(s), s ∈ S . Moreover, we
ℓ
write s→r for s, r ∈ S whenever s→µ and µ(ℓ, r) > 0. A fully probabilisti
automaton is a probabilisti automaton satisfying |ϑ(s)| ≤ 1 for all states. In
su h an automaton, when ϑ(s) 6= ∅, we overload the notation and denote by
ϑ(s) the distribution outgoing from s.
ℓ

ℓ

1
2
A path in a probabilisti automaton is a sequen e σ = s0 →
s1 →
···
ℓi+1
where si ∈ S , ℓi ∈ L and si → si+1 . A path an be nite in whi h ase it
ends with a state. A path is omplete if it is either innite, or nite ending
in a terminal state. Given a nite path σ , last(σ) denotes its last state. Let
Pathss (M ) denote the set of all paths, Paths⋆ s (M ) the set of all nite paths,
and CPathss (M ) the set of all omplete paths of an automaton M , starting
from the state s. We will omit s if s = ŝ. Paths are ordered by the prex
relation, whi h we denote by ≤. The tra e of a path is the sequen e of a tions
in L∗ ∪ L∞ obtained by removing the states, hen e for the above σ we have
trace(σ) = l1 l2 . . .. If L′ ⊆ L, then trace L′ (σ) is the proje tion of trace(σ) on
the elements of L′ .
Let M = (S, L, ŝ, ϑ) be a (fully) probabilisti automaton, s ∈ S a state,
and let σ ∈ Paths⋆s (M ) be a nite path starting in s. The one generated by
σ is the set of omplete paths hσi = {σ ′ ∈ CPathss (M ) | σ ≤ σ ′ }. Given a
fully probabilisti automaton M = (S, L, ŝ, ϑ) and a state s, we an al ulate
the probability value Ps (σ) of any nite path σ starting in s as follows:

Ps (s) = 1, and
ℓ

Ps (σ → s′ ) = Ps (σ) µ(ℓ, s′ ) where last (σ) → µ
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Let Ωs = CPathss (M ) be the sample spa e, and let Fs be the smallest
σ -algebra indu ed by the ones generated by all the nite paths of M . Then
P indu es a unique probability measure on Fs (whi h we will also denote by
Ps ) su h that Ps (hσi) = Ps (σ) for every nite path σ starting in s. For s = ŝ
we write P instead of Pŝ .
A (total) s heduler for a probabilisti automaton M is a fun tion dened
as ζ : Paths⋆ (M ) → (L × D(S) ∪ {⊥}) su h that for all nite paths σ , if
ϑ(last (σ)) 6= ∅ then ζ(σ) ∈ ϑ(last (σ)), and ζ(σ) = ⊥ otherwise. Hen e, a
s heduler ζ sele ts one of the available transitions in ea h state, and determines
therefore a fully probabilisti automaton, obtained by pruning from M the
alternatives that are not hosen by ζ . A s heduler is history dependent sin e
it takes into a ount the path and not only the urrent state. It is possible to
dene partial s hedulers, i.e. s hedulers that may halt the exe ution at any
time. In this thesis, however, we will onsider only total s hedulers, to be more
in line with the standard semanti s of CCS.

2.3 CCS with internal probabilisti

hoi e

In this se tion we present an extension of standard CCS ([Mil89℄) obtained
by adding internal probabilisti hoi e. The resulting al ulus an be seen as
a simplied version of the probabilisti π - al ulus presented in [HP00, PH05℄
and it is similar to the one onsidered in [DPP05℄. The restri tion to CCS and
to internal hoi e is suitable for the s ope of this thesis.
Let a range over a ountable set of hannel names.
The syntax of CCSp is the following:

α ::= a | ā | τ
P, Q ::=
α.P
|P |Q
| P +Q
P
| i pi Pi
| (νa)P
| !P
|0

prexes
pro esses
prex
parallel
nondeterministi hoi e
internal probabilisti hoi e
restri tion
repli ation
nil

where the pi 's in the probabilisti hoi e should be non-negative and their sum
should be 1. We will also use the notation P1 +p P2 to represent a binary sum
P
i pi Pi with p1 = p and p2 = 1 − p.
The semanti s of a CCSp term is a probabilisti automaton dened indu tively on the basis of the syntax a ording to the rules in Figure 2.1. We write
a
s −→ µ when (s, a, µ) is a transition of the probabilisti automaton. Given
a pro ess Q and a measure µ, we denote by µ | Q the measure µ′ su h that
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ACT

α

α.P −→ δ(P )
α

SUM1

P −→ µ
α
P + Q −→ µ

PAR1

P −→ µ
α
P | Q −→ µ | Q

COM

P −→ δ(P ′ ) Q −→ δ(Q′ )
τ
P | Q −→ δ(P ′ | Q′ )

P −→ µ
α 6= a, a
α
(νa)P −→ (νa)µ

SUM2

Q −→ µ
α
P + Q −→ µ

PAR2

Q −→ µ
α
P | Q −→ P | µ

α

α

a

a

REP1

α

RES

α

hoi e

PROB

α

P −→ µ
α
!P −→ µ | !P

REP2

P

τ

i

pi Pi −→
a

P

i

pi δ(Pi )
a

P −→ δ(P1 ) P −→ δ(P2 )
τ
!P −→ δ(P1 | P2 | !P )

Figure 2.1: The semanti s of CCSp

µ′ (P | Q) = µ(P ) for all pro esses P and µ′ (R) = 0 if R is not of the form
P | Q. Similarly (νa)µ = µ′ su h that µ′ ((νa)P ) = µ(P ).
a
A transition of the form P −→ δ(P ′ ), i.e. a transition having for target a
Dira measure, orresponds to a transition of a non-probabilisti automaton (a
standard labeled transition system). Note that ea h rule of CCSp orresponds
to one rule of CCS, ex ept for PROB. The latter models the internal probabilisti hoi e: a silent τ transition is available from the sum to a measure
ontaining all of its operands, with the orresponding probabilities.
Note that in the produ ed probabilisti automaton, all transitions to nonDira measures are silent. This is similar to the alternating model [HJ89℄,
however our ase is more general be ause the silent and non-silent transitions
are not ne essarily alternated. On the other hand, with respe t to the simple
probabilisti automata the fa t that the probabilisti transitions are silent
looks like a restri tion. It has been proved by Bandini and Segala [BS01℄,
however, that the simple probabilisti automata and the alternating model are
essentially equivalent, so, being in between, our model is equivalent as well.

En oding message passing into CCSp Sometimes it is onvenient to

make message passing expli it in the notation of CCSp . Namely, we enri h
its syntax by allowing the prexes to be c(a) | chxi | τ , where c, a, x are
names, and the semanti rule COM is substituted by:
chai

COM'

c(x)

P −→ δ(P ′ ) Q −→ δ(Q′ )
τ

P | Q −→ δ(P ′ | Q′ [a /x ])

chai

where P −→ δ(P ′ ) denotes a pro ess that sends the name a through hannel
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c(x)

c and then evolves to P ′ , and Q −→ δ(Q′ ) denotes a pro ess that re eives the
name x through hannel c and then evolves to Q′ . Here Q′ [a /x ] is the pro ess
Q′ in whi h every o urren e of x is repla e by a.
The expressive power of CCSp with message passing and without it is the
same [Mil89℄. In this thesis we will use this fa t and onsider expli it message
passing as an alias for the orresponding en oding into the presentation of
CCSp given in Figure 2.1.
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Three
The rationale behind the use of
information theory for leakage
Why, only why?

Nadia Vertti
In this hapter we review the most important on epts related to the informaapproa h to quantitative information ow. We aim at presenting
these on epts in a ontextualized way, dis ussing the intuition behind them
and interpreting what they mean in terms of se urity.
tion theoreti

Plan of the Chapter Se tion 3.1 gives a brief overview on information

theory for ommuni ation. Se tion 3.2 introdu es the information theoreti
approa h to information ow. Se tion 3.3 presents and ompares several different notions based on information theory that have been used in the literature
to hara terize un ertainty and leakage.

3.1 Information theory and ommuni ation
The study of information theory started with Claude E. Shannon's work on the
problem of oding messages to be transmitted through unreliable (or noisy)
hannels. A ommuni ation hannel is a (physi al) means through whi h information an be transmitted. The input is fed into the hannel, but due to
noise or any other problems that an o ur during the transmission, the output
of the hannel may not ree t with delity the input. It is usual to des ribe
the unreliable behavior of the hannel in a probabilisti way. In the dis rete
(nite) ase, if A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , an } represent the possible inputs for the hannel, and B = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bm } represent the possible outputs, the hannel's
probabilisti behavior an be represented as a hannel matrix Mn×m where
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ea h element Mi,j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) is dened as the probability of
the hannel outputting bj when the input is ai . In this way, we an see the
input and output as two orrelated random variables linked by the hannel's
probabilisti behavior 1 .
A unique feature of information theory is its use of a numeri al measure of
the amount of information gained when the ontents of a message are learned.
More spe i ally, information theory reasons about the degree of un ertainty
of a ertain random variable, and the amount of information that it an reveal
about another random variable. Among the tools provided by information
theory there are on epts as entropy, onditional entropy, mutual information
and hannel apa ity, whi h will be reviewed in Se tion 3.3.1. We onsider
here only the dis rete ase, sin e this is enough for the s ope of this thesis.

3.2 Information theory and information ow
Several works in the literature use an information theoreti approa h to model
the problem of information ow and dene the leakage in a quantitative way, as
for example [ZB05, CHM05, Mal07, MC08, MNS03, MNCM03, CPP08a℄. The
idea is to model the omputational system as an information theoreti hannel.
The input represents the se ret, the output represents the observable, and the
orrelation between the input and output (mutual information ) represents the
information leakage. The worst ase leakage orresponds then to the apa ity
of the hannel, whi h is by denition the maximum mutual information that
an be obtained by varying the input distribution.
In the works mentioned above, the notion of mutual information is based
on Shannon entropy, whi h (be ause of its mathemati al properties) is the
most established measure of un ertainty. From the se urity point of view, this
measure orresponds to a parti ular model of atta k and a parti ular way of
estimating the se urity threat (vulnerability of the se ret). Other notions have
been onsidered, and argued to be more appropriate for se urity in ertain s enarios. These in lude: min-entropy [R61, Smi09℄, Bayes risk [CT91, CPP08b℄,
guessing entropy [Mas94℄, and marginal guesswork [Pli00℄. In Se tion 3.3 we
will dis uss their meaning and show how they relate (or do not relate) to ea h
other and to Shannon entropy.
Whatever denition of un ertainty (i.e. vulnerability) we want to adopt,
the notion of leakage is inherent to the system and an be expressed in a
uniform way as the dieren e between the initial un ertainty, i.e. the degree
of ignoran e about the se ret before we run the system, and the remaining
un ertainty, i.e. the degree of ignoran e about the se ret after we run the
system and observe its out ome. Following the prin iple advo ated by Smith
1

Note that we are assuming that

hannels are loseless, sin e the rows are probability

distributions instead of sub-probability distributions.
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[Smi09℄, and by many others:

information leakage = initial uncertainty
−
remaining uncertainty

(3.1)

In (3.1), the initial un ertainty depends solely on the input distribution,
aka the a priori distribution or prior. Intuitively, the more uniform it is, the
less we know about the se ret (in the probabilisti sense). After we run the
system, if there is a probabilisti orrelation between input and output, then
the observation of the output should in rease our knowledge of the se ret. This
is determined by the fa t that the distribution on the input hanges: in fa t we
an update the probability of ea h input with the orresponding onditional
probability of the same input, given the output. The new distribution is alled
the a posteriori distribution. In ase the input and output are independent,
then the a priori and the a posteriori distributions oin ide and the knowledge
should remain the same. We will use the attributes a priori (or prior)
and a posteriori to refer to before and after the observation of the output,
respe tively.
The above intuitions should be ree ted by any reasonable notion of unertainty: it should be higher on more uniform distributions, and it should
de rease or remain equal with the observation of related events.
If the un ertainty is expressed in terms of Shannon entropy, then the initial
un ertainty is the entropy of the input, the remaining un ertainty is the onditional entropy of the input given the output, and (3.1) mat hes exa tly the denition of mutual information. This justies the notion of leakage adopted in the
works mentioned before ([ZB05, CHM05, Mal07, MC08, MNS03, MNCM03,
CPP08a℄).
The analogy between information ow in a system and a (simple) hannel
works well when:
(i) there is no nondeterminism, i.e. either the system is deterministi , or
purely probabilisti ; and
(ii) there is a pre ise temporal relation between se rets and observables in the
omputations; namely, the value of the se ret is hosen at the beginning
of the omputation, and the omputation of the system produ es an
observable out ome with a probability that depends solely on the hosen
input and on the system. Furthermore, ea h new run of the system is
independent from the previous ones.
Restri tion (i) implies that for ea h se ret there is exa tly one onditional
probability distribution on the observables, where the ondition is the se ret
value. If a system is deterministi , then under the same input ea h run produ es always the same output, with probability 1. Therefore the matrix ontains only 0's and 1's. Yet the problem of inferring the se ret is interesting,
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be ause the same output may orrespond to dierent inputs. If the system
is probabilisti , i.e. it uses some randomized me hanisms, then the matrix
usually ontains probabilities dierent from 0 and 1.
Restri tion (ii) ensures that this onditional distribution depends uniquely
on the system (not on the input distribution). These onditional probabilities
onstitute the hannel matrix. Note that in a (basi ) information-theoreti
hannel the matrix must be invariant with respe t to the input distribution,
whi h is exa tly what ondition (ii) guarantees.
Unfortunately, usually onditions (i) and (ii) are too restri tive for real-life
systems:

• Spe i ations typi ally need to use nondeterminism in order to abstra t
from implementation details. This is parti ularly ompelling in the ase
of on urrent and distributed systems: The order in whi h the various
omponents get exe uted and their intera tions depend on s heduling
poli ies that may dier from implementation to implementation. Furthermore, even if the s heduling poli y is xed, there are run time irumstan es that may inuen e the relative speed of the pro esses. Nondeterminism is, in pra ti e, an unavoidable aspe t of on urren y.
• Se rets and observables often alternate and intera t during an exe ution. In parti ular, the hoi e of a new se ret may depend on previous
observables. Furthermore, new exe utions of the systems may depend
on previous ones. This may be due to the way the system works, or to
the presen e of an a tive adversary that may use the knowledge derived
from previous observations to try to tamper with the me hanisms of the
system, with the purpose of in reasing the leakage. Examples of su h
systems, that we all here intera tive systems (where intera tion refers
to the interplay between se rets and observables), an be found in the
areas of game theory, au tion proto ols, web servers, GUI appli ations,
et .
In this thesis we onsider the hallenges of extending the informationtheoreti approa h to ases where these onditions are relaxed. More spe ially, Chapter 4 on erns the suppression of ondition (ii), and Chapter 6 deals
with the suppression of ondition (i).

3.3 Un ertainty and leakage
In this se tion we re all various denitions of un ertainty based on information
theory proposed in the literature, and we dis uss the relation with se urity
atta ks and the way of measuring their su ess. In general we onsider the
kind of threats that in the model of Köpf and Basin [KB07℄ are alled brutefor e guessing atta ks, whi h an be summarized as follows: The goal of the
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adversary is to determine the value of a random variable. He an make a series
of queries to an ora le. Ea h query must have a yes /no answer. In general
the adversary is adaptive, i.e. he an hoose the next query depending on the
answers to the previous ones. We assume that the adversary knows the a priori
probability distribution. In this se tion, when we talk about the meaning in
se urity of a parti ular measure of un ertainty, we refer to the work in [KB07℄.
In the following, A, B denote two dis rete random variables with nitely
many values A = {a1 , . . . , an }, B = {b1 , . . . , bm }, and probability distributions
pA (·), pB (·), respe tively. We will use A ∧ B to represent the random variable
with arrier A × B and joint probability distribution pA∧B (a, b) = pA (a) · p(b |
A = a), while A · B will denote the random variable with arrier A × B and
probability distribution dened as produ t, i.e. pA·B (a, b) = pA (a) · pB (b).
Clearly, if A and B are independent, we have A ∧ B = A · B . We shall omit
the subs ripts on the probabilities when they are lear from the ontext. In
referen e to a hannel, in general A will denote the input (se ret), and B the
output (observable).

3.3.1 Shannon entropy
The (Shannon)

entropy

of A is dened as

H(A) = −

X

p(a) log p(a)

A

The entropy measures the un ertainty of A. It takes its minimum value
H(A) = 0 when pA (·) is a point mass (also alled delta of Dira ). The maximum value H(A) = log |A| is obtained when pA (·) is the uniform distribution.
Usually the base of the logarithm is set to be 2 and the entropy is measured
in bits. Roughly speaking, m bits of entropy means that we have 2m values to
hoose from, assuming a uniform distribution.
The onditional entropy of A given B is dened as
X
H(A | B) =
p(b) H(A | B = b)
(3.2)
b∈B

where

H(A | B = b) = −

X

p(a|b) log p(a|b)

a∈A

The onditional entropy measures the un ertainty of A when B is known. It
is well-known that 0 ≤ H(A|B) ≤ H(A). The minimum value, 0, is obtained
when A is ompletely determined by B . The maximum value H(A) is obtained
when A and B are independent.
The mutual information between A and B is dened as

I(A; B) = H(A) − H(A|B)

(3.3)
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The mutual information measures the amount of information about A that
we gain by observing B . It an be shown that I(A; B) = I(B; A) and 0 ≤
I(A; B) ≤ H(A). If C is a third random variable, the onditional mutual
information between A and B given C is dened as

I(A; B|C) = H(A|C) − H(A|B, C)
The ( onditional) entropy and mutual information respe t the hain
Namely, given the random variables A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak , B and C , we have:

H(A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak |C) =

k
X

H(Ai |A1 , . . . , Ai−1 , C)

k
X

I(Ai ; B|A1 , . . . , Ai−1 , C)

rules.

i=1

I(A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak ; B|C) =

(3.4)

i=1

A dis rete memoryless hannel is a tuple (A, B, p(·|·)), where A, B are the
sets of input and output symbols, respe tively, and p(b|a) is the probability of
observing the output symbol b when the input symbol is a. These onditional
probabilities onstitute the hannel matrix. An input distribution pA (·) over
A together with the hannel determine the joint distribution p(a, b) = p(a|b) ·
p(a) and onsequently I(A; B). The maximum I(A; B) over all possible input
distributions is the hannel's apa ity C :

C = max I(A; B)
pA (·)

The famous Channel Coding Theorem by Shannon relates the apa ity of
the hannel to its maximum transmission rate. In brief, the hannel apa ity
is a tight upper bound for the maximum rate by whi h information an be
reliably transmitted using the hannel. Given an a eptable probability of
error ξ , there is a natural number n and a oding for whi h n uses of the
hannel will result in messages being transmitted with at most the a eptable
probability of error ξ .

Meaning in se urity To explain what H(A) represents from the se urity

point of view, onsider a partition {Ai }i∈I of A. The adversary is allowed to
ask questions of the form does A ∈ Ai ? a ording to some strategy. Let
n(a) be the number of questions that are needed to determine the value of a,
when A = a. Then H(A) represents the lower bound to the expe ted value
of n(·), with respe t to all possible partitions and strategies of the adversary
[Pli00, KB07℄.
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3.3.2 Min-entropy
In [R
61℄, Rényi introdu ed a one-parameter family of entropy measures, intended as a generalization of Shannon entropy. The Rényi entropy of order α
(α > 0, α 6= 1) of a random variable A is dened as

Hα (A) =

X
1
log
p(a)α
1−α
a∈A

Rényi's motivations were of an axiomati nature: Shannon entropy satises
four axioms, namely symmetry, ontinuity, value 1 on the Bernoulli uniform
distribution, and the hain rule2 :

H(A ∧ B) = H(A) + H(B | A)

(3.5)

The entropy of the joint probability, H(A ∧ B), is more ommonly denoted
by H(A, B). We will use the latter notation in the following.
Shannon entropy is also the only fun tion that satises those axioms. If
we repla e, however, (3.5) with a weaker property representing the additivity
of entropy for independent distributions:

H(A · B) = H(A) + H(B)
then there are more fun tions satisfying the axioms, among whi h are all those
of Rényi's family.
Shannon entropy is obtained by taking the limit of Hα as α approa hes 1.
In fa t we an easily prove, using l'Hpital's rule, that
def

H1 (A) = lim Hα (A) = −
α→1

X

p(a) log p(a)

a∈A

We are parti ularly interested in the limit of Hα as α approa hes ∞. This
is alled min-entropy. It an easily be proven that
def

H∞ (A) = lim Hα (A) = − log max p(a)
α→∞

a∈A

Rényi onsidered also the α-generalization of the Kullba k-Liebler divergen e, whi h is dened as (assuming that p and q are distributions on the same
set X ):
X
p(x)
DKL (p k q) =
p(x) log
q(x)
x∈X

2

The original axiom,

tropy. It

alled the grouping axiom, does not mention the

orresponds, however, to the

hain rule if the

onditional en-

onditional entropy is dened as in

(3.2).
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Rényi's α-generalization is:

Dα (p k q) =

X
1
log
p(x)α q(x)α−1
1−α
x∈X

The standard ase, i.e. the Kullba k-Liebler divergen e, is again obtained
by taking the limit of Dα as α → 1.
The interest of the above for our purposes lies on the fa t that Shannon mutual information an equivalently be dened in terms of the Kullba k-Liebler
divergen e (see for instan e [CT91℄):

I(A; B) = DKL (A ∧ B k A · B)
Therefore, it seems natural to dene the α-generalization of the mutual
information as:
Iα∗ (A; B) = Dα (A ∧ B k A · B)
Other α-generalizations of the mutual information, based on the same idea,
are explored in [Csi95℄.
As α → ∞, the above denition gives the following min-version of the
mutual information:
def

∗
I∞
(A; B) = lim Iα (A; B) = log max
α→∞

a,b

p(a, b)
p(a) p(b)

(3.6)

Another natural way to generalize I(A; B) would be to repla e H by Hα
in Denition 3.3. Rényi did not dene, however, the α-generalization of the
onditional entropy, and there is no agreement on what it should be.
Various resear hers, in luding Ca hin [Ca 97℄, have onsidered the following denition, based on (3.2):
X
HαCachin (A | B) =
p(b) Hα (A | B = b)
b∈B

whi h, as α → ∞, be omes

Cachin (A | B) = −
H∞

X

b∈B

p(b) log max p(a | b)

(3.7)

a∈A

An alternative proposal for H∞ (· | ·) ame from Smith [Smi09℄3 :
P
Smith (A | B) = − log
H∞
b∈B maxa∈A p(a, b)

(3.8)

Cachin and
Using (3.7) and 3.8), and the analogue of (3.3) we an dene I∞

I Smith 4 .
∞

3

The same formulation had been already used by Dodis et al. in [DORS04℄, and Smith

proposed it independently.

Sin e it is Smith's work on the subje t that motivates the

approa h used in this thesis, we opt to refer to this formulation as Smith's.
4
Smith
The notation I∞
is ours. Smith himself opts for not adopting it, sin e
symmetri .
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Meaning in se urity The min-entropy an be related to a model of adversary who is allowed to ask exa tly one question, whi h must be of the form is
A = a? (one-try atta ks). More pre isely, the min-entropy H∞ (A) represents
the (logarithm of the inverse of the) probability of su ess for this kind of
atta k and with the best strategy, whi h onsists, of ourse, in hoosing the a
with the maximum probability.
As for H∞ (A | B) and I∞ (A; B), the most interesting versions in terms
of se urity seem to be those of Smith. In fa t, in this thesis we adopt his
approa h to information leakage, and we will, from now on, use the following
notation:
Smith (A | B) and is referred to as
• H∞ (A | B) stands for H∞
min-entropy ;
Smith (A; B) and is referred to as
• I∞ (A; B) stands for I∞
age.

onditional

min-entropy leak-

In fa t, the onditional min-entropy H∞ (A | B) represents the log of the
inverse of the (expe ted value of the) probability that the same kind of adversary su eeds in guessing the value of A a posteriori, i.e. after observing the
result of B . The omplement of this probability is also known as probability
of error or Bayes risk. Sin e in general B and A are orrelated, observing
B in reases the probability of su ess. In fa t, we an prove formally that
H∞ (A | B) ≤ H∞ (A), with equality if A and B are independent. The minentropy leakage I∞ (A; B) orresponds to the ratio between the probabilities
of su ess a priori and a posteriori, whi h is a natural notion of leakage. Here
I∞ (A; B) is in the format of (3.1), but the dieren e be omes a ratio due to the
presen e of the logarithms. Note that I∞ (A; B) ≥ 0, whi h seems desirable for
a good notion of leakage. It has been proven in [BCP09℄ that C∞ is obtained
at the uniform distribution, and that it is equal to the sum of the maxima of
P
ea h olumn in the hannel matrix, i.e. C∞ = b ∈ B maxa ∈ A p(b | a).
∗ (A; B) in (3.6) has also an interpretation in se urity:
The denition of I∞
it represents the maximum gain in the probability of su ess, i.e. the maximum ratio between the a posteriori and the a priori probability. Note that
∗ (A; B) is always non-negative and it is 0 if and only if A and B are inalso I∞
dependent. More generally, DKL (p k q) and its α-extension Dα (p k q) should
represent the ine ien y of an adversary who bases its strategy on the distribution q , when in fa t the real distribution is p. Hen e Iα∗ (A; B) dened as
Dα (A ∧ B k A · B) should represent the gain of the adversary in revising his
strategy a ording to the knowledge of the orrelation between A and B .
Con erning HαCachin and IαCachin , they have some ni e properties. For instan e they enjoy weak versions of the hain rule (3.5). More pre isely, the
 = in (3.5) be omes  ≥ for α < 1, and  ≤ for α > 1. There is no general
Cachin (A | B) and H (A), and in parti ular I Cachin is not
relation between H∞
∞
∞
guaranteed to be non-negative.
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3.3.3 Guessing entropy
The notion of guessing entropy was introdu ed by Massey in [Mas94℄. Let
us assume, for simpli ity, that the elements of A are ordered by de reasing
probabilities, i.e. if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n then p(ai ) ≥ p(aj ). Then the guessing
entropy is dened as follows:
X
HG (A) =
i p(ai )
1≤i≤|A|

Massey did not dene the notion of onditional guessing entropy. In some
works, like [Ca 97, KB07℄, it is dened analogously to (3.2):

HG (A | B) =

X

p(b) HG (A | B = b)

b∈B

Meaning in se urity Guessing entropy represents an adversary who is al-

lowed to ask repeatedly questions of the form is A = a?. More pre isely,
HG (A) represents the expe ted number of questions that the adversary needs
to ask to determine the value of A, assuming that he follows the best strategy,
whi h onsists, of ourse, in hoosing the a's in order of de reasing probability.
HG (A | B) represents the expe ted number of questions a posteriori, i.e.
after observing the value of B and reordering the queries a ording to the
updated probabilities (i.e. the queries will be hosen in order of de reasing a
posteriori probabilities).
Also in this ase, HG (A | B) is not ne essarily smaller than or equal to
HG (A), so the orresponding notion of mutual information is not guaranteed
to be non-negative5 .

3.3.4 Marginal guesswork
The marginal guesswork is a variant of guessing entropy that was proposed
by Pliam [Pli00℄. It is parametri in a number η > 0, and is dened as
follows. Again, we assume that the elements of A are ordered by de reasing
probabilities.
X
Hη (A) = min{j |
p(ai ) > η}
1≤i≤j

Pliam did not dene the onditional version of marginal guesswork, but in
[KB07℄ it is dened following (3.2):

Hη (A | B) =

X

p(b) Hη (A | B = b)

b∈B
5

This problem is inherent to the probabilisti

[KB07℄, sin e that work
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Meaning in se urity Consider again an adversary who is allowed to ask

repeatedly questions of the form is A = a?. Hη (A) represents the minimum
number of questions that the adversary needs to ask to determine the value of
A with probability at least η .
Hη (A | B) represents the same notion, but using the a posteriori probabilities. Again, it is not ne essarily the ase that Hη (A | B) ≤ Hη (A).

3.3.5 Comparison and dis ussion
The various notions of entropy dis ussed in this se tion have been arefully
ompared with Shannon entropy, to on lude that in general there is no tight
relation. Fano's inequality gives a lower bound to the Bayes risk in terms of
( onditional) Shannon entropy, and Rényi [R61℄, Hellman-Raviv [HR07℄, and
Santhi-Vardi [SV06℄ give upper bounds as well, but all these are rather weak.
Smith has shown in [Smi09℄ that the orderings indu ed on hannels by the
Bayes risk and by Shannon entropy are in general unrelated.
Massey has shown that the exponential of the Shannon entropy is a lower
bound for the guessing entropy, and that, in ase of a geometri distribution,
the bound is tight. Massey has also shown that in the general ase the Shannon
entropy an be arbitrarily lose to 0 while the guessing entropy is onstant
[Mas94℄.
As for the marginal guesswork. Pliam has shown that it is essentially
unrelated with Shannon entropy [Pli00℄.
In this thesis we fo us on the on epts of leakage based on Shannon entropy
(Chapter 4) and min-entropy (Chapter 5).
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Four
Information ow in intera tive systems
True intera tivity is not about

li king on i ons or downloading les,

it's about en ouraging

ommuni ation.

Edwin S hlossberg
The key idea behind the information-theoreti approa hes to information ow
is to interpret the system as an information-theoreti hannel, where the se rets
are the input and the observables are the output. The hannel matrix onsists
of the onditional probabilities p(b | a), dened as the measure of the exe utions
produ ing the observable b, relative to those whi h ontain the se ret a. The
leakage is represented by the mutual information, and the worst- ase leakage
by the apa ity of the hannel (see Chapter 3 for referen e).
In information theory, however, there are several dierent models of hannels. So far the works in the literature about information theory applied to
information ow have fo used on the simplest kind of hannels: dis rete memoryless hannels where the absen e of feedba k is impli itly assumed. This lassi al approa h has been su essfully used in s enarios where the se ret value
is assumed to be hosen at the beginning of the omputation. In this hapter,
however, we are interested in the more general s enario in whi h se rets an
be hosen at any point. More pre isely, we onsider intera tive systems, i.e.
systems in whi h the generation of se rets and the o urren e of observables
an alternate during the omputation and inuen e ea h other. Examples of
intera tive systems in lude au tion proto ols like [Vi 61, Sub98, SA99℄. Some
of these have be ome very popular thanks to their integration in Internet-based
ele troni ommer e platforms [Eba, Ebi, Mer℄. Other examples of intera tive
programs in lude web servers, GUI appli ations, and ommand-line programs
[BPS+ 09℄.
Unfortunately, the information-theoreti approa h whi h interprets intera tive systems as lassi al hannels is not valid. More spe i ally, in su h
systems the hannel matrix is not invariant with respe t to the input distri43
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bution, so the hannel apa ity annot be al ulated in the traditional way.
Therefore, the notion of maximum leakage as standard apa ity is also ompromised.
The goal of this hapter is to extend the lassi al information-theoreti
approa h to information ow to the more ompli ated s enario of intera tive
systems.
Contribution The main ontributions of this hapter an be summarized
as follows.

• We show that by onsidering the ri her hannels that support memory
and feedba k it is possible to retrieve the orresponden e between systems and hannels. We prove that there is a omplete orresponden e
between intera tive systems and hannels with memory and feedba k,
and we show how to model the latter as the former.
• We propose the use of dire ted information, as opposed to mutual information, to represent leakage in intera tive systems. Re ent results in
information theory [TM09℄ have shown that, in hannels with memory
and feedba k, the transmission rate does not orrespond to the maximum mutual information (the standard notion of apa ity), but rather to
the maximum normalized dire ted information, a on ept introdu ed by
Massey [Mas90℄. We argue that in intera tive hannels the real leakage is
due to the dire ted information from se rets to observables, whereas the
dire ted information from observables to se rets ( orresponding to feedba k) is a hara teristi of the system itself and should not be ounted
as leakage.
• We show that our model is a proper extension of the lassi al one, i.e. in
the absen e of intera tivity the model of hannels with memory and feedba k ollapses into the model of memoryless hannels without feedba k.
Moreover, in that ase also the on epts of mutual information and dire ted information from input to output oin ide, the same holds for the
on epts of apa ity and dire ted apa ity. We argue that in the lassi al approa h mutual information is a good measure of leakage exa tly
be ause of this property: in the absen e of feedba k mutual information
and dire ted information from input to output are the same.
• We show that the apa ity of the hannels asso iated to intera tive systems is a ontinuous fun tion with respe t to a pseudometri based on
the Kantorovi h metri . The ontinuity of the hannel apa ity was also
proved in [DJGP02℄ for simple hannels, but the proof does not adapt
to the ase of hannels with memory and feedba k and we had to devise
a dierent te hnique.

Plan of the Chapter This hapter is organized as follows. In Se tion 4.1
we introdu e the on ept of intera tive systems and we show why hannels
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without memory and feedba k are inadequate in this s enario. In Se tion 4.2
we review the notion of hannels with memory and feedba k, whi h is the ore
of the model we propose. We dis uss the on ept of dire ted information and
also the on ept of apa ity in the presen e of feedba k. Se tion 4.3 ontains
the main ontribution in this hapter: We explain how Intera tive Information Hiding Systems (IIHSs) an be modeled using hannels with memory and
feedba k. In parti ular we show that for any IIHS there is always a hannel
that simulates its probabilisti behavior. In Se tion 4.4 we dis uss our notion of adversary and we dene the quanti ation of information leakage as
the hannel's dire ted information from input to output, or as the dire ted
apa ity, depending on whether the input distribution is xed or not. In Se tion 4.5 we apply our model to an example, the Co aine Au tion proto ol. In
Se tion 4.6 we propose a pseudometri stru ture on IIHSs based on the Kantorovi h metri . We also show that the apa ity of the hannels asso iated to
intera tive systems is a ontinuous fun tion with respe t to this pseudometri .
In Se tion 4.7 we present some related work, and in Se tion 4.8 we review and
dis uss the main results of the hapter, and onsider future work.

4.1 Intera tive systems
In this se tion we exemplify the problems that arise when we try to apply
the lassi al information-theoreti approa h to intera tive systems. In order
to derive an information-theoreti hannel, at a rst glan e it would seem
natural to dene the hannel matrix by using the denition of p(b | a) in terms
of the joint and marginal probabilities p(a, b) and p(b). Namely, the entry
p(b | a) would be dened as the measure of the tra es with (se ret, observable)proje tion (a, b), divided by the measure of the tra es with se ret proje tion a.
An approa h of this kind was proposed in [DJGP02℄. In the intera tive ase,
however, this onstru tion does not really produ e an information-theoreti
hannel. In fa t, by denition a hannel should be invariant with respe t to
the input distribution, and this is not the ase here, as shown by the following
example.

Example 1.

Figure 4.1 represents a web-based intera tion between one seller

ri h and poor. The seller an oer two dierent
expensive, with given probabilities. On e the produ t is

and two possible buyers,
produ ts,

heap

and

oered, ea h buyer may try to buy it, with a

ertain probability. For simpli ity

we assume that the buyers' oers are mutually ex lusive. We assume that the
oers are observables, in the sense that they are made publi

on the website,

while the identity of the buyer that a tually buys the produ t should be kept
se ret from an external observer.
probabilities, with the

q1 , q1

and

r , q1 , q2 , r , q1 , q2 represent
r = 1 − r (and the same for the pairs

The symbols

onvention that

q2 , q2 ).
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cheap

expensive
r

r

poor
q1

rich
q1

poor
q2

rich
q2

Figure 4.1: Intera tive system of Example 1

Following [DJGP02℄ we an ompute the onditional probabilities using
p(b|a) = p(a,b)
p(a) , thus obtaining the matrix in Table 4.1. The matrix however is
not invariant with respe t to the input distribution. For instan e for r = r = 12 ,
q1 = 23 , and q2 = 13 we obtain the matrix in Table 4.2(a). If we hange the
input distribution, for instan e by hanging the value of q2 to be 16 , also the
matrix hanges. We obtain, indeed, the new matrix illustrated in Table 4.2(b).
heap

expensive

poor

rq1
rq1 +rq2

rq2
rq1 +rq2

ri h

rq1
rq1 +rq2

rq2
rq1 +rq2

Table 4.1: Channel matrix for Example 1
Consequently, when the se rets o ur after the observables and depend on
we annot onsider the onditional probabilities (of the observables given
the se rets) as representing a lassi al hannel from se rets to observables, and
we annot apply the standard information-theoreti on epts. In parti ular,
we annot use the apa ity of the matrix (dened by onsidering the matrix
as a hannel matrix, and taking the maximum mutual information over all
possible inputs) be ause in general the maximum is given by a distribution
dierent from the one that was used to dene the matrix, hen e the result
would be unsound.
The rst ontribution of this hapter is to onsider an extension of the
theory of hannels whi h makes the information-theoreti approa h appli able
also in the ase of intera tive systems. A ri her notion of hannels, known in
information theory as hannels with memory and feedba k, serves our purposes.
The dependen e of inputs on previous outputs orresponds to feedba k, and
the dependen e of outputs on previous inputs and outputs orresponds to
memory. Re ent results in information theory [TM09℄ have shown that, in su h
hannels, the transmission rate does not orrespond to the maximum mutual
information (the standard notion of apa ity), but rather to the maximum
normalized dire ted information, a on ept introdu ed by Massey [Mas90℄.
We propose to adopt this latter notion to represent leakage.

them,
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Input distr.

cheap

expensive

poor

2
3

1
3

p(poor) =

1
2

rich

1
3

2
3

p(rich) =

1
2

(a)

r = 12 , q1 = 32 , q2 =

1
3

Input distr.

cheap

expensive

poor

4
5

1
5

p(poor) =

5
12

rich

2
7

5
7

p(rich) =

7
12

(b)

r = 21 , q1 = 23 , q2 =

1
6

Table 4.2: Two dierent hannel matri es indu ed by two dierent input distributions for Example 1

Our model of atta ker is the intera tive version of the atta ker asso iated
to Shannon entropy in the lassi ation of Köpf and Basin [KB07℄, dis ussed
in Chapter 3. In the ase of a standard single-use hannel, the invulnerability
degree of the se ret before the atta ker observes the output is the entropy of the
input, determined by its a priori distribution. The invulnerability degree after
the atta ker observes the output is the onditional entropy of the input given
the output, determined by its a posteriori distribution. The latter is always
smaller than or equal to the rst. The dieren e between these invulnerability
degrees orresponds to the mutual information, and represents the leakage of
the system. In our intera tive framework we onsider the same s enario, but
iterated. At ea h time step, we onsider the input sequen e so far; and the
in rease of its vulnerability aused by the observation of the new output is
given by the ontribution of the present step to the leakage. The sum of all
these ontributions represents the total leakage and, as we will see, orresponds
to Massey's dire ted information. We will ome ba k to the model of atta ker
in Se tion 4.4, and dis uss also a variant of this interpretation.
A se ond ontribution of our work is the proof that the hannel apa ity
is a ontinuous fun tion of a pseudometri on intera tive systems based on
the Kantorovi h metri . The reason why we are interested in the ontinuity of the apa ity is for omputability purposes. Given a fun tion f from
a (pseudo)metri spa e X to a (pseudo)metri spa e Y the ontinuity of f
means that, given a sequen e of obje ts x1 , x2 , . . . ∈ X onverging to x ∈ X ,
the sequen e f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . ∈ Y onverges to f (x) ∈ Y . Hen e f (x) an be
approximated by the obje ts f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . .. The typi al use of this property is in the ase of exe ution trees generated by programs ontaining loops.
Generally the automaton expressing the semanti s of the program an be seen
as the (metri ) limit of the sequen e of trees generated by unfolding the loop
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to an in reasingly deeper level. The ontinuity of the apa ity means that we
an approximate the real apa ity by the apa ities of these trees.

4.2 Dis rete hannels with memory and feedba k
In this se tion we present the notion of hannel with memory and feedba k. We
assume a s enario in whi h the hannel is used repeatedly, in a nite temporal
sequen e of steps 1, . . . , T . Intuitively, memory means that the output at time
t(1 ≤ t ≤ T ) depends on the input and output histories, i.e. on the inputs up
to time t, and on the output up to time t − 1. Feedba k means that the input
at time t depends on the outputs up to time t − 1.
We adopt the following notation.

Convention 2.

A = {a1 , . . . , an }, B =
β , . . . ) to denote a sequen e of symbols
ordered in time. Given a sequen e α = ai1 ai2 . . . aim , the notation αt represents
t
the symbol at time t, i.e. ait , while α represents the sequen e αi αi . . . αi .
t
1
2
2
For instan e, in the sequen e α = a3 a7 a5 , we have α2 = a7 and α = a3 a7 .
t
Analogously, if X is a random variable, then X denotes the sequen e of t
onse utive instan es X1 , . . . , Xt of X .
{b1 , . . . , bn },

Given sets of symbols (alphabets)

we use a Greek letter (α,

We now dene formally the on epts of memory and feedba k. Consider a
hannel from input A to output B . The hannel behavior after T uses an be
fully des ribed by the joint distribution of AT ×B T , namely by the probabilities
p(αT , β T ). Using the hain rule, we an de ompose these probabilities as
follows:
T
Y
p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 )p(βt |αt , β t−1 )
p(αT , β T ) =
(4.1)
t=1

Denition 3.

that a
hannel has feedba k if, in general,
t−1
p(αt
6= p(αt |α ), i.e. the probability of αt depends not only on
αt−1 , but also on β t−1 . Analogously, we say that the hannel has memory if,
t
t−1 ) 6= p(β |α ), i.e. the probability of β depends on αt
in general, p(βt |α , β
t t
t
t−1 .
and β
We

say

|αt−1 , β t−1 )

Note that in the opposite ase, i.e. when p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 ) oin ides with
p(αt |αt−1 ) and p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) oin ides with p(βt |αt ), we have a lassi al hannel (memoryless, and without feedba k), in whi h ea h use is independent from
the previous ones. The only possible dependen y on the history is the one of
at on at−1 . This is be ause A1 , . . . , AT are in general orrelated, due to the
fa t that they are produ ed by an en oding fun tion. Note that in absen e of
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memory and feedba k (4.1) redu es to:

p(αT , β T ) =

T
Y

p(αt |αt−1 ) p(βt |αt )

t=1

T

= p(α )

T
Y

p(βt |αt )

(by the hain rule)

(4.2)

t=1

from whi h we an derive the standard formula for a lassi al hannel after T
uses.

p(β T |αT ) =
=

p(αT , β T )
p(αT )
T
Y

(by (4.2))

p(βt |αt )

t=1

So far we have given a very abstra t des ription of a hannel with memory
and feedba k. We now dis uss a more on rete notion following the presentation of [TM09℄. Su h a hannel, represented in Figure 4.2, onsists of
a sequen e of omponents formally dened as a family of sto hasti kernels
{p(· |αt , β t−1 )}Tt=1 over B .
The probabilities p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) represent innermost behavior of the hannel
at time t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T : the internal hannel takes the input αt and, depending
on the history of inputs and outputs so far, it produ es an output symbol βt .
The output is then fed ba k to the en oder with delay one. On the input side,
at time t the en oder takes the message and the past output symbols β t−1 and
produ es a hannel input symbol αt a ording to the ode fun tion ϕt (we will
explain this on ept in the next paragraph). At nal time T the de oder takes
all the hannel outputs β T and produ es the de oded message Ŵ . The order
in time is the following:
Message W,

α1 , β1 ,

α2 , β2 ,

...,

αT , βT ,

De oded Message Ŵ

Let us now explain the on ept of ode fun tion. Intuitively, a ode fun tion is a strategy to en ode the message into a suitable representation to be
transmitted through the hannel. There is a ode fun tion for ea h possible
message, and the fun tions are xed at the very beginning of the transmission
(time t = 0). The en oding, however, an use the information provided via
feedba k, so ea h omponent ϕt (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) of the ode fun tion takes as
parameter the history of feedba k β t−1 to generate the next input symbol αt .
Formally, let Ft be the set of all measurable maps ϕt : B t−1 → A endowed with a probability distribution, and let Ft be the orresponding random variable. Let F T , F T denote the Cartesian produ t on the domain and
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ϕT

Time 0

ϕt
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αt
βt
Decoder
Encoder
Channel
 /
/
/
t−1 T
t
t−1 T
{α
=
ϕ
(β
)}
{p(β
|α
,
β
)}
Ŵ = γ (β T )


t
t
t
t=1
t=1
O








βt−1


Delay o
Time T + 1




Time


t = 1...T


_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

/
Ŵ

Figure 4.2: Model for dis rete hannel with memory and feedba k
the random variable, respe tively. A hannel ode fun tion is an element
ϕT = (ϕ1 , . . . , ϕT ) ∈ F T .
Q
Note that, by the hain rule, p(ϕT ) = Tt=1 p(ϕt |ϕt−1 ). Hen e the distribution on F T is uniquely determined by a sequen e {p(ϕt |ϕt−1 )}Tt=1 . The notation ϕt (β t−1 ) will represent the A-valued t-tuple (ϕ1 , ϕ2 (β 1 ), . . . , ϕt (β t−1 )).
In Information Theory this kind of hannel is used to en ode and transmit
messages. If W is a set of messages of ardinality M with typi al element w,
endowed with a probability distribution, a hannel ode is a set of M hannel
ode fun tions ϕT [w], interpreted as follows: for message w, if at time t the
hannel feedba k is β t−1 , then the hannel en oder outputs ϕt [w](β t−1 ). A
T
hannel de oder is a map from B to W whi h attempts to re onstru t the
input message after observing all the output history β T from the hannel.

4.2.1 The power of feedba k
The original purpose of ommuni ation hannel models is to represent data
transmission from a sour e to a re eiver. Shannon's Channel Coding Theorem states that for every hannel there is an en oding s heme that allows a
transmission rate arbitrarily lose to the hannel apa ity with a negligible
probability of error (if the number of uses of the hannel is large enough). A
general way to nd an optimal en oding s heme that is also easy to de ode
has not been found yet. The use of feedba k, however, an simplify the design
of the en oder and of the de oder. The following example illustrates the idea.

0
1

0
0.8
0

1
0
0.8

e
0.2
0.2

Table 4.3: Channel matrix for binary erasure hannel

Example 2.

Consider a dis rete memoryless binary

A = {0, 1}, B = {0, 1, e}
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hannel

{A, B, p(.|.)} with

hannel matrix of Table 4.3. This kind of
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hannel is

alled

erasure hannel

transmission with a
being

be ause it

an lose (or

erase) bits during the
0.8 probability of

ertain probability. Namely, any bit has

orre tly transmitted, and

0.2

probability of being lost.

On the output

side the en oder is able to dete t whether the bit was erased (by re eiving an
symbol), but it

e

annot tell whi h was the a tual value of the original bit. The

Channel Coding Theorem guarantees that the maximum information transmishannel is (2 to the power of ) the

sion rate in this
bits per use of the

hannel

apa ity, i.e.

0.8

hannel.

Following simple prin iples des ribed in [CT06℄, an en oding that a hieves
the apa ity an be easily obtained if the

hannel an be used with feedba k. The

idea is an adaptation of the stop-and-wait proto ol [Sta06, Tan89℄. Suppose
that every bit re eived on the output end of the
the sour e with delay
the en oder

1.

hannel is fed ba k noiselessly to

Dene the en oding as follows: for ea h bit transmitted,

he ks via feedba k whether the bit was erased. If not, the en oder

moves on to transmit the text of the message. If yes, the en oder transmits the
same bit again.
It is easy to see that with this en oding s heme the transmission rate is
bit per usage of the
properly, and in

20%

hannel, sin e in

80%

of the

0.8

ases the bit is transmitted

it is lost and a retransmission is needed.

We now pro eed to illustrate in more detail the design and the fun tion of
the en oder and de oder.

An example illustrating the the en oder/de oder design
We pro eed with the erasure hannel of Example 2 to show how the enri hed
model of hannels with memory and feedba k an be used to transmit the
message, and in parti ular how the feedba k an be used to design the en oder.
We assume that the set W of possible messages onsists of all nite sequen es of
bits. The role of the ode fun tions is to en ode the message W into a suitable
representation for the sto hasti kernels within the hannel. The input and
output alphabets for the sto hasti kernels are A = {0, 1} and B = {0, 1, e},
respe tively. We assume that at most T uses of the hannel are allowed and
we use t, with 1 ≤ t ≤ T , to represent the tth time step.
We onsider a sort of memory that depends only on the input history and
we abstra t from its spe i form by dening a fun tion η : P(At ) → [0, 1]
that maps ea h possible input history to a orre tion fa tor to be added to (or
subtra ted from) a base probability value. We ompute the ontribution of η
to the base values using arithmeti modulo 2, in su h a way that the resulting
values are still a probability distribution. More pre isely, the sto hasti kernels
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are dened as follows.

p(βt
p(βt
p(βt
p(βt
p(βt
p(βt

= 0|αt−1 0, β t−1 ) = 0.8 − η(αt−1 )
= 1|αt−1 0, β t−1 ) = 0
= e|αt−1 0, β t−1 ) = 0.2 + η(αt−1 )
= 0|αt−1 1, β t−1 ) = 0
= 1|αt−1 1, β t−1 ) = 0.8 − η(αt−1 )
= e|αt−1 1, β t−1 ) = 0.2 + η(αt−1 )

(4.3)

Correspondingly, the general form of the hannel matrix for ea h time
1 ≤ t ≤ T is shown in Table 4.4.

0

1

e

αt = 0, β t−1

0.8 − η(αt−1 )

0

0.2 + η(αt−1 )

αt = 1, β t−1

0

0.8 − η(αt−1 ) 0.2 + η(αt−1 )

Table 4.4: General form of hannel matrix
The ode fun tions are hosen at time t = 0, based on the message to be
transmitted. For illustration purposes, let us suppose that the message is the
sequen e of three bits W = 011. The other ases of W are analogous.
At time t = 1, the hannel is used for its rst time and the feedba k history
so far is empty β 0 = ǫ. The en oder sele ts the input symbol α0 = 0, as in
(4.4).
f1 [W = 011](β 0 = ǫ) = 0
(4.4)
At time t = 2, the feedba k history onsists of only one symbol, and in
prin iple the possibilities are either β 1 = 0, β 1 = 1 or β 1 = e. In the rst
ase, the rst bit was su essfully transmitted and the en oder an go on to
the se ond bit of the message. By the way the hannel is dened, the se ond
ase is not really possible, so it is not important how the rea tion fun tion is
dened for this ase. We will denote this indieren e by attributing to the
fun tion the symbol x instead of a 0 or a 1. In the last ase, β 1 = e, the rst
bit was erased and the en oder tries to retransmit the bit 0. We an write it
formally as below.
f2 [W = 011](β 1 = 0) = 1
(4.5)
f2 [W = 011](β 1 = 1) = x
f2 [W = 011](β 1 = e) = 0
At time t = 3 the feedba k histories allowed by the hannel are β 2 ∈
{01, 0e , e0, ee} (the other ones have zero probability). In the rst ase, β 2 = 01
the two rst bits of the message have been transmitted orre tly and the
en oder an send the third bit. If β 2 = 0e, the transmission of the rst bit
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was su essful, but the se ond bit was erased and needs to be resent. In the
ase β 2 = e0, the rst bit was erased in the rst try but was su essfully
transmitted in the se ond try, so now the en oder an move to the se ond bit
of the message. In the last ase, β 2 = ee, the two tries were unsu essful and
the en oder still needs to transmit the rst bit of the message. Formally:

f3 [W
f3 [W
f3 [W
f3 [W
f3 [W
f3 [W
f3 [W
f3 [W
f3 [W

= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2
= 011](β 2

= 00) = x
= 01) = 1
= 0e) = 1
= 10) = x
= 11) = x
= 1e) = x
= e0) = 1
= e1) = x
= ee) = 0

(4.6)

We an easily extend the onstru tion of ode fun tions ft for 3 ≤ t ≤ T
using this en oding s heme.
The de oder is very simple: on e all time steps 1, . . . , T have taken pla e,
it just takes the whole output tra e β T and removes the o urren es of the
erased bit symbol e in order to re over the original message.
Table 4.5 shows a possible behavior of a binary erasure hannel with memory and feedba k in a s enario where the message is W = 011 and the hannel
an be used at most T = 3 times. Note that in this parti ular example the
maximum number of uses of the hannel is a hieved before the whole message is su essfully sent: the de oder an re over only the two rst bits of the
original message.
We an observe that the hannel apa ity in the above example does not
in rease with the addition of feedba k (it is 0.8 bit per usage of the hannel with
or without feedba k). This is be ause the hannel is memoryless: feedba k does
not in rease the apa ity of dis rete memoryless hannels [CT06℄. In general
however, feedba k does in rease the apa ity of hannels with memory.

4.2.2 Dire ted information and apa ity of hannels with
feedba k
In lassi al Information Theory, the hannel apa ity, whi h is related to the
hannel's transmission rate by Shannon's Channel Coding Theorem, an be
obtained as the supremum of the mutual information over all possible input
distributions. In the presen e of feedba k, however, this orresponden e no
longer holds. More spe i ally, mutual information no longer represents the
information ow from AT to B T . Intuitively, this is due to the fa t that mutual information expresses orrelation, and therefore it is in reased by feedba k
(Example 5 in Se tion 4.4 depi ts this fa t). Yet feedba k, i.e. the way the
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Time

Code
fun tions

t

Feedba k
history

ft (β t−1 )

t=0

t=1

Code
fun tions
for W = 011
are sele ted.
As in (4.4)

En oder
αt =

β t−1

ft [W ](β t−1 )





ǫ

f1 [W = 011](ǫ)

α1 =
=0

Channel

De oder

p(βt |αt , β t−1 )

Ŵ =
γ(β T )





A ording to
p(β |0, ǫ)
produ es
β =e
A ording to
p(β |00, e)
produ es
β =0
A ording to
p(β |001, e0)
produ es



1

1

t=2

As in (4.5)

α2 =

e

f2 [W = 011](e)
=0



2

2

t=3

As in (4.6)

α3 =

e0

f3 [W = 011](e0)
=1

β3 = 1



t=4







3

De oded
message Ŵ =



γ(β 3 = e01)
= 01

Table 4.5: A possible evolution of the binary hannel with time, for W = 011
and T = 3
output inuen es the next input, is not part of the information to be transmitted. If we want to maintain the orresponden e between the transmission
rate and apa ity, we need to repla e the mutual information with dire ted
information [Mas90℄.

Denition 4.

AT

to output

In a

BT

hannel with feedba k, the dire ted information from input

is dened as

I(AT → B T ) =

T
X

I(At ; Bt |B t−1 )

t=1

In the other dire tion, the dire ted information from

I(B T → AT ) =

T
X

BT

to

AT

is dened as

I(At ; B t−1 |At−1 )

t=1

In Se tion 4.4 we will dis uss the relation between dire ted information and
mutual information, as well as the orresponden e with information leakage.
For the moment, we only present the extension of the on ept of apa ity.
Let DT = {p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 )}Tt=1 be the set of all input distributions in
presen e of feedba k. For nite T , the apa ity of a hannel with memory and
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feedba k is:

CT = sup
DT

1
I(AT → B T )
T

(4.7)

The apa ity is also dened when T is innite, see [TM09℄. In this thesis,
however, we only need to onsider the nite ase.

4.3 Intera tive systems as hannels with memory
and feedba k
Intera tive Information Hiding Systems (IIHS) were introdu ed in [APvRS10℄
to represent systems where se rets (inputs) and observables (outputs) an interleave and inuen e ea h other. They are a variant of probabilisti automata in whi h a tions are divided into se rets and observables. They an
be of two kinds: fully probabilisti , and se ret-nondeterministi (or inputnondeterministi ). In the former there is no nondeterminism, while in the
latter every se ret hoi e is fully nondeterministi . In this hapter we onsider
normalized IIHSs, in whi h se rets and observables alternate, and the a tions
at the rst level are se rets. We note that this is not really a restri tion, beause given an IIHS whi h is not normalized, it is always possible to transform
it into a normalized IIHS whi h is equivalent to the former one up to a given
exe ution level. The reader an nd further below in this Se tion the formal
denition of the transformation. Furthermore, we require that for ea h state
s and ea h a tion ℓ there is at most one state that an be rea hed from s by
performing an ℓ transition.
In this se tion we formalize the notion of IIHS and we show how to asso iate
to an IIHS a hannel with memory and feedba k.

Denition 5.
B

A (normalized) IIHS is a triple

I = (M, A, B), where A and
M is a probabilisti
ea h s ∈ S :

are disjoint sets of se rets and observables respe tively,

(S, L, ŝ, ϑ)

automaton

1. either

with

L = A ∪ B,

and, for

ϑ(s) ⊆ D(A × S) or ϑ(s) ⊆ D(B × S).
ase, and an observable state in the

the rst
2. if

s
3.

ŝ

4. if

ℓ

s→r

then: if

s

is a se ret state then

is an observable state then

r

r

We

all

se ond

s

a

se ret state

in

ase;

is an observable state, and if

is a se ret state;

is a se ret state;

s

is an observable state then

|ϑ(s)| ≤ 1

;

5. either:
(i) for every se ret state

s we have |ϑ(s)| ≤ 1 (fully probabilisti IIHS),

or
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(ii) for every se ret state s there exist ai and si (i = 1, . . . , n) su h that
ϑ(s) = {δ(ai , si )}ni=1 , where δ(ai , si ) is the Dira measure (se ret-

nondeterministi IIHS);

6. for every state
ℓ
s → r.

s

and a tion

ℓ

there exists a unique state

r

su h that

In the rest of the hapter we will omit the adje tive normalized for simpli ity. In the above denition, Conditions 1 and 2 imply that the IIHS is
alternating between se rets and observables. Moreover, all the transitions
between nodes at two onse utive depths have either se ret a tions only, or
observable a tions only. Condition 3 means that the rst level ontains se ret
a tions. Condition 4 means that all observable transitions are fully probabilisti . Condition 5 means that either all se ret transitions are fully probabilisti ,
either they are all fully nondeterministi . The term nondeterministi  is justied by the fa t that the s heme of Condition 5ii represented in Figure 4.3(a),
is equivalent to the one of Figure 4.3(b).
s

a1
r11

1

...

r1n

an

an

a1
a1

0
...

rj1

an

aj
0

1
...

(a) Nondeterministi

rjj

...

1. . .

s

rnn

a1

0 rn1
0 rjn

input using Dira

...

measures

r11

an

aj

···

rjj

···

rnn

(b) Equivalent s heme

Figure 4.3: S heme of se ret transitions for se ret-nondeterministi IIHSs
Note that we do not onsider here internal nondeterminism whi h an
arise from interleaving of on urrent pro esses. This means that we make
a rather restri ted use of probabilisti automata, but this is enough for our
purposes. The nondeterminism generated by on urren y gives rise to a new
set of problems (see for example [CPP08a℄) whi h are orthogonal to those
onsidered in this hapter.
Condition 6 means that the se ret and observable a tions determine the
states. As a onsequen e, the a tions are enough to retrieve the path. This is
expressed by the following proposition:

Proposition 6.
trace A (σ ′ ) and

Given an IIHS,

trace B (σ) =

onsider two paths
trace B (σ ′ ), then σ = σ ′ .

σ

and

σ′.

If

trace A (σ) =

Proof. By indu tion on the length of the tra es. The initial state of the automaton is uniquely determined by the empty (se ret and observable) tra es.
Assume now we are in a state s uniquely determined by se ret and observable
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a

tra es α and β , respe tively. If s makes a se ret transition s → s′ , then by
Condition 6 there is only one state s′ rea hable from s via an a-transition,
and therefore s′ is uniquely determined by the se ret tra e α ′ = αa and the
observable tra e β . The ase in whi h s makes an observable transition is
similar.

The normalization of IIHS trees
In this se tion we will address the problem of normalizing an IIHS, namely
transforming it into a stratied automaton in whi h se ret and observable
a tions alternate level by level. The pro ess of normalization des ribed bellow
is general enough to be applied to any IIHS without loss of generality or
expressive power.
Let A and B represent the se ret and observable a tions, respe tively. Consider a general IIHS I = (M, A, B) with M = (Q, L, ŝ, ϑ), where L = A ∪ B .
Assume that we are only interested in exe utions that involve up to T intera tions, i.e. T uses of the system, with one se ret taking pla e and one observable
produ ed at ea h time.
In the normalization pro ess, we unfold the automaton up to level 2T , sin e
there is one se ret symbol and one observable symbol for ea h step. We also
extend the se ret alphabet A with a new symbol a∗ ∈
/ A and the observable
/ B . These new symbols will be used as
alphabet B with a new symbol b∗ ∈
pla eholders when we need to re-balan e the tree. Let A′ = A ∪ {a∗ } and
B ′ = B ∪ {b∗ }.
For a given level t let labels(I, t) be the set of all labels of transitions that
an be performed with a non-zero probability from the states at the tth level
of the automaton. Formally:
ℓ

labels(I, t) ≡ {ℓ ∈ L | ∃σ, s . |σ| = t, last (σ) → s}
The normalization of the IIHS I leads to an equivalent IIHS I′ = (M ′ , A′ , B ′ ),
where M ′ = (Q′ , L′ , ŝ′ , ϑ′ ) and L′ = A′ ∪ B ′ ; and su h that, for every 1 ≤ t ≤
2T :
1. labels(I′ , t) ⊆ A′

or

2. labels(I′ , t) ⊆ A′

if and only if

labels(I′ , t) ⊆ B ′ ;
labels(I′ , t+1) ⊆ B ′ , for 1 ≤ t ≤ T −1;

3. labels(I′ , 1) ⊆ A′ ;
Condition 1 states that ea h level onsists of either the se ret a tions only,
or the observable a tions only. Condition 2 states that se ret and observable
levels alternate. Condition 3 says that the automaton starts with a se ret level.
The proof is straightforward. First, the new symbols a∗ and b∗ are pla eholders for the absen e of a se ret and observable symbol, respe tively. If in
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a given level t we want to have only se ret symbols, we an postpone the o urren es of observable symbols at this level as follows: add a∗ to the se ret
level and move all the observable symbols to the subtree of a∗ . Figure 4.4
exemplies the lo al transformations we need to make on the tree.

pa 1

a1
···

an

b1

p a n p b1

p′a1

bm
···

p bm

a1
···

a∗

an

pa ∗

p′an

p′b

b1
1

bm
···

p′bm

(a) Lo al nodes of the tree before the trans- (b) Lo al nodes of the tree after
formation

the transformation

Figure 4.4: Lo al transformation in an IIHS tree
Note that in 4.4(b) the introdu tion of new nodes hanged the probabilities
of the transitions in the tree. In general, whenever we need to introdu e a∗ in
order to postpone the observable symbols, the probabilities hange as follows:
1. For every ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the asso iated probability is maintained as
p′ai = pai ;
P
2. The probability of the new symbol a∗ is introdu ed as pa∗ = m
k=0 pbk ;

3. If pa∗ 6= 0, then for 1 ≤P
i ≤ m, the asso iated probability of bj is updated
′
to p′b = pbj /pa∗ = pbj / m
k=0 pbk . If pa∗ = 0, then pbj = 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
j
and pb∗ = 1.
The subtrees of ea h node of the original tree are preserved as they are,
until we apply the same transformation to them. If a node does not have a
subtree (i.e. no des endants), we reate a subtree by adding all the possible
a tions in B with probability 0, and the a tion b∗ with probability 1.
If we are normalizing an observable level, the same rules apply, guarding
the proper symmetry between se rets and observables. We then pro eed in
the same way on the deeper levels of the tree. Figure 4.5 shows an example of
a full transformation on a tree (for the sake of readability, we omit the levels
where only a∗ = 1 or b∗ = 1).

4.3.1 Constru tion of the hannel asso iated to an IIHS
We now show how to asso iate a hannel to an IIHS.
In an intera tive system se rets and observables may interleave and inuen e ea h other. Considering a hannel with memory and feedba k is a way
to apture this ri h behavior. Se rets have a ausal inuen e on observables
via the hannel, and, in the presen e of intera tivity, observables have a ausal
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tion

Figure 4.5: Transformation in an IIHS tree
inuen e on se rets via feedba k. This alternating mutual inuen e between
se rets and observables an be modeled by repeated uses of the hannel. Ea h
time the hannel is used it represents a dierent state of the omputation, and
the onditional probabilities of observables on se rets an depend on this state.
The addition of memory to the model allows expressing the dependen y of the
hannel matrix on su h a state.
We will see that a se ret-nondeterministi IIHS determines a hannel as
spe ied by its sto hasti kernels, while a fully probabilisti IIHS determines,
additionally, the input distribution.
In Se tion 4.5 we will give an extensive and detailed example of how to
make su h a onstru tion for an a tual se urity proto ol.
Given a path σ of length 2t − 1, we will denote trace A (σ) by αt , and
trace B (σ) by β t−1 .

Denition 7.

be an IIHS. For ea h t, the hannel's sto hasti kernel
p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) = ϑ(s)(βt , s′ ), where s is the
state rea hed from the root via the path σ whose se ret and observable tra es
t
t−1 respe tively.
are α and β
Let

orresponding to

I

I

is dened as

Note that s and s′ in the previous denition are well dened: by Proposition 6, s is unique, and sin e the hoi e of βt is fully probabilisti , s′ is also
unique.
The following example illustrates how to apply Denition 7, with the help
of Proposition 6, to build the hannel matrix of a simple example.

Example 3.

Let us onsider an extended version of the website intera tive sys-

tem of Figure 4.1. We maintain the general denition of the system, i.e. there
are two possible buyers (rich and

poor , represented by rc. and pr., respe tively)
expensive, represented by chp. and exp.,

and two possible produ ts (cheap and

respe tively). We still assume that oers are observable, sin e they are visible
to everyone on the website, but the identity of buyers should be kept se ret. We
onsider two

onse utive rounds of oers and buys, whi h implies that, after
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normalization,

T = 3.

Figure 4.6 shows an automaton for this example in

normalized form. Transitions with null probability are omitted, and the symbol

a∗

is used as a pla e holder to a hieve the normalized IIHS.
t
t−1 )}T , we need to deterTo onstru t the sto hasti kernels {p(βt |α , β
t=1
mine the onditional probability of an observable at time t given the history up
to time

t.

Let us take the

ase

t=2

and

ompute the

onditional probability of the

observable β2 = cheap given that the history of se rets up to time t = 2 is
α2 = a∗ , poor and the history of observables is β 1 = expensive. Applying
2
1
Denition 7, we see that p(β2 = cheap|α = a∗ , poor, β = expensive) =
ϑ(s)(cheap, s′ ). By Proposition 6, the tra es α2 = a∗ , poor, β 1 = expensive
determine a unique state

s

in the automaton, namely, the state

s = 5.

More-

a unique transition labeled with the a tion cheap is
′
possible, leading to the state s = 11. Therefore, we an on lude that p(β2 =
2
1
cheap|α = a∗ , poor, β = expensive) = ϑ(s = 5)(cheap, s′ = 11) = p23 .
1
0
Similarly, with t = 1 and history α = a∗ , β = ǫ, the observable sym1
bol β1 = expensive an be observed with probability p(β1 = expensive|α =
a∗ , β 0 = ǫ) = ϑ(s = 0)(cheap, s′ = 2) = p1 .
over, from the state

5

If I is fully probabilisti , then it determines also the input distribution and
the dependen y of αt on β t−1 (feedba k) and on αt−1 .

Denition 8.

Let I be an IIHS. If I is fully probabilisti , the asso iated hant−1 , β t−1 ) =
nel has a onditional input distribution for ea h t dened as p(αt |α
ϑ(s)(αt , s′ ), where s is the state rea hed from the root via the path σ whose set−1 and β t−1 respe tively.
ret and observable tra es are α

Example 4.

Sin e the system of Example 3 is fully probabilisti , we an
t−1 , β t−1 )}T .
onditional probabilities {p(αt |α
t=1

al-

ulate the values of the

Let us take, for instan e, the

ase where

t=2

and

ompute the

onditional

probability of se ret α2 = poor given that the history of se rets up to time t = 2
1
1
is α = a∗ and the history of observables is β = expensive. Applying Deni1
′
tion 8, we see that p(α2 = poor|α1 = a∗ , β = expensive) = ϑ(s)(poor, s ). By
1
1
Proposition 6, the tra es α = a∗ , β = expensive determine a unique state s
in the automaton, namely, the state s = 2. Moreover, from the state 2 a unique
′
transition labeled with the a tion poor is possible, leading to the state s = 5.
1
Therefore, we an on lude that p(α2 = poor|α1 = a∗ , β = expensive) =
′
ϑ(s = 2)(poor, s = 5) = q12 .
2
2
Similarly, with t = 3 and history α = a∗ , rich, β = cheap, expensive,
2
the se ret symbol α3 = rich an be observed with probability p(α3 = rich|α =
α∗ , rich, β 0 = cheap, expensive) = ϑ(s = 10)(cheap, s′ = 22) = q24 .
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Figure 4.6: The normalized IIHS for the extended website example

4.3.2 Lifting the hannel inputs to rea tion fun tions
Taken together, Denitions 7 and 8 show how to obtain the the joint probabilities p(αt , β t ) for a fully probabilisti IIHS. We still need to show, however, in
what sense this joint probability distribution denes an information-theoreti
hannel.
The {p(βt |αt , β t−1 )}Tt=1 determined by the IIHS trivially orrespond to a
hannel's sto hasti kernel. The problem resides in the onditional probabilities {p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 )}Tt=1 . In an information-theoreti hannel, the value of αt
is determined in the en oder by a deterministi fun tion ϕt (β t−1 ). Therefore,
inside the en oder there is no possibility for a probabilisti des ription of αt .
The solution is to externalize this probabilisti behavior to the ode fun tions.
As shown in [TM09℄, the original hannel with feedba k from input symbols
T
A to output symbols B T an be lifted to an equivalent hannel without feedba k from ode fun tions F T to output symbols B T . This transformation also
allows us to al ulate the hannel apa ity. Let {p(ϕt |ϕt−1 )}Tt=1 be a sequen e
of ode fun tion sto hasti kernels and let {p(βt |αt , β t−1 )}Tt=1 be a hannel
with memory and feedba k. The hannel from F T to B T is onstru ted using
a joint measure Q(ϕT , αT , β T ) that respe ts the following onstraints:

Denition 9.

A measure

Q(ϕT , αT , β T )

spe t to the ode fun tion sto hasti
{p(βt |αt , β t−1 )}Tt=1 if, for ea h t:

1. There is no feedba k to the

is said to be onsistent with re{p(ϕt |ϕt−1 )}Tt=1 and the hannel

kernels

ode fun tions:
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Q(ϕt |ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 ) = p(ϕt |ϕt−1 )
2. The input is a fun tion of the past outputs:

Q(αt |ϕt , αt−1 , β t−1 ) = δ{ϕt (β t−1 )} (αt )
where

δ

is the Dira

measure;

3. The properties of the underlying

hannel are preserved:

Q(βt |F t = ϕt , At = αt , B t−1 = β t−1 ) = p(βt |αt , β t−1 )
The following result states that there is only one
Q(ϕT , αT , β T ).

onsistent measure

Theorem 10 ([TM09℄).

t−1 )}T
Given the probability distributions {p(ϕt |ϕ
t=1
t
t−1 )}T , there exists only one onsistent
and a hannel dened by {p(βt |α , β
t=1
T
T
T
T to B T is given by:
measure Q(ϕ , α , β ). Furthermore the hannel from F

Q(βt |ϕt , β t−1 ) = p(βt |ϕt (β t−1 ), β t−1 )
Sin e in our setting the on ept of en oder makes little sense as there is
no information to en ode, we externalize the probabilisti behavior of αt as
follows. Code fun tions be ome a single set of rea tion fun tions {ϕt }Tt=1 with
β t−1 as parameter (the message w does not play a role any more). Rea tion
fun tions an be seen as a model of how the environment rea ts to given system
outputs, produ ing new system inputs (they do not play a role of en oding a
message). These rea tion fun tions are endowed with a probability distribution
that generates the probabilisti behavior of the values of αt .

Denition 11.

A

rea tor

is a distribution on rea tion fun tions, i.e. a se{p(ϕt |ϕt−1 )}Tt=1 . A rea tor R is onsistent with a
fully probabilisti IIHS I if it indu es the ompatible distribution Q(ϕT , αT , β T )
t−1 , β t−1 ) = p(α |αt−1 , β t−1 ), where the
su h that, for every 1 ≤ t ≤ T , Q(αt |α
t
quen e of sto hasti

kernels

latter is the probability distribution indu ed by

I.

The main result of this se tion states that for any fully probabilisti IIHS
there is a rea tor that generates the probabilisti behavior of the IIHS. Before
moving to this result, we need to introdu e a lemma.

Lemma 12. Let X , Y be non-empty nite sets, and let x̃ ∈ X , ỹ ∈ Y . Let
p
P : X × Y → [0, 1] be a fun tion su h that, for every x ∈ X , we have:
y∈Y p(x, y) = 1. Then:
X
Y
p(x, f (x)) = p(x̃, ỹ)
f ∈X →Y
f (x̃)=ỹ
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Proof.

By indu tion on the number of elements of X .

Base ase: X = {x̃}. In this ase:
X

f ∈X →Y
f (x̃)=ỹ

Y

p(x, f (x)) = p(x̃, f (x̃)) = p(x̃, ỹ)

x∈X

Indu tive ase: Let X = X ′ ∪ {x̊}, with x̃ ∈ X ′ and x̊ ∈/ X ′ . Then:
X

Y

p(x, f (x)) =

(by distributivity)

′
f ∈X ′ ∪{x̊}→Y x∈X ∪{x̊}
f (x̃)=ỹ









X

f ∈X ′ →Y
f (x̃)=ỹ




 X

p(x̊, g(x̊)) = (by the assumption)
p(x, f (x))

x∈X ′
 g∈{x̊}→Y
Y

X

Y

p(x, f (x)) =

(by the ind. hyp.)

′
f ∈X ′ →Y x∈X
f (x̃)=ỹ

p(x̃, ỹ)

Theorem 13.

Let I be a fully probabilisti
p(αt , β t ), 1 ≤ t ≤ T , on se ret

IIHS indu ing the joint probability

distribution

and observable tra es. It is always

possible to

onstru t a

hannel with memory and feedba k, and an asso iated

Q(ϕT , αT , β T ), whi h orresponds to I in the sense that,
1 ≤ t ≤ T , αt , β t , the equality Q(αt , β t ) = p(αt , β t ) holds.

probability distribution
for every

P
First note that, by laws of probability, Q(αt , β t ) = ϕt Q(ϕt , αt , β t ).
P
So we need to show that ϕt Q(ϕt , αt , β t ) = p(αt , β t ) by indu tion on t.
Proof.

Base ase: t = 1. Let us dene Q(ϕ1 |ǫ) = p(ϕ1 (ǫ)) and Q(β1 |α1 , ǫ) =
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p(β1 |α1 ). Then:
X

Q(ϕ1 , α1 , β 1 ) =

ϕ1

X

Q(ϕ1 , α1 , β1 ) =

(by the hain rule)

ϕ1

X

(Q(ϕ1 |ǫ, ǫ, ǫ) · Q(α1 |ϕ1 , ǫ, ǫ)·

ϕ1

X

Q(β1 |ϕ1 , α1 , ǫ)) =

(by Denition 9)

Q(ϕ1 |ǫ)δ{ϕ1 (ǫ)} (α1 )Q(β1 |α1 , ǫ) =

(by onstru tion of Q)

ϕ1

X

p(ϕ1 (ǫ))δ{ϕ1 (ǫ)} (α1 )p(β1 |α1 ) =

(by denition of δ)

ϕ1

p(α1 )p(β1 |α1 ) =
p(α1 , β1 ) =
p(α1 , β 1 )

Indu tive ase: Let us dene Q(βt |αt , β t−1 ) = p(βt |αt , β t−1 ), and
Q(ϕt |ϕt−1 ) =

Y

p(ϕt (β t−1 )|ϕt−1 (β t−2 ), β t−1 )

β t−1

Note that, if we onsider X = {β t−1 | βi ∈ B, 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1}, Y = A,
and p(β t−1 , αt ) = p(αt |ϕt−1 (β t−2 ), β t−1 ), then X , Y and p satisfy the
hypothesis of Lemma 12.
Then:

X

Q(ϕt , αt , β t ) = (by the hain rule)

ϕt

X

Q(ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 )·

ϕt

Q(ϕt |ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 )·

Q(αt |ϕt , αt−1 , β t−1 ) · Q(βt |ϕt , αt , β t−1 ) =
X
Q(ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 ) · Q(ϕt |ϕt−1 )

(by Denition 9)

ϕt


δ{ϕt (β t−1 )} (αt ) · Q(βt |αt , β t−1 ) =
X
Q(ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 )·
ϕt
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Y

β

p(ϕt (β

′ t−1

)|ϕt−1 (β

′ t−2

), β

′ t−1

′ t−1



) ·


δ{ϕt (β t−1 )} (αt ) · p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) = (by denition of δ)
X
Q(ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 ) ·

ϕt
ϕt (β t−1 )=αt




Y

p(ϕt (β

′ t−1

)|ϕt−1 (β

′ t−2

), β

′ t−1

β ′ t−1

X



) ·


p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) =

( Q(ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 )p(βt |αt , β t−1 )

ϕt−1

Y

X

β
ϕt
ϕt (β t−1 )=αt

X

p(ϕt (β

′ t−1

)|ϕt−1 (β

′ t−2

), β

′ t−1

))=

(by Lemma 12)

′ t−1

( Q(ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 ) · p(βt |αt , β t−1 )·

ϕt−1

p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 ) ) =
p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) · p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 )·
X
Q(ϕt−1 , αt−1 , β t−1 ) =

(by ind. hyp.)

ϕt−1

p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) · p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 ) · p(αt−1 , β t−1 ) = (by the hain rule)
p(αt , β t )

Corollary 14.

t
t−1 )}T
IIHS. Let {p(βt |α , β
t=1 be
t−1
t−1
T
, β )}t=1 a sequen e of input
a sequen e of sto hasti kernels and {p(αt |α
distributions dened by I a ording to Denitions 7 and 8. Then the rea tor
R = {p(ϕt |ϕt−1 )}Tt=1 ompatible with respe t to the I is given by:
Let

I

be a fully probabilisti

p(α1 |α0 , β 0 ) = p(α1 )

p(ϕ1 ) =
p(ϕt |ϕt−1 ) =

Y

p(ϕt (β t−1 )|ϕt−1 (β t−2 ), β t−1 ),

2≤t≤T

(4.8)
(4.9)

β t−1

Figure 4.7 depi ts the model for IIHS. Note that, in relation to Figure 4.2,
there are some simpli ations: (1) no message W is needed; 2) the en oder
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be omes an intera tor; (3) the de oder is not used. At the beginning, a rea tion fun tion sequen e ϕT is hosen and then the hannel is used T times. At
ea h usage t, the intera tor produ es the next input symbol αt by applying the
rea tion fun tion ϕt to the fed ba k output β t−1 . Then the hannel produ es
an output βt based on the sto hasti kernel p(βt |αt , β t−1 ). The output is then
fed ba k to the en oder, whi h uses it for produ ing the next input.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
ReactionFunctions
ϕT




ϕt




/

“Interactor”
{αt = ϕt (β t−1 )}Tt=1
O

αt

/

Channel
{p(βt |αt , β t−1 )}Tt=1



βt

 /












βt−1


Delay o


_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _


Figure 4.7: Channel with memory and feedba k model for IIHS
We on lude this se tion by remarking on an intriguing oin iden e: The
notion of rea tion fun tion sequen e ϕT , on the IIHSs, orresponds to the
notion of deterministi s heduler [Seg95℄. In fa t, ea h rea tion fun tion ϕt
sele ts the next step, αt , on the basis of the β t−1 and αt−1 (generated by ϕt−1 ),
and β t−1 , αt−1 represent the path up to that state.

4.4 Leakage in intera tive systems
In this se tion we propose a denition for the notion of leakage in intera tive
systems. We rst argue that mutual information is not the orre t notion, and
we propose to repla e it with the dire ted information instead.
In the ase of hannels with memory and feedba k, mutual information is
dened as I(AT ; B T ) = H(AT ) − H(AT |B T ), and it is still symmetri (i.e.
I(AT ; B T ) = I(B T ; AT )). Sin e the roles of AT and B T in I(AT ; B T ) are
inter hangeable, this on ept annot apture ausality, in the sense that it does
not imply that AT auses B T , nor onversely. Mutual information expresses
T
T
orrelation between the sequen es of random variables A and B .
T
T
Mathemati ally the mutual information I(A ; B ) for T uses of the hannel an be expressed with the help of the hain rule of (3.4) in the following
way.
T
X
T
T
I(AT ; Bt |B t−1 )
I(A ; B ) =
t=1

In the equation above, ea h term of the sum is the mutual information
between the random variable Bt and the whole sequen e of random variables
AT = A1 , . . . , AT , given the history B t−1 . The equation emphasizes that at
time 1 ≤ t ≤ T , even though only the inputs αt = α1 , α2 , . . . , αt have been
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fed to the hannel, the whole sequen e AT , in luding At+1 , At+2 , . . . , AT , has
a statisti al orrelation with Bt . Indeed, in the presen e of feedba k, Bt may
inuen e At+1 , At+2 , . . . , AT .
In order to show how the on ept of dire ted information ontrasts with
the above, let us re all its denition:

I(AT → B T ) =

T
X

I(At ; Bt |B t−1 ).

t=1

I(B T → AT ) =

T
X

I(At ; B t−1 |At−1 ).

t=1

These notions apture the on ept of ausality, to whi h the denition of
mutual information is indierent. The orrelation between inputs and outputs
I(AT ; B T ) is split into the information I(AT → B T ) that ows from input to
output through the hannel and the information I(B T → AT ) that ows from
output to the input via feedba k. Note that the dire ted information is not
symmetri : the ow from AT to B T takes into a ount the orrelation between
At and Bt , while the ow from B T to AT takes into a ount the orrelation
between B t−1 and At .
It was proved in [TM09℄ that

I(AT ; B T ) = I(AT → B T ) + I(B T → AT )

(4.10)

i.e. the mutual information is the sum of the dire ted information ow in
both senses. Note that this formulation highlights the symmetry of mutual
information from yet another perspe tive.
On e we split mutual information into dire ted information in the two opposite dire tions, it is important to understand the dierent roles that the
information ow in ea h dire tion plays. I(AT → B T ) represents the system
behavior: via the hannel the information ows from inputs to outputs a ording to the spe i ation of the system, modeled by the hannel sto hasti
kernels. This ow represents the amount of information an atta ker an gain
from the inputs by observing the outputs, and we argue that this is the real
information leakage.
On the other hand, I(B T → AT ) represents how the environment rea ts to
the system: given the system outputs, the environment produ es new inputs.
We argue that the information ow from outputs to inputs is independent of
any parti ular system: it is a hara teristi of the environment itself. Hen e,
if an atta ker knows how the environment rea ts to outputs (the probabilisti
behavior of the rea tions of the environment given the system outputs), this
knowledge is part of the a priori knowledge of the adversary. As a further
justi ation, observe that this is a natural extension of the lassi al approa h,
where the hoi e of se rets is seen as external to the system, i.e. determined by
the environment. The probability distribution on the se rets onstitutes the
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a priori knowledge and does not ount as leakage. In order to en ompass the
lassi al approa h, in our extended model we should preserve this prin iple,
and a natural way to do so is to onsider the se ret hoi es, at every stage of
the omputation, as external. Their probability distributions, whi h are now
in general onditional probability distributions depending on the history of
se rets and observables, should therefore be onsidered as part of the external
knowledge, and not ounted as leakage.
The following example supports our laim that, in the presen e of feedba k,
mutual information is not a orre t notion of leakage.

Example 5.
A = {a1 , a2 }

Consider the dis rete memoryless
and observable alphabet

B = {b1 , b2 }

hannel with se ret alphabet
whose matrix is represented

in Table 4.6.

a1
a2

b1
0.5
0.5

b2
0.5
0.5

Table 4.6: Channel matrix for Example 5
Suppose that the

hannel is used with feedba k, in su h a way that, for all

1 ≤ t ≤ T,

we have αt+1 = a1 if βt = b1 , and αt+1 = a2 if βt = b2 . It is
T
T
easy to show that if T ≥ 2 then I(A ; B ) 6= 0. Yet there is no leakage from
AT to B T , sin e the rows of the matrix are all equal. We have indeed that
I(AT → B T ) = 0, and the mutual information I(AT ; B T ) is only due to the
T
T
feedba k information ow I(B → A ).

Having in mind the above dis ussion, we now propose a notion of information ow based on our model. We follow the idea of dening leakage and
maximum leakage using the on epts of mutual information and apa ity, making the ne essary adaptations.
As dis ussed in Chapter 3, in the non-intera tive ase the denition of
leakage as mutual information, for a single use of the hannel, is

I(A; B) = H(A) − H(A|B)
( fr. for instan e [CPP08a, KB07℄). This amounts to viewing the leakage as
the dieren e between the a priori invulnerability and the a posteriori one. As
explained in Chapter 3, these orrespond to H(A) and H(A|B), respe tively.
This orresponds to the model of an atta ker based on Shannon entropy disussed by Köpf and Basin in [KB07℄.
In the intera tive ase, we an extend this notion by onsidering the leakage
at every step t as given by

I(At ; Bt |B t−1 ) = H(At |B t−1 ) − H(At |Bt , B t−1 )
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The notion of atta k is the same modulo the fa t that we onsider all the
input from the beginning up to step t, and the dieren e in its vulnerability
indu ed by the observation of Bt (the output at step t), taking into a ount
the observation history B t−1 . It is then natural to onsider as total leakage
the summation of the ontributions I(At ; Bt |B t−1 ) for all the steps t. This is
exa tly the notion of dire ted information ( fr. Denition 4):
T

T

I(A → B ) =

T
X

I(At ; Bt |B t−1 )

t=1

Denition 15.

The information leakage of a fully probabilisti
T
T
ned as the dire ted information I(A → B ) of the asso iated

IIHS is dehannel with

memory and feedba k.

We now show an equivalent formulation of dire ted information that leads
to a new interpretation in terms of an atta k model. First we need the following
lemma.

Lemma 16. I(B T → AT ) = H(AT ) −

PT

t−1 , B t−1 )
t=1 H(At |A

Proof.

T

T

I(B → A ) =

=

T
X
t=1
T
X

(by Denition 4)

I(At ; B t−1 |At−1 )
H(At |At−1 )

t=1


−H(At |At−1 , B t−1 )
= H(AT ) −

T
X

(by def. of mutual info.)

H(At |At−1 , B t−1 )

(by the hain rule)

t=1

The next proposition points out the announ ed alternative formulation of
dire ted information from input to output:

Proposition 17. I(AT → B T ) =

PT

t−1 , B t−1 )
t=1 H(At |A

− H(AT |B T )
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Proof.

(by (4.10))

I(AT → B T ) = I(AT ; B T ) − I(B T → AT )
T

T

T

= I(A ; B ) − H(A )
+

T
X

(by Lemma 16)

H(At |At−1 , B t−1 )

t=1

= H(AT ) − H(AT |B T ) − H(AT )
+

T
X

=

t=1
T
X

(by def. of mutual info.)

H(At |At−1 , B t−1 )
H(At |At−1 , B t−1 ) − H(AT |B T )

t=1

P
We note that the term Tt=1 H(At |At−1 , B t−1 ) an be seen as the entropy
HR of the rea tor R, i.e. the entropy of the inputs, taking into a ount their
dependen y on the previous outputs. This brings us to an intriguing alternative
interpretation of leakage.

Remark 18.

The leakage

an be seen as the dieren e between the a priori
AT , assuming that the atta ker knows

invulnerability degree of the whole se ret

the distribution of the rea tor, and the a posteriori invulnerability degree, after
BT .

the adversary has observed the whole output

In Se tion 4.5 we give an extensive and detailed example of how to al ulate
the leakage for an a tual se urity proto ol.
In the ase of se ret-nondeterministi IIHS, we have a sto hasti kernel
but no distribution on the rea tion fun tions. In this ase it seems natural to
onsider the worst leakage over all possible distributions on rea tion fun tions.
This is exa tly the on ept of apa ity.

Denition 19.
dened as the

maximum leakage of
ity CT of the asso iated

The

apa

a se ret-nondeterministi

IIHS is

hannel with memory and feedba k

( fr. (4.7)).

A omparison with the denition of Gray ( fr. [Gra91℄, Denition 5.3) is
in order. As explained in the introdu tion, Gray's model is more ompli ated
than ours, be ause it assumes that low and high variables are present at both
ends of the hannel. If we restri t the denition of Gray's apa ity C G to our
ase, by eliminating the low input and the high output, we obtain the following
formula:
T
1X
I(At−1 ; Bt |B t−1 )
CTG = sup
(4.11)
T
DT
t=1
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By omparing (4.7), whi h is based on Denition 4, to (4.11), we an see
that the only dieren e is that (4.11) onsiders the orrelation between Bt and
At−1 instead of At . This seems to be intentional ( fr. [Gra91℄, dis ussion after
Denition 4.1). We are not sure why C G is dened in this way, our best guess
is that the high values must be those of the previous time step in order to
en ompass the theory of M Lean [M L90℄. In any ase, Gray's onje ture that
CTG orresponds to the hannel transmission rate does not hold. For instan e,
it is easy to see that for T = 1 we always have CTG = 0, but there obviously
are hannels whi h an transmit a non-zero amount of information even with
one single use.
We on lude this se tion by showing that our approa h to the notion of
leakage generalizes the lassi al approa h (based on mutual information) to
the ase of feedba k. The idea is that, if a hannel does not have feedba k,
then I(B T → AT ) = 0 and therefore I(AT ; B T ) = I(AT → B T ). In our
opinion, the fa t that mutual information turns out to be a parti ular ase of
dire ted information helps to justify the former as a good measure of information ow, despite its symmetry: in hannels without feedba k it is a good
measure be ause it oin ides with dire ted information from input to output.

Lemma 20.

In absen e of feedba k,

I(B T → AT ) = 0

When feedba k is not allowed, B t−1 and At are independent for every
1 ≤ t ≤ T . Then:
Proof.

T

T

I(B → A ) =

T
X

(by Denition 4)

I(At ; B t−1 |At−1 )

t=1

=

T
X
(H(At |At−1 )
t=1

(by def. of mutual info.)

− H(At |At−1 , B t−1 ))
=

T
X
(H(At |At−1 )
t=1

− H(At |At−1 ))

(B t−1 and At are independent)

=0

Proposition 21.

In absen e of feedba k, leakage

an be equivalently dened

as dire ted information or as mutual information.
feedba k, the maximum leakage

Similarly, in absen e of

an be equivalently dened as dire ted

or as

apa ity.

Proof.

It follows dire tly from Lemma 20 and (4.10).

apa ity
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4.5 An example: the Co aine Au tion proto ol
In this se tion we show the appli ation of our approa h to the Co aine Au tion
Proto ol [SA99℄. The formalization of this proto ol in terms of IIHSs using our
framework makes it possible to prove the laim in [SA99℄ suggesting that if the
seller knows the identity of the bidders then the (strong) anonymity guaranties
are no longer assured.
Let us onsider a s enario in whi h several mobsters are gathered around
a table. An au tion is about to be held in whi h one of them oers his next
shipment of o aine to the highest bidder. The seller des ribes the mer handise
and proposes a starting pri e. The others then bid in reasing amounts until
there are no bids for, say, 30 onse utive se onds. At that point the seller
de lares the au tion losed and arranges a se ret appointment with the winner
to deliver the goods.
The basi proto ol is fairly simple and is organized as a su ession of rounds
of bidding. Round i starts with the seller announ ing the bid pri e bi for that
round. Buyers have t se onds to make an oer (i.e. to say yes, meaning I'm
willing to buy at the urrent bid pri e bi ). As soon as one buyer anonymously
says yes, he be omes the winner wi of that round and a new round begins. If
nobody says anything for t se onds, round i is on luded by timeout and the
au tion is won by the winner wi−1 of the previous round, if one exists. If the
timeout o urs during round 0, this means that nobody made any oers at the
initial pri e b0 , so there is no sale.
Although our framework allows the formalization of this proto ol for an
arbitrary number of bidders and bidding rounds, for illustration purposes we
will onsider the ase of two bidders (Candlemaker and S arfa e ) and two
rounds of bids. Furthermore, we assume that the initial bid is always 100
euros, so the rst bid does not need to be announ ed by the seller. In ea h
turn the seller an hoose how mu h he wants to in rease the urrent bid
value. This is done by adding an in rement to the last bid. There are two
options of in rements, namely inc1 (100 euros) and inc2 (200 euros). In that
way, bi+1 is either bi + inc1 or bi + inc2 . We an des ribe this proto ol as
a normalized IIHS I = (M, A, B), where A = {Candlemaker, S arfa e, a∗ } is
the set of se ret a tions, B = {inc1 , inc2 , b∗ } is the set of observable a tions,
and the probabilisti automaton M is represented in Figure 4.8. For larity
reasons, transitions with probability 0 are not represented in the automaton.
Note that the spe ial se ret a tion a∗ represents the situation where neither
Candlemaker nor S arfa e bid. The spe ial observable a tion b∗ represents
the end of the au tion and it an only o ur if no one has bid in the round.
Table 4.7 shows all the sto hasti kernels for this example.
The next step is to onstru t all possible rea tion fun tions {ϕt (β t−1 )}Tt=1 .
As seen in Se tion 4.3.2, the rea tion fun tions orrespond to the en oder in
the hannel. They take the feedba k story and de ide how the world will rea t
to this situation. Table 4.8 ontains the rea tion fun tions for ea h time t ≤ 2.
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a ∗ p3

p1 Cm
Sf p2
inc
q4 1

inc1
q22

Cm
Sf
p9
p10
inc2 inc1
q23 q24

a∗

inc2
q5

p11

inc2
q25

1
b∗ inc
1 q27

Cm
p12
Sf
p13
inc2 inc1
q28 q29

inc
q6 1
a∗

p14

inc2
q30

1
b∗ inc
1 q32

a∗

Cm
p15
Sf
p16
inc2 inc1
q33 q34

inc2
q7

p17

inc2
q35

1
b∗ inc
1 q37

Cm
p18
Sf
p19
inc2 inc1
q38 q39

b∗
1
a∗

a∗
1

p20

inc2
q40

b∗
1

b∗
1

Figure 4.8: Co aine au tion example
α1 → β1

Candlemaker
S arfa e
a∗

(a)

inc1
q4
q6
0

inc2
q5
q7
0

b∗

inc1
q22
q24

inc2
q23
q25

b∗

0

0

1

q27
q29

q28
q30

0

0

0

1

q32
q34

q33
q35

0

0

0

1

q37
q39

q38
q40

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0
1

t = 1, p(β1 |α1 , β 0 )

α1 , β1 , α2 → β2
Candlemaker,inc1 ,Candlemaker
Candlemaker,inc1 ,S arfa e
Candlemaker,inc1 ,a∗
Candlemaker,inc2 ,Candlemaker
Candlemaker,inc2 ,S arfa e
Candlemaker,inc2 ,a∗
S arfa e,inc1 ,Candlemaker
S arfa e,inc1 ,S arfa e
S arfa e,inc1 ,a∗
S arfa e,inc2 ,Candlemaker
S arfa e,inc2 ,S arfa e
S arfa e,inc2 ,a∗
a∗ ,b∗ ,a∗
All other lines
(b)

0

0
0

0

0

0

t = 2, p(β2 |α2 , β 1 )

Table 4.7: Sto hasti kernels for the Co aine Au tion example

Now we need to dene the rea tor, i.e. the probability distribution on
rea tion fun tions. Corollary 14 shows that we an do so by using the following
equations:

p(ϕ1 ) = p(α1 |α0 , β 0 ) = p(α1 )
Y
p(ϕt (β t−1 )|ϕt−1 (β t−2 ), β t−1 ),
p(ϕt |ϕt−1 ) =

2≤t≤T

β t−1

p(S

For instan e, p(f1(1) ) = p(Candlemaker) = p1 . In the same way, p(f1(2) ) =
arfa e ) = p2 and p(f1(3) ) = p(a∗ ) = p3 .
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β0
∅

f1(1)

f1(2)

Candlemaker

S arfa e

(a) All

3

f1(3)

rea tion fun tions

a∗
ϕ1

β1

f2(1) (β 1 )

f2(2) (β 1 )

f2(3) (β 1 )

f2(4) (β 1 )

inc1

Candlemaker
Candlemaker
S arfa e

Candlemaker
Candlemaker

b∗

Candlemaker
Candlemaker
Candlemaker

a∗

Candlemaker
S arfa e
Candlemaker

β1

f2(5) (β 1 )

f2(6) (β 1 )

f2(7) (β 1 )

f2(8) (β 1 )

inc1

Candlemaker
S arfa e

Candlemaker

Candlemaker

a∗

a∗

Candlemaker

a∗

b∗

Candlemaker
S arfa e
S arfa e

S arfa e

β1

f2(9) (β 1 )

f2(10) (β 1 )

f2(11) (β 1 )

f2(12) (β 1 )

inc1

Candlemaker

inc2

a∗
a∗

S arfa e
Candlemaker
S arfa e

S arfa e
Candlemaker

b∗

S arfa e
Candlemaker
Candlemaker

β1

f2(13) (β 1 )

f2(14) (β 1 )

f2(15) (β 1 )

f2(16) (β 1 )

inc1

S arfa e
S arfa e
S arfa e

S arfa e
S arfa e

S arfa e

b∗

S arfa e
S arfa e
Candlemaker

a∗

Candlemaker

β1

f2(17) (β 1 )

f2(18) (β 1 )

f2(19) (β 1 )

f2(20) (β 1 )

inc1

S arfa e

S arfa e

a∗

a∗

inc2

a∗

a∗

inc2

inc2

inc2

a∗

Candlemaker
S arfa e

f2(21) (β )

f2(22) (β 1 )

f2(23) (β 1 )

f2(24) (β 1 )

a∗

a∗

a∗

a∗

S arfa e

1

1

inc1
inc2

Candlemaker

b∗

a∗

β

1

a∗

Candlemaker
Candlemaker

b∗
β

a∗

S arfa e
Candlemaker

1

1

S arfa e
S arfa e
1

S arfa e
a∗

f2(25) (β )

f2(26) (β )

f2(27) (β )



inc1

a∗

a∗

a∗



inc2

a∗

a∗

a∗



a∗



b∗

Candlemaker
(b) All

S arfa e
27

rea tion fun tions

ϕ2 (β 1 )

Table 4.8: Rea tion fun tions for the o aine au tion example
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Let us take as an example the al ulation of p(f2(6) |f1(1) ):

p(f2(6) |f1(1) ) =

Y

p(f2(6) (β 1 )|ϕ1(1) , β 1 )

β1

= p(f2(6) (inc1 )|Candlemaker , inc1 )·
p(f2(6) (inc2 )|Candlemaker , inc2 )·
p(f2(6) (b∗ )|Candlemaker , b∗ )
= p(Candlemaker |Candlemaker , inc1 )·
p(S

arfa e |Candlemaker , inc2 )

p(a∗ |Candlemaker , b∗ )
= p9 · p13 · 1
= p9 p13

Note that some rea tion fun tions an have probability 0, whi h is onsistent with the probabilisti automaton. For instan e:
Y
p(f2(25) |f1(3) ) =
p(f2(25) (β 1 )|ϕ1(3) , β 1 )
β1

= p(f2(25) (inc1 )|a∗ , inc1 ) · p(f2(25) (inc2 )|a∗ , inc2 )·
p(f2(25) (b∗ )|a∗ , b∗ )
= p(a∗ |a∗ , inc1 ) · p(a∗ |a∗ , inc2 ) · p(Candlemaker |a∗ , b∗ )
=1·1·0
=0

4.5.1 Cal ulating the information leakage
Let us now al ulate the information leakage for this example using the onepts from Se tion 4.4. We will analyze three dierent s enarios:

Example a: There is feedba k, but the probability of an observable does not

depend on the history of se rets. In the au tion proto ol, this orresponds to a s enario where the probability of one of the mobsters to bid
an depend on the in rement imposed by the seller, but the history of
who has previously bid in the past has no inuen e on how the seller
hooses the bid in rement in the oming turns. In other words, the
seller annot use the information of who has been bidding to hange his
strategy of dening the new in rements. This situation orresponds to
the original des ription of the proto ol in [SA99℄, where the seller does
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not have a ess to the identity of the bidder, for the sake of anonymity
preservation. In general, we have p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) = p(βt |β t−1 ) for every
1 ≤ t ≤ T . There is an ex eption, however: if there is no bidder, the
ase modeled by the se ret being a∗ , then the au tion terminates, whi h
is signaled by the observable b∗ .

Example b: This is the most general ase, without any restri tions. The

presen e of feedba k allows the probability of the bidder to depend of
the in rement in the pri e. For instan e, if Candlemaker is ri her than
S arfa e, it is more likely that the former bids if the in rement in the pri e
is inc2 instead of inc1 . Also, the probability of an observable an depend
on the history of se rets, i.e. in general p(βt |αt , β t−1 ) 6= p(βt |β t−1 ) for
1 ≤ t ≤ T . This s enario an represent a situation where the seller
is orrupted and an use his information to ae t the out ome of the
au tion. As an example, suppose that the seller is a friend of S arfa e
and he wants to help him in the au tion. One way of doing so is to he k
who was the winner of the last bidding round. Whenever the winner is
Candlemaker, the seller hooses as in rement the small value inc1 , hoping
that it will give S arfa e a good han e to bid in the next round. On
the other hand, whenever the seller dete ts that the winner is S arfa e,
he hooses as the next in rement the greater value inc2 , hoping that
it will minimize the han es of Candlemaker to bid in the next round
(and therefore maximizing the han es of the au tion to end up having
S arfa e as the nal winner).

Example : There is no feedba k. In the o aine au tion, we an have the

(perhaps unrealisti ) situation in whi h the in rement added to the bid
has no inuen e on the probability of Candlemaker or S arfa e being the
bidder. Mathemati ally, we have p(αt |αt−1 , β t−1 ) = p(αt |αt−1 ) for every
1 ≤ t ≤ T . As in Example b, however, we do not impose any restri tion
on p(βt |αt , β t−1 ).

For ea h s enario we need to ll in the values of the probabilities in the
proto ol tree in Figure 4.8. The probabilities for ea h example are listed in
Table 4.9. Table 4.10 shows a omparison between some relevant values for
the three ases.
In Example a, sin e the probability of observables does not depend on the
history of se rets, there is (almost) no information owing from the input to
the output, and the dire ted information I(AT → B T ) is lose to zero, i.e.
the leakage is low. The only reason why the leakage is not zero is be ause the
end of an au tion needs to be signaled. Due to presen e of feedba k, however,
the dire ted information in the other sense I(B T → AT ) is non-zero, and so
is the mutual information I(AT ; B T ). This is an example where the mutual
information does not orrespond to the real information leakage, sin e some (in
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4.5. An example: the Co aine Au tion proto ol
Probability

Example

a

Example

b

Example

variable

value

value

value

p1
p2
p3
q4
q5
q6
q7
p9
p10
p11
p12
p13
p14
p15
p16
p17
p18
p19
p20
q22
q23
q24
q25
q27
q28
q29
q30
q32
q33
q34
q35
q37
q38
q39
q40

0.75

0.70

0.70

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.50

0.55

0.30

0.50

0.45

0.70

0.50

0.45

0.70

0.50

0.55

0.30

0.04

0.80

0.75

0.95

0.19

0.20

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.95

0.19

0.75

0.04

0.80

0.20

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.04

0.90

0.65

0.95

0.09

0.35

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.95

0.09

0.65

0.04

0.90

0.35

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.50

0.80

0.45

0.50

0.20

0.55

0.50

0.20

0.55

0.50

0.80

0.45

0.45

0.75

0.45

0.55

0.25

0.55

0.45

0.35

0.55

0.55

0.65

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.45

0.50

0.45

0.55

0.50

0.40

0.55

0.50

0.60

0.45

0.45

0.60

0.45

0.55

0.40

0.55

0.45

0.35

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.45

Table 4.9: Values of the probabilities in Figure 4.8 for Examples a, b, and

this ase, most) of the orrelation between input and output an be attributed
to the feedba k.
In Example b the information ow from input to output I(AT → B T ) is
signi antly higher than zero, but still, due to feedba k, the information ow
from outputs to inputs I(B T → AT ) is not zero and the mutual information
I(AT ; B T ) is higher than the dire ted information I(AT → B T ).
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Interpretation

Symbol

Example a

Example b

Input un ertainty

H(AT )

1.9319

1.9054

1.9158

Rea tor un ertainty

HR

1.1911

1.5804

1.9158

1.0303

1.2371

1.4183

A posteriori un ertainty
Mutual information
Leakage
Feedba k information

T

T

H(A |B )
T

T

I(A ; B )

Example

0.9016

0.6684

0.4975

T

T

0.1608

0.3433

0.4975

T

T

0.7408

0.3250

0.0000

I(A → B )
I(B → A )

Table 4.10: Values of the entropy and dire ted information for Examples a, b,
and , where I(AT ; B T ) = H(AT ) − H(AT |B T ) and I(AT → B T ) = HR −
H(AT |B T )

In Example , the absen e of feedba k implies that I(B T → AT ) is zero.
In that ase the values of I(AT ; B T ) and I(AT → B T ) oin ide, and represent
the real leakage.
Finally, Figure 4.9 shows a omparison between the values of the entropy
and of the dire ted information in the examples. The totality of the mutual
information I(AT ; B T ) is represented by the height of the orrespondent bar,
and we emphasize the ontribution of the dire ted information in ea h dire tion by splitting the bar into two parts. This gure highlights the fa t that
mutual information an be misleading as a measure of leakage. The greatest mutual information is obtained in Example a, followed by Example b and
then by Example . The real leakage, however, given by I(AT → B T ), respe ts exa tly the inverse order, namely Example a presents the lowest value
while Example presents the highest one. Indeed, in Example a the value of
I(AT → B T ) represents only 18% of the mutual information, while in Example
b it represents 51% and in Example it amounts to 100%.

4.6 Topologi al properties of IIHSs and their
apa ity
In this se tion we show how to extend to IIHSs the notion of pseudometri
dened in [DJGP02℄ for Con urrent Labeled Markov Chains, and we prove
that the apa ity of the orresponding hannels is a ontinuous fun tion with
respe t to this pseudometri . The pseudometri onstru tion is sound for general IIHSs, but the result on apa ity is only valid for se ret-nondeterministi
IIHSs.
Given a set of states S , a pseudometri is a fun tion d that yields a nonnegative real number for ea h pair of states and satises the following:
(i) d(s, s) = 0;
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the leakage in Examples a, b, and
(i) d(s, t) = d(t, s); and
(i) d(s, t) ≤ d(s, u) + d(u, t).
We say that a pseudometri d is c-bounded if ∀s, t : d(s, t) ≤ c, where c is
a positive real number.
Note that, in ontrast to metri s, in pseudometri s two elements an have
distan e 0 without being identi al. We onsider pseudometri s instead of metri s be ause our purpose is to extend the notion of (probabilisti ) bisimulation:
having distan e 0 will orrespond to being bisimilar.
We now dene a omplete latti e stru ture on pseudometri s, in order
to dene the distan e between IIHSs as the greatest xpoint of a parti ular
transformation, in line with the oindu tive theory of bisimilarity. Sin e larger
bisimulations identify more, the natural extension of the ordering to pseudometri s must shorten the distan es as we go up in the latti e:

Denition 22. M

is the

lass of

1-bounded

pseudometri s on states with the

ordering

d  d′

if

∀s, s′ ∈ S : d(s, s′ ) ≥ d′ (s, s′ ).

It is easy to see that (M, ) is a omplete latti e. In order to dene
pseudometri s on IIHSs, we now need to lift the pseudometri s on states
to pseudometri s on distributions in D(L × S). Following standard lines
[vBW01, DJGP02, DCPP06℄, we apply the onstru tion based on the Kantorovi h metri [Kan42℄.
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Denition 23.

For

loading the notation

d ∈ M,
d) as

and

d(µ, µ′ ) = max

µ, µ′ ∈ D(L × S),
X

we dene

d(µ, µ′ )

(over-

(µ(ℓi , si ) − µ′ (ℓi , si ))xi

(ℓi ,si )∈L×S
where the maximum is taken over all possible values of the
onstraints

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

and

ˆ i , si ), (ℓj , sj )),
xi − xj ≤ d((ℓ

ˆ i , si ), (ℓj , sj )) =
d((ℓ



1
d(si , sj )

if

xi 's,

subje t to the

where

ℓi 6= ℓj

otherwise

It an be shown that with this denition m is a pseudometri on D(L × S).

Denition 24.

A pseudometri d ∈ M is a
′
for all ǫ ∈ [0, 1), d(s, s ) ≤ ǫ implies that if s
′
′
′
su h that s → µ and d(µ, µ ) ≤ ǫ.

bisimulation pseudometri 1 if,
→ µ, then there exists some µ′

Note that it is not ne essary to require the onverse of the ondition in
Denition 24 to get a omplete analogy with bisimulation: the onverse is
indeed implied by the symmetry of d as a pseudometri . Note also that we
prohibit ǫ to be 1 be ause, throughout this hapter, 1 represents the maximum
distan e, whi h in ludes the ase where one state may perform a transition and
the other may not.
The greatest bisimulation pseudometri is
G
dmax = {d ∈ M | d is a bisimulation pseudometri }
(4.12)
We now hara terize dmax as a xed point of a monotoni fun tion Φ on
M. Eventually we are interested in the distan e between IIHSs, and for the
sake of simpli ity, from now on we onsider only the distan e between states
belonging to dierent IIHSs. The extension to the general ase is trivial. For
larity purposes, we assume that dierent IIHSs have disjoint sets of states.

Denition 25.

Given two IIHSs with transition relations

θ

and

θ′

respe tively,

d on states, dene Φ : M → M as:

ϑ(s) = {δ(a1 ,s1 ) , . . . , δ(am ,sm ) }
maxi d(si , s′i ) if



′ (s′ ) = {δ


and
ϑ
(a1 ,s′1 ) , . . . , δ(am ,s′m ) }



′ ′
′
d(µ, µ′ )
if ϑ(s) = {µ} and ϑ (s ) = {µ }
Φ(d)(s, s′ ) =


′ ′

0
if ϑ(s) = ϑ (s ) = ∅





1
otherwise

and a pseudometri

1

In literature a pseudometri

with this property is also known as bisimulation metri ,

although it is still a pseudometri .
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It is easy to see that the denition of Φ is a parti ular ase of the fun tion
F dened in [DJGP02, DCPP06℄, whi h is hara terized as follows ( f. Lemma
3.8 in the full version of [DJGP02℄, and Denition 2.7 in [DCPP06℄):

F (d)(s, s′ ) = max{sup ′inf ′ d(µ, µ′ ) , sup inf d(µ, µ′ )}
s→µ s →µ

s′ →µ′ s→µ

Hen e it an be proved, as an instan e of the analogous result for F ( f.
Lemma 2.8 in [DCPP06℄), that Φ(d) is a pseudometri , and that the following
property holds.

Lemma 26.
there exists

ǫ ∈ [0, 1), Φ(d)(s, s′ ) ≤ ǫ holds if and only if whenever s → µ,
′
′
′
′
some µ su h that s → µ and d(µ, µ ) ≤ ǫ.
For

From the above lemma and Denition 24 we derive (see also Lemma 2.9 in
[DCPP06℄):

Corollary 27.
if

A pseudometri

d

is a bisimulation pseudometri

if and only

d  Φ(d).
By applying Corollary 27 to (4.12) we obtain
G
dmax = {d ∈ M | d  Φ(d)}

Furthermore, by adapting the proof of the monotoni ity of F ( f. Lemma 3.9
in the full version of [DJGP02℄) we an prove the following:

Lemma 28. Φ

is monotoni

on

(M ).

Thanks to Lemma 28, and using Tarski's xed point theorem as formulated
in [Tar55℄, we have that dmax is the greatest xed point of Φ. Furthermore,
by Corollary 27 we know that dmax is indeed a bisimulation pseudometri , and
that it is the greatest bisimulation pseudometri .
In addition, the nite bran hing property of IIHSs ensures that the losure
ordinal of Φ is ω ( f. Lemma 3.10 in the full version of [DJGP02℄). Therefore
we an pro eed in a standard way to show that

dmax =

{Φi (⊤) | i ∈ N},

where ⊤ is the greatest pseudometri (i.e. ⊤(s, s′ ) = 0 for every s, s′ ), and
Φ0 (⊤) = ⊤.
Given two IIHSs I and I′ , with initial states s and s′ respe tively, we dene
the distan e between I and I′ as d(I, I′ ) = dmax (s, s′ ). The following properties
are auxiliary to the theorem whi h states the ontinuity of the apa ity.

Lemma 29.

′
Consider two IIHSs I and I with transition fun tions ϑ and
′
ϑ respe tively. Given t ≥ 2 and two sequen es αt and β t , assume that both
I(αt−1 , β t−1 ) and I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 ) are dened. Assume also it is the ase that
dmax (I(αt−1 , β t−1 ), I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 )) < p(βt | αt , β t−1 ), and ϑ(I(αt , β t−1 )) 6= ∅.
Then:
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1.

ϑ′ (I′ (αt , β t−1 )) 6= ∅

2.

I(αt , β t )

and

holds as well,

I′ (αt , β t )

are both dened,

dmax (I(αt , β t ), I′ (αt , β t )) ≤

p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) > 0,

and

dmax (I(αt−1 , β t−1 ), I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 ))
p(βt | αt , β t−1 ).

Proof.

1. Assume ϑ(I(αt , β t−1 )) 6= ∅ and, by ontradi tion, ϑ′ (I′ (αt , β t−1 )) = ∅.
Sin e dmax is a xed point of Φ, we have dmax = Φ(dmax ), and therefore

dmax (I(αt , β t−1 ), I′ (αt , β t−1 )) = Φ(dmax )(I(αt , β t−1 ), I′ (αt , β t−1 ))
= 1
≥ p(βt | αt , β t−1 ),
whi h ontradi ts the hypothesis.
2. If ϑ(I(αt , β t−1 )) 6= ∅, then, by the rst point of this lemma, we have
that ϑ′ (I′ (αt , β t−1 )) 6= ∅ holds as well, and therefore both I(αt , β t ) and
I′ (αt , β t ) are dened. The hypothesis dmax (I(αt−1 , β t−1 ), I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 )) <
p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) ensures that p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) ≥ 0.
Let us now prove the bound on dmax (I(αt , β t ), I′ (αt , β t )). By denition
of Φ, we have

Φ(dmax )(I(αt−1 , β t−1 ), I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 )) ≥ dmax (I(αt , β t−1 ), I′ (αt , β t−1 )).
Sin e dmax = Φ(dmax ), we have

dmax (I(αt−1 , β t−1 ), I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 )) ≥ dmax (I(αt , β t−1 ), I′ (αt , β t−1 )).
(4.13)
By denition of Φ and of the Kantorovi h metri , we have

Φ(dmax )(I(αt , β t−1 ), I′ (αt , β t−1 )) ≥ p(βt | αt , β t−1 )·
dmax (I(αt , β t ), I′ (αt , β t )).
Using again dmax = Φ(dmax ), we get

dmax (I(αt , β t−1 ), I′ (αt , β t−1 )) ≥ p(βt | αt , β t−1 )·
dmax (I(αt , β t ), I′ (αt , β t )),
whi h, together with (4.13), allows us to on lude.
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Lemma 30.

p(· | ·, ·) and p′ (· | ·, ·)
be their distributions on the output nodes. Given T > 0, and two sequen es
αT and β T , assume that p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) > 0 for every t < T . Let m =
min1≤t<T p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) and let ǫ ∈ (0, mT −1 ). Assume d(I, I′ ) < ǫ. Then,
for every t ≤ T , we have
ǫ
p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) − p′ (βt | αt , β t−1 ) < T −1 .
m
Consider two IIHSs

I

and

I′ ,

and let

Observe that, for every t < T , I(αt , β t ) must be dened, and, by repeatedly applying Lemma 29(1), we get that also I′ (αt , β t ) is dened. By
denition of Φ, and of the Kantorovi h metri , we have
Proof.

p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) − p′ (βt | αt , β t−1 ) ≤ Φ(dmax )(I(αt−1 , β t−1 ), I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 )),
and sin e dmax is a xed point of Φ, we get

p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) − p′ (βt | αt , β t−1 ) ≤ dmax (I(αt−1 , β t−1 ), I′ (αt−1 , β t−1 )). (4.14)
By applying Lemma 29(2) t − 1 times, from (4.14) we get
dmax (I(α0 ,β 0 ),I′ (α0 ,β 0 ))
mt−1
d(I,I′ )
mt−1
d(I,I′ )
mT −1
ǫ
mT −1

p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) − p′ (βt | αt , β t−1 ) ≤
=
≤
<

Note that previous lemma states a sort of ontinuity property of the matries obtained from IIHSs, but not uniform ontinuity, be ause of the dependen e
on one of the two IIHSs. It is easy to see (from the proof of the Lemma) that
uniform ontinuity does not hold.
The main ontribution of this se tion, stated in the next theorem, is the
ontinuity of the apa ity with respe t to the pseudometri on IIHSs. For this
theorem, we assume that the IIHSs are normalized. Furthermore, it is ru ial
that they are se ret-nondeterministi (while the denition of the pseudometri
holds in general).

Theorem 31.

I and I′ , and
d(I, I′ ) < ν

Consider two normalized IIHSs

every ǫ > 0 there exists
CT (I′ )| < ǫ.

ν > 0

su h that if

x a
then

T > 0. For
|CT (I) −

Consider two normalized IIHSs I and I′ and hoose T, ǫ > 0. Let DT
be the set of all input distributions in presen e of feedba k. Observe that
Proof.

|CT (I) − CT (I′ )| = | max
DT

≤

1
T

1
1
I(AT → B T ) − max I(A′T → B ′T )|
DT T
T

max |I(AT → B T ) − I(A′T → B ′T )|
DT
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Sin e the dire ted information I(AT → B T ) is dened by means of arithmeti operations and logarithms on the joint probabilities p(αt , β t ) and on the
onditional probabilities p(αt , β t ), p(αt , β t−1 ), whi h in turn an be obtained
by means of arithmeti operations from the probabilities p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) and
pF (ϕt ), we have that I(AT → B T ) is a ontinuous fun tion of the distributions p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) and pF (ϕt ), for every t ≤ T . Let p(βt | αt , β t−1 ), p′ (βt |
αt , β t−1 ) be the distributions on the output nodes of I and I′ , modied in the
following way: starting from level T , whenever p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) = 0, then we redene the distributions at all the output nodes of the subtree rooted in I(αt , β t )
so that they oin ide with the distribution of the orresponding nodes of in I′ ,
and analogously for p′ (βt | αt , β t−1 ). Note that this transformation does not
hange the dire ted information, be ause the subtree rooted in I(αt , β t ) does
not ontribute to it, due to the fa t that the probability of rea hing any of its
nodes is 0. The ontinuity of I(AT → B T ) implies that there exists ǫ′ > 0 su h
that, if |p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) − p′ (βt | αt , β t−1 )| < ǫ′ for all t ≤ T and all sequen es
αt , β t , then, for any pF (ϕt ), we have |I(AT → B T ) − I(A′T → B ′T )| < ǫ. The
result then follows from Lemma 30, by hoosing




ν = ǫ · min 


′

min
p(βt | αt , β t−1 ),
1≤t<T
p(βt | αt , β t−1 ) > 0

′

t

min
p (βt | α , β
1≤t<T
p′ (βt | αt , β t−1 ) > 0

t−1





)
.


We on lude this se tion with an example showing that the ontinuity
result for the apa ity does not hold if the onstru tion of the hannel is done
starting from a system in whi h the se rets are endowed with a probability
distribution. This is also the reason why we ould not simply adopt the proof
te hnique of the ontinuity result in [DJGP02℄ and we had to ome up with
dierent reasoning.

Example 6.
b1 , b2

Consider the two following programs, where

are observable,

k

is the parallel operator, and

hoi e that assigns probability

p

+p

a1 , a2

are se rets,

is a binary probabilisti

to the left bran h, and probability

1−p

to the

right one.

s) (send(a1 ) +p

send(a2 ))

k re

eive (x).output (b2 )

t) (send(a1 )+q send(a2 )) k re eive(x).if x = a1 then output(b1 ) else output(b2 ).
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Table 4.11 shows the fully probabilisti
grams, and their asso iated

tions are all at the top-level) are
out feedba k. As usual for
It is easy to see that the

1.

the se ond one is
Let now

t

is

ǫ.

p=0

IIHSs

lassi al

lassi al

hannels, i.e. memoryless and with-

apa ity of the rst

q = ǫ.

ase (sin e the se ret a -

hannels, they do not depend on

Hen e their dieren e is

and

orresponding to these pro-

hannels, whi h in this

hannel is

1,

0

and the

independently of

p

p

and

q.

apa ity of
and

It is easy to see that the distan e between

q.
s and

Therefore (when the automata have probabilities on the se rets), the

apa ity is not a

ontinuous fun tion of the distan e.

s
a1
p

b1

0 1

s
a1
a2

t
a1

a2

b2

b1

b1
0
0

a2
q

1−p

0 1

b2
1
1

(a) (Channel for

s

b2

b1

1 0

t
a1
a2

1−q

b2

b1

b1
1
0

0 1

b2

b2
0
1

(b) Channel for

t

Table 4.11: The IIHSs of Example 6 and their orresponding hannels

4.7 Related work
Gray investigated a on ept similar to dire ted information in [Gra91℄. In
ontrast to our model, whi h is based on an eavesdropper s enario, he onsidered leakage in a sender-re eiver model. More pre isely, he onsidered a
system based on Millen's syn hronous state ma hine [Mil90℄, and onne ted to
low and high environments via ommuni ation hannels. His purpose was
to measure the ow of information from the high environment to the low one,
assuming that the only way for the low environment to learn about the high
one (and vi e versa) is through the system. To this end, he dened a notion
of quasi-dire ted information by extending Gallager's formula for dis rete
nite state hannels [Gal68℄. He also onje tured a orresponden e between
the quasi-dire ted information and the transmission rate of the hannel. His
formulation of quasi-dire ted information, however, is not ompletely the same
as dire ted information, and as a result the onje ture does not hold.
The ontinuity of the hannel apa ity was also proved in [DJGP02℄ for
simple hannels, but the proof does not adapt to the ase of hannels with
memory and feedba k and we had to devise a dierent te hnique.
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4.8 Chapter summary and dis ussion
In this hapter we have investigated the problem of information leakage in
intera tive systems, and proved that these systems an be modeled as hannels
with memory and feedba k. We have also proved that the hannel apa ity is
a ontinuous fun tion of a pseudometri based on the Kantorovi h metri .
We have onsidered various kinds of automata orresponding to dierent
ombinations of nondeterministi and probabilisti hoi e, as summarized in
Table 4.12(a). Note that in this the third row orresponds to the limit ase in
whi h the rea tor is a Dira measure, i.e. the probability is all on entrated
on exa tly one ϕT ∈ F . It is easy to see that in this ase I(AT → B T ) = 0 (all
the entropies that onstitute I(AT → B T ) are 0), although I(B T → AT ) 6=
0. Therefore there is no leakage. In the lassi ase this orresponds to the
situation in whi h the input distribution is a Dira measure.
Table 4.12(b) summarizes the omparison between the hannels with memory and feedba k investigated in this hapter, and the lassi hannels.
Throughout this hapter we have assumed that the dependen e of the se ret
hoi es on the observables is part of the external knowledge and, therefore,
not onsidered leakage. The reader may wonder what would happen if this
assumption were dropped. We argue that in this ase I(B T → AT ) ould be
onsidered as part of the leakage. In the ases a and b of the o aine au tion
example in Se tion 4.5, for instan e, one may want to onsider the information
that we an dedu e about the se rets (the identities of the bidder) from the
observables (the in rements of the seller) as a leak due to the proto ol.
In some other ases the ow of information from the observables to the
se rets may even be onsidered as a onsequen e of the a tive atta ks of an
adversary, whi h uses the observables to modify the probability of the se rets.
In this ase I(B T → AT ) ould represent a measure of the ee tiveness of the
adversary.
As future work, we would like to provide algorithms to ompute the leakage and maximum leakage of intera tive systems. These are rather hallenging
problems given the exponential growth of rea tion fun tions (needed to ompute the leakage) and the quanti ation over innitely many rea tors (given
by the denition of maximum leakage in terms of apa ity). One possible solution is to study the relation between deterministi s hedulers and sequen e
of rea tion fun tions. In parti ular, we believe that for ea h sequen e of rea tion fun tions and distribution over it there exists a probabilisti s heduler for
the automata representation of the se ret-nondeterministi IIHS. In this way,
the problem of omputing the leakage and maximum leakage would redu e to
a standard probabilisti model he king problem (where the hallenge is to
ompute probabilities ranging over innitely many s hedulers).
In addition, we plan to investigate measures of leakage for intera tive systems other than mutual information and apa ity.
We intend to study the appli ability of our framework to the area of
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IIHSs as automata
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Sequen e of

Leakage as

and probabilisti
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{p(βt |αt , β t−1 )}Tt=1
+ rea tor
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Sequen e of
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Fully probabilisti
normalized IIHSs

Normalized IIHSs with a
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solving the nondeterminism

information
T
T

I(A → B )

sto hasti kernels
{p(βt |αt , β t−1 )}Tt=1
+ rea tion fun tion
T
sequen e ϕ

(a) The various models

Classi al hannels
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No leakage

onsidered in this

hapter

Channels with memory and feedba k

The system is modeled in
independent uses of the

hannel,

The system is modeled in several
onse utive uses of the

hannel.

often a unique use.
The
T

hannel is dened on

A → BT ,

i.e. its input is
αT = α1 . . . αT
of se ret symbols and its output
T
is a single string β = β1 . . . βT
of observable symbols.

The

a single string

its input is a rea tion fun tion

The

The

hannel is memoryless and

F → B , i.e.
ϕt
observable βt .

hannel is dened on

and its output is an

hannel has memory. Despite the

fa t that the

the absen e of feedba k.

does not have feedba k, the internal
sto hasti

The

apa ity is

al ulated using
T
T
mutual information I(A ; B ).
(b) Classi al

hannels vs.

The

hannel dened on

F →B

in general it is impli itly assumed

kernels do.

apa ity is

al ulated using mutual
I(AT → B T ).

dire ted information

hannels with memory and feedba k

Table 4.12: Summary of results
game theory. In parti ular, the intera tive nature of games su h as Prisoner
[Pou92℄ and Stag and Hunt [Sky03℄ (in their iterative versions) an
be modeled as hannels with memory and feedba k following the te hniques
proposed in this work. Furthermore, (probabilisti ) strategies an be en oded
as rea tion fun tions. In this way, optimal strategies are attained by rea tion
fun tions maximizing the leakage of the hannel.
Dilemma
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Five
Dierential priva y: the trade-o
between leakage and utility
If you have nothing to hide, then you don't have a life.

ited by Daniel J. Solove

In this hapter we onsider the dierential priva y approa h to the problem of statisti al dis losure ontrol. In general a statisti al database ontains
data of a group of individuals, and users an pose queries to obtain statisti al information about the sample in the dataset. To preserve the priva y
of the the parti ipants in the database, it is desirable to restri t the amount
of information that the system leaks about their individual values. One way
of dealing with the problem is by using randomization me hanisms: to avoid
leakage, the real answer is modied with some arefully added noise before
being reported to the users. A very popular and studied way of doing so is
based on the on ept of dierential priva y.
In our work we onsider the relation between dierential priva y and quantitative information ow. We address the problem of hara terizing the prote tion that dierential priva y provides to individuals with respe t to information leakage, and the problem of the utility, i.e. the measure of how lose
the reported answer is to the true answer.

Contribution The main ontributions of this hapter an be summarized
as follows.

• We propose an information-theoreti framework to reason about both
information leakage and utility.
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• We explore the graph-theoreti foundations of the adja en y relation on
databases1 , and we point out two types of symmetries whi h allow us
to establish a stri t link between dierential priva y and information
leakage.
• We prove that ǫ-dierential priva y implies a tight bound on the minentropy leakage.
• We prove that ǫ-dierential priva y implies a bound on the utility, measured in terms of binary gain fun tions. We prove that, under ertain
onditions, the bound is tight.
• We identify a method that, under ertain onditions, onstru ts randomization me hanisms that maximize utility while providing ǫ-dierential
priva y.

Plan of the Chapter This hapter is organized as follows. In Se tion 5.1
we formalize the notion of dierential priva y and present an alternative interpretation for it in the spe ial ase where the adja en y relation on databases
is omplete (i.e. every two distin t databases are adja ent). In Se tion 5.2 we
introdu e our model to reason about leakage and utility for randomized fun tions in the ase where the query and the randomization me hanism an be
split into two distin t hannels. In Se tion 5.3 we review some on epts from
graph theory and present two spe ial lasses of graphs having symmetries that
we will explore to make the onne tion between dierential priva y and quantitative information ow. We also show that the graph stru ture on databases,
indu ed by the adja en y relation and the query, presents these symmetries.
In Se tion 5.4 we use the results of the previous se tion to prove a bound on
the a posteriori min-entropy of the hannel matrix. Then we apply this bound
to derive our results for leakage in Se tion 5.5 and for utility in Se tion 5.6.
Finally, in Se tion 5.7 we review some of the related work in the literature,
and in Se tion 5.8 we make our nal remarks and on lude this hapter.

5.1 Dierential priva y
Databases are ommonly used for obtaining statisti al information about their
parti ipants. Simple examples of statisti al queries are, for instan e, the predominant disease in a ertain population, or the average salary of a group of
people. The fa t that the answer is publi ly available may, however, onstitute
a threat for the priva y of the individuals.
In order to illustrate the problem, onsider a database that stores the values
of the salaries of a set of individuals, and assume that a user an pose the query
what is the average salary of the parti ipants in the database?. In prin iple
1
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The adja en y relation on databases will be dened pre isely in Se tion 5.2.

5.1. Dierential priva y
we would like to onsider the global information relative to the database as
publi , and the individual information about a parti ipant as private. In this
example, we would like to obtain the average salary without being able to
infer the salary of any spe i parti ipant. Unfortunately this is not always
possible. In parti ular, if the number of parti ipants in the database is known,
and an individual is removed from (or in luded in) the database, it is possible
to infer his salary by querying again the database and al ulating the inuen e
of the removal (or in lusion) on the reported answer to the query.
Another kind of private information we may want to prote t is whether
a spe i individual is parti ipating or not in a database. If we know that a
parti ular individual earns, say, 5.000e a month, and all the other individuals
earn less than 4.000e a month, then learning that the average salary is greater
that 4.000e will reveal immediately the presen e of our individual of interest
in the database.
A ommon approa h to this problem is to introdu e some output perturbation me hanism based on randomization: instead of the exa t answer, the
querying me hanism reports a noisy answer. Namely, a randomized fun tion
is used to produ e answers a ording to some probability distribution that depends on the database. The goal is to report this randomized answer, whi h
ideally should be  lose enough to the real one, yet should make it harder
for the user to guess the values of individual parti ipants. For ertain distributions, however, it may still be possible to guess the value of an individual
with a high probability of su ess. The notion of dierential priva y, due to
Dwork [Dwo06, DL09, Dwo10, Dwo11℄, is a proposal to ontrol the risk of
violating priva y for both kinds of threats des ribed above (value and parti ipation). The idea is to say that a randomized fun tion K satises ǫ-dierential
priva y (for some ǫ > 0) if the ratio between the probabilities that two adja ent databases give a ertain answer is bound by eǫ , where by adja ent
we mean that the databases dier in only one individual (either for the value
of an individual or for the presen e/absen e of an individual). The notion of
dierential priva y was developed to be independent of the side (or auxiliary)
information the user an have about the database, and how it an ae t his
knowledge about the database before posing the query. This information an
ome from external sour es (e.g. newspapers, ommon knowledge, et ), but
does not ae t the guarantees assured by dierential priva y.
In this hapter we explore the similarities between dierential priva y and
quantitative information ow. We base our approa h on the following observations: at the motivational level, the on ern about priva y is akin the on ern
about information leakage. At the on eptual level, the randomized fun tion
K an be seen as an information-theoreti hannel, and the limit ase of ǫ = 0,
for whi h the priva y prote tion is total, orresponds to a 0- apa ity hannel,
whi h does not allow any leakage. More spe i ally, we investigate the notion of dierential priva y and its impli ations in the light of the min-entropy
framework for information ow dis ussed in Chapter 3.
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5.1.1 Formal denition
Let X be the set of all possible databases. Two databases x, x′ ∈ X are
′
adja ent (or neighbors ), written x ∼ x , if they dier in the value of exa tly
one individual. Note that the stru ture (X , ∼) forms an undire ted graph.
Intuitively, dierential priva y is based on the idea that a randomized query
fun tion provides su ient prote tion if the ratio between the probabilities of
two adja ent databases to give a ertain answer is bound by eǫ , for some ǫ > 0.
Formally:

Denition 32 ([Dwo11℄).
ǫ-dierential

A randomized fun tion K from X to
x, x′ ∈ X , with x ∼ x′ , and all

priva y if for all pairs

Z satises
S ⊆ Z , we

have:

Pr [K(x) ∈ S] ≤ eǫ × Pr [K(x′ ) ∈ S]
In this thesis we onsider Z to be nite, therefore ea h of its probability
distributions is nite and we an rewrite the property of ǫ-dierential priva y
more simply. Using the notation of onditional probabilities, and onsidering
both quotients, we an say that ǫ-dierential-priva y holds in the dis rete ase
if, for all x, x′ ∈ X with x ∼ x′ , and all z ∈ Z :

Pr [Z = z|X = x]
1
≤ eǫ
≤
ǫ
e
Pr [Z = z|X = x′ ]

(5.1)

where X and Z represent the random variables asso iated to X and Z , respe tively.
Intuitively, (5.1) implies that, if a value of one single individual hanges
in a dataset (either by in lusion, removal or modi ation), the probability of
the querying me hanism to report a spe i answer will not vary mu h. In
other words, the inuen e of a single individual in a database is negligible
with respe t to the whole set of individuals. Of ourse the notion of what is
meant by mu h and negligible depends on the value of ǫ.

5.1.2 Alternative interpretation in the ase of liques
A spe ial interpretation of dierential priva y is possible in the ase where
every two distin t databases in X are neighbors. More pre isely, if (X , ∼) is
a lique (i.e. a omplete graph), it is possible to ensure that he ratio between
any a priori knowledge Pr [X = x] of the user (before the query is posed) and
his a posteriori knowledge Pr [X = x|Z = z] (after the answer to the query is
reported) is bound by eǫ . Formally, if for every x, x′ ∈ X with x 6= x′ we have
x ∼ x′ then:

Pr [X = x|Z = z]
1
≤
≤ eǫ
eǫ
Pr [X = x]
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for all priors Pr [X = x],
all x ∈ X , and all z ∈ Z

(5.2)
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where X and Z represent the random variables asso iated to X and Z , respe tively.
Intuitively, (5.2) states that the observation of the reported answer should
not  hange mu h the user's knowledge about the database. The next proposition shows that in the spe ial ase of every pair of distin t databases are
neighbors, the above formulation of dierential priva y is equivalent to the
lassi one.

Proposition 33.
and

(5.2)

If for all

x, x′ ∈ X

with

x 6= x′

we have

x ∼ x′ ,

then

(5.1)

are equivalent.

Let us represent by X and Z the random variables asso iated to X and
Z , respe tively. For better readability, we will denote Pr [X = x], Pr [Z = z],
Pr [Z = z|X = x] and Pr [X = x|Z = z] by Pr(x), Pr (z), Pr (x|z) and Pr (z|x),
respe tively.
Proof.

• (5.1) =⇒ (5.2)

Pr (x|z) =

Pr (z|x)Pr (x)
Pr(z)

=P

≥P

(by the Bayes law)

Pr(z|x)Pr (x)
′
′
x′ ∈X (Pr(x )Pr (z|x ))
Pr (z|x)Pr (x)
′
ǫ
x′ ∈X (Pr(x ) · e Pr (z|x))

=

Pr (z|x)Pr (x)
eǫ Pr(z|x)

=

Pr (x)
eǫ

by (5.1)

Pr (x)
Pr (x)
1
ǫ
from whi h it follows that Pr
(x|z) ≤ e . The ase of eǫ ≤ Pr (x|z) is a
analogous: just take the symmetri al step when applying (5.1) in the
derivation above.

• (5.2) =⇒ (5.1)
For every prior Pr(x) we have

Pr (z|x)
Pr (x|z)
=
Pr (x)
p(z)
=P

(by the Bayes law)

Pr (z|x)
′′
′′
x′′ (Pr (x )Pr (z|x ))
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In parti ular, the above is valid for every prior of the form Pr (x) = δx′ (x),
where x′ ∈ X . Therefore, for all x′ ∈ X

Pr(z|x)
Pr (x|z)
=P
′′
′′
Pr (x)
x′′ (δx′ (x )Pr (z|x ))
=

Sin e by (5.2) we have

Pr (z|x)
Pr (z|x′ )

1
eǫ

≤

Pr (z|x)
Pr (x)

from the derivation above that also

≤ eǫ for every prior Pr (x), it follows
1
eǫ

≤

Pr (z|x)
Pr (z|x′ )

≤ eǫ for all x′ ∈ X .

5.2 A model of utility and priva y for statisti al
databases
In this se tion we present a model of statisti al queries on databases, where
noise is arefully added to prote t the priva y of the parti ipants in the sample,
and the reported answer to a query does not need to be the real one. In
this model, the notion of information leakage is to measure the amount of
information that an adversary an learn about the database by posing queries
and then analyzing the reported answers. Note that in prin iple the adversary
an be a user of the database, and therefore the priva y guarantees should not
depend on distin tions of who is posing the queries. Our model will also allow
us to quantify the utility of the query, i.e. how mu h information about the
real answer an be obtained from the reported one. In our work we fo us on
the ase in whi h all the values of interest are dis rete.
We x a nite set Ind = {0, 1, . . . , u − 1} of u individuals parti ipating
in the database. In addition, we x a nite set Val = {v0 , v1 , . . . , vv−1 },
representing the set of (v dierent) possible values for the sensitive attribute
of ea h individual (e.g. disease-name in a medi al database). In the more
general ase where there are several sensitive attributes in the database (e.g.
salary and se urity number in a ensus sample), we an think of the elements
of Val as tuples. The absen e of an individual in the database, if allowed, an
be modeled with one spe ial value in Val (see the dis ussion in Se tion 5.2.2).
A database D = d0 . . . du−1 is a u-tuple where ea h di ∈ Val is the value of
the orresponding individual. The set of all databases is X = Val u . Two
databases x, x′ are adja ent, written x ∼ x′ , if and only if they dier in the
value of exa tly one individual. As we already pointed out, the stru ture
(X , ∼) forms an undire ted graph, and we all ∼ its adja en y relation.
Let K be a randomized fun tion from X to Z , where Z = Range(K) (see
Figure 5.1). This fun tion an be modeled by a hannel (X , Z, pZ|X (·|·)), where
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X and Z are the input and output alphabets, respe tively, and pZ|X (·|·) is the
hannel matrix. The random variables modeling the input and output of the
hannel are denoted by X and Z , respe tively. The denition of dierential
priva y an be dire tly expressed as a property of the hannel: it satises
ǫ-dierential priva y if
p(z|x) ≤ eǫ p(z|x′ ) for all x, x′ ∈ X with x ∼ x′ , and all z ∈ Z

X
dataset

K

Z
reported
answer

ǫ-diff. priv.
randomized function

Figure 5.1: Randomized fun tion K
Intuitively, the orrelation between X and Z measures how mu h information about the omplete database the atta ker an obtain by observing the
reported answer. We will refer to this orrelation as the leakage of the hannel, denoted by L(X, Z). In Se tion 5.5 we will dis uss how this leakage an
be quantied using notions from information theory, and we will study the
behavior of the leakage for dierentially private queries.
In our model the true answer to the query f is modeled by the random
variable Y ranging over Y = Range(f ). The orrelation between Y and Z
measures how mu h we an learn about the real answer from the reported
one. We will refer to this orrelation as the utility of the hannel, denoted by
U (Y, Z). In Se tion 5.6 we will dis uss in detail how the utility an be quantied, and we will investigate how to onstru t a randomization me hanism,
i.e. a way of adding noise to the query outputs, so that utility is maximized
while preserving dierential priva y.
In pra ti e, the randomization me hanism is often oblivious, meaning that
the reported answer Z only depends on the real answer Y and not on the
database X . In this ase, the randomized fun tion K, seen as a hannel, an
be de omposed into two parts: a hannel modeling the query f , and a hannel
modeling the oblivious randomization me hanism H. These two hannels are
said to be in as ade, as the output of the rst one is the input for the se ond
one. The denition of utility an be then simplied as it only depends on
properties of the sub- hannel orresponding to H. The leakage relating X and
Y and the utility relating Y and Z for a de omposed randomized fun tion are
shown in Figure 5.2.
We apture the notion of the atta ker's side information as the prior distribution on X , whi h is standard in information ow and also in papers on
dierential priva y [GRS09, KS℄.
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Utility

X
dataset

Y

f

real answer

query

H
randomization
mechanism

Z
reported answer

K (ǫ-diff. priv. randomized function)
Leakage

Figure 5.2: Leakage and utility for oblivious me hanisms

5.2.1 Leakage about an individual
As already dis ussed, L(X, Z) an be used to quantify the information that the
atta ker an learn about the whole database. Prote ting the entire database
at on e, however, is not the main goal of dierential priva y. In fa t, some
information will ne essarily be revealed, otherwise the query would not be
useful. Instead, dierential priva y aims at prote ting the value of any single
individual, even in the worst ase where the values of all other individuals are
known. To quantify this information leakage we an dene smaller hannels,
where only the information of a spe i individual varies. Let x− ∈ Val u−1 be
a (u − 1)-tuple with the values of all individuals but one (the individual whose
degree of prote tion we want to quantify). We reate a hannel Kx− whose
input alphabet is the set of all databases in whi h the u − 1 other individuals
have the same values as in x− . Note that, sin e x− is xed, to dene the input
of the hannel it is enough to spe ify the value of the individual of interest. In
this way the input for the hannel an be seen as a random variable V ranging
over the set Val . Intuitively, the information leakage of this hannel measures
how mu h information about one parti ular individual the atta ker an learn
if the values of all others are known to be x− . This leakage will be studied in
Se tion 5.5.1.

5.2.2 A note on the hoi e of values
The hoi e of the set Val depends on the assumptions about the atta ker's
knowledge. In parti ular, if the atta ker does not know whi h individuals
parti ipate in the database, a distinguished value in Val ould be interpreted
as absen e (e.g. the value 0 or the spe ial value null). As dis ussed in [Dwo11℄,
a database x′ adja ent to x an be though of either as being a superset (or
subset) of x with one extra (or missing) row, or as being exa tly the same
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database as x in all rows ex ept for one whi h has a dierent (non-null ) value.
Our denition of ∼ with the possibility of null values overs all these ases.
At this point an important observation should be made about the hoi e of
Val . Most often we are interested in prote ting the a tual value of an individual, not only his parti ipation in the database. In this ase, the denition of
dierential priva y (as well as the hannels we are onstru ting) should in lude
databases with all possible values for ea h individual, not just the real ones.
In other words, to prevent the atta ker from nding out the individual's value,
the probability p(z|x), where x ontains the individual's true value, should be
lose to p(z|x′ ) where x′ ontains a hypotheti al value for this individual. This
might seem unne essary at rst sight, sin e dierential priva y is often thought
of as prote ting the parti ipation of an individual in a database. Hiding the
parti ipation of an individual, however, does not imply hiding his value. Consider the following example: we aim at learning the average salary of employees
in a small ompany, and it happens that all of them have exa tly the same
salary s. We allow anyone to parti ipate or not, while oering ǫ-dierential
priva y. If we only onsider s as the value in all possible databases, then the
query is always onstant, so answering it any number of times without any
noise should satisfy dierential priva y for any ǫ ≥ 0. Sin e all reported answers are s, the atta ker an dedu e that the salary of all employees, in luding
those not parti ipating in the query, is s. Indeed, the atta ker annot nd out
who parti ipated, despite the value of all individuals is revealed.
In other ases, we are only interested in hiding the identity of the parti ipants (e.g. in a database with information about anonymous donations).
Thus, Val should be properly sele ted a ording to the appli ation. If who has
parti ipated is known and we only wish to hide the values, then Val should
ontain all possible values, e.g. all possible salaries in the example above. If
the values are known and parti ipation is to be hidden, then Val an ontain
just the values 0 and 1 denoting absen e and presen e respe tively. Finally, if
both the value and the the identities of the parti ipants are to be prote ted,
then Val should ontain all values plus null .

5.2.3 The questions we explore with the help of our model
We will use the model we just introdu ed to explore the following questions:
1. Does ǫ-dierential priva y indu e a bound on the information leakage of
the randomized fun tion K?
2. Does ǫ-dierential priva y indu e a bound on the information leakage
relative to an individual ?
3. Does ǫ-dierential priva y indu e a bound on the utility?
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4. Given a query f and a value ǫ > 0, an we onstru t a randomized fun tion K whi h satises ǫ-dierential priva y and also presents maximum
utility?
We will see that the answers to 1 and 2 are positive in ase we take the
measure of leakage to be the min-entropy leakage, and we provide bounds that
are tight (i.e. for every ǫ there is a K whose leakage rea hes the bound). For 3
we are able to give a tight bound in some ases whi h depend on the stru ture
of the query, and for the same ases, we are able to onstru t an oblivious K
with maximum utility (dened in terms of a binary gain fun tion), as requested
by 4.

5.3 Graph symmetries
In this se tion we explore some lasses of graphs that will allow us to derive
a stri t orresponden e between ǫ-dierential priva y and the a posteriori entropy of the input. As we already mentioned, the input domain of databases
and the adja en y relation forms an undire ted graph, and this fa t will be
used to derive bounds on information leakage and utility. We will present two
lasses of graphs, distan e-regular and V T + , that will be used in the next
se tion to transform a generi hannel matrix into a matrix with a symmetri
stru ture, while preserving the a posteriori min-entropy and the ǫ-dierential
priva y.
Let us rst re all some basi notions. Given a graph G = (V, ∼), the
distan e d(v, w) between two verti es v, w ∈ V is the number of edges in a
shortest path onne ting them. The diameter δ of G is the maximum distan e
between any two verti es in V . The degree of a vertex is the number of edges
in ident to it. G is alled regular if every vertex has the same degree. A regular
graph with verti es of degree k is alled a k -regular graph. An automorphism
of G is a permutation σ on the vertex set V , su h that for any pair of verti es
v, w, if v ∼ w, then σ(v) ∼ σ(w). If σ is an automorphism, and v is a vertex,
the orbit of v under σ is the set {v, σ(v), . . . , σ k−1 (v)} where k is the smallest
positive integer su h that σ k (v) = v. Clearly, the orbits of the verti es under
σ dene a partition of V . If V is the set of verti es of G, we denote by Vhdi (v)
the subset of verti es in V that are at distan e d from the vertex v.
The following two denitions introdu e the lasses of graphs that we are
interested in. The rst lass is well known in literature.

Denition 34 (Distan e-regular graph).

regular if
numbers)

there exist
su h that,

G = (V, ∼) is alled distan eintegers bd and cd (d ∈ {0, . . . , δ}) ( alled interse tion
for all verti es v, w at distan e d(v, w) = d, there are

exa tly

• bd
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• cd

neighbors of

w

in

Vhd−1i (v)

Some examples of distan e-regular graphs are illustrated in Figure 5.3.

(a) Tetrahedral graph

(b) Cubi al graph

( ) Petersen graph

Figure 5.3: Some distan e-regular graphs with degree 3
The se ond lass we are interested in is a variant of the VT (vertextransitive2 ) lass:

Denition 35 (V T + graph).

G = (V, ∼) is V T + ( vertex-transitive
+) if there are n automorphisms σ0 , σ1 , . . . σn−1 , where n = |V|, su h that,
for every vertex v ∈ V , we have that {σi (v) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} = V .
A graph

In parti ular, the graphs for whi h there exists an automorphism σ whi h
indu es only one orbit are V T + : it is su ient to dene σi = σ i for all i
from 0 to n − 1. Figure 5.4 illustrates some V T + graphs with a single-orbit
automorphism.

(a) Cy le: degree

2

(b) Degree 4

( ) Clique: degree 5

Figure 5.4: Some V T + graphs
From graph theory we know that neither of the two lasses subsumes the
other. They have however a non-empty interse tion, whi h ontains in parti ular all the stru tures of the form (Val u , ∼), i.e. the database domains.
The two next propositions show that the stru ture (X , ∼) = (Val u , ∼) is
both a distan e-regular graph and a V T + graph.
2

A graph

G = (V, ∼) is said to be vertex-transitive
σ su h that σ(v) = w.

if for any pair

v, w ∈ V

there exists

an automorphism
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Proposition 36.

v ≥ 2, the graph (Val u , ∼) is a onne ted distan e-regular
graph with diameter δ = u, and interse tion numbers bd = (u − d)(v − 1) and
cd = d, for all 0 ≤ d ≤ δ.
If

The verti es of (Val u , ∼) are u-tuples (v1 , . . . , vu ), vi ∈ Val and two
verti es are adja ent if and only if the dier in exa tly one element vi . It is
easy to see that the distan e between two verti es is the number of elements
in whi h they dier. Let x1 , x2 ∈ Val u with d(x1 , x2 ) = d, so they dier in
exa tly d elements. To go at distan e d + 1 from x1 we an sele t any of the
remaining u − d elements and hange it in v − 1 possible ways, so the total
number is (u − d)(v − 1) and depends only on d, not on x1 , x2 . Similarly, by
hanging one of the diering elements of x2 to mat h the value of x1 we get a
vertex at distan e d − 1, and there are d su h elements.
Proof.

Proposition 37.

The graph

(Val u , ∼)

is a

V T+

graph.

Re all that we assume the values in the set Val to be indexed, i.e.
Val = {v0 , . . . , vj , . . . , vv−1 }, where v = |Val |. Note that, for onvenien e, we
opt to use here the indexing from 0 to v − 1. Let us dene an bije tive fun tion
ρ : Val → Val as
ρ(vj ) = vj⊕1
Proof.

for every vj ∈ Val , and where ⊕ represents the sum modulo v . We dene the
omposition of ρ with itself i times as

ρi (vj ) = ρ ◦ ρ ◦ . . . ◦ ρ(vj )
|
{z
}
i times

Note that sin e ρ is inje tive, ρi is inje tive as well.
We represent a database in Val u as x = vk0 . . . vkℓ . . . vku−1 , with 0 ≤ ℓ ≤
vu −1
u − 1 and 0 ≤ kℓ ≤ v − 1. We now dene a family {σι }ι=0
of automorphisms
as follows. Given a 0 ≤ ι ≤ v u − 1, onsider the representation in base v of ι:

ι = i0 · v 0 + . . . + iℓ · v ℓ + . . . + iu−1 · v u−1

(5.3)

where 0 ≤ iℓ ≤ v − 1. Then dene

σι (x) = ρi0 (vk0 ) . . . ρiℓ (vkℓ ) . . . ρiu−1 (vku−1 )

(5.4)

where x = vk0 . . . vkℓ . . . vku−1 .
We have to show that:

• σι

is an automorphism for all

0 ≤ ι ≤ v u − 1.

First we show that σι is inje tive. Let us onsider two arbitrary databases
′
x = vk0 . . . vkℓ . . . vku−1 and x′ = vk0′ . . . vkℓ′ . . . vku−1
, and assume σι =
ρi0 (·) . . . ρiℓ (·) . . . ρiu−1 (·). If x 6= x′ then vkℓ 6= vkℓ′ for some ℓ, and
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sin e an arbitrary ρiℓ is inje tive we have ρiℓ (vkℓ ) 6= ρiℓ (vkℓ′ ). Therefore
σι (x) 6= σι (x′ ).
Now we show that if x ∼ x′ then σι (x) ∼ σι (x′ ). Consider an arbitrary pair of adja ent databases x = vk0 . . . vkℓ . . . vku−1 and x′ =
vk0 . . . vkℓ′ . . . vku−1 , where x and x′ dier exa tly for vkℓ 6= vkℓ′ . We
know that σι (x) = ρi0 (vk0 ) . . . ρiℓ (vkℓ ) . . . ρiu−1 (vku−1 ) and we also know
that σι (x′ ) = ρi0 (vk0 ) . . . ρiℓ (vkℓ′ ) . . . ρiu−1 (vku−1 ). Therefore σι (x) and
σι (x′ ) an dier at most in ρiℓ (vkℓ ) and ρiℓ (vkℓ′ ). Sin e ρiℓ is inje tive,
we have ρiℓ (vkℓ ) 6= ρiℓ (vkℓ′ ), and it follows that σι (x) ∼ σι (x′ ).

•

For every

x = vk0 . . . vkℓ . . . vku−1

in

Val u

we have

Svu −1
ι=0

{σι (x)} = Val u .

′
Take an arbitrary element x′ = vk0′ . . . vkℓ′ . . . vku−1
in Val u . Note that
ρkm (vkn ) = vkm⊕n for all 0 ≤ m, n ≤ v − 1. Therefore the automorphism
′
′
′
σ = ρk0 ⊖k0 (·) . . . ρkℓ ⊖kℓ (·) . . . ρku−1 ⊖ku−1 (·), where ⊖ represents the subtra tion modulo v , satises σ(x) = x′ . Sin e 0 ≤ kℓ′ ⊖ kℓ ≤ v − 1 we have
′
⊖ku−1 )·v u−1 ,
that σ = σι for ι = (k0′ ⊖k0 )·v 0 +. . .+(kℓ′ ⊖kℓ )·v ℓ +. . .+(ku−1
u
v −1
.
and therefore σ belongs to the family {σι }ι=0

Figure 5.5 illustrates some examples of stru tures (Val u , ∼). Note that
when |Val | = 2, (Val u , ∼) is the u-dimensional hyper ube.
ccc
bbba

bbbb

bbaa

cca

bbab
abbb

abba

ccb

bcc
acc

bcb
bca

acb
aca

abaa

abab
aaba

cba

abc
bba

aabb

abb
aba

aaaa
baba

aaab

babb

caa

aac
baa

baaa
(a)

u

aaa

baab

=

4, Val

=

dimensional hyper ube)

{a, b}

aab

(4-

(b)

u = 3, Val = {a, b, c}

(for read-

ability sake we show only part of the
graph)

Figure 5.5: Some (Val u , ∼) graphs
The relation between graph stru tures we onsider in this hapter is summarized in Figure 5.6. We remark that in general the graphs (Val u , ∼) do not
have a single-orbit automorphism.
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Dist-regular

Vu
S∗

V T+
Singleorbit

Figure 5.6: Venn diagram for the lasses of graphs onsidered in this se tion.
Here S ∗ = {Val u | |Val | = 2, u ≤ 2}

5.4 Deriving the relation between dierential
priva y and quantitative information ow on
the basis of the graph stru ture
In this se tion we present the main te hni al ontribution of the hapter: a
general te hnique that explores the graph stru ture indu ed by the adja en y
relation ∼ on X and the query f to determine relations between ǫ-dierential
priva y and min-entropy leakage, and between ǫ-dierential priva y and utility.
We use the symmetries of the graph stru ture (X , ∼) to transform the hannel
matrix into an equivalent matrix with ertain regularities. These regularities
are the key that allow us to establish the link between ǫ-dierential priva y
and the a posteriori min-entropy (i.e. the onditional min-entropy asso iated
to the hannel). The establishment of bounds on the a posteriori entropy will
allow us to derive bounds on leakage and utility: in Se tion 5.5 we will ope
with leakage and in Se tion 5.6 we will ope with utility.
But rst, in Se tion 5.4.2 we will present how to perform the transformation
on the hannel matrix, and in Se tion 5.4.3 we will show how to derive a bound
on the a posteriori min-entropy for the matrix obtained. It is important to note
that we onsider the ase where the hannel input has the uniform distribution.
This is not a restri tion for our bounds on the leakage: as seen in Chapter 3, the
maximum min-entropy leakage is a hieved in the uniform input distribution
and, therefore, any bound for the uniform input distribution is also a bound for
all other input distributions. In the ase of utility the assumption of uniform
input distribution is more restri tive, but we will see that it still provides
interesting results for several pra ti al ases.
Before we present formally our te hnique, let us x some notation.

5.4.1 Assumptions and notation
In the rest of this se tion we onsider hannels (usually referred to by M , M ′ ,
M ′′ or N ) with input A and output B , with nite arriers A = {a0 , . . . , an−1 }
and B = {b0 , . . . , bm−1 }, respe tively, and we assume that the probability
distribution of A is uniform. Furthermore, we assume that |A| = n ≤ |B| = m.
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If it is the ase that n > m, we just add to the matrix enough zero-ed olumns,
i.e. olumns ontaining only 0's, so as to mat h the number of rows. Note
that adding zero-ed olumns does not hange the min-entropy leakage nor
the onditional min-entropy of the hannel. We assume as well an adja en y
relation ∼ on A, i.e. that (A, ∼) is an undire ted graph stru ture. With a
slight abuse of notation, we will also write i ∼ h when i and h are asso iated
to adja ent elements of A, and we will write d(i, h) to denote the distan e
between the elements of A asso iated to i and h. More generally, we may use
the number i to denote the element ai of A (or, equivalently, the element bi of
B ) whenever it is lear from the ontext.
We note that a hannel matrix M satises ǫ-dierential priva y if for ea h
olumn j and for ea h pair of rows i and h su h that i ∼ h we have that:

Mi,j
1
≤ eǫ .
≤
ǫ
e
Mh,j
The a posteriori entropy of a hannel with matrix M will be denoted by
M (A; B).
and its min-entropy leakage by I∞
We denote by M [l → k] the matrix obtained by  ollapsing the olumn l
into k , i.e.


Mi,k + Mi,l if j = k,
M [l → k]i,j = 0
if j = l,


Mi,j
otherwise
M (A|B),
H∞

Given a partial fun tion ρ : A → B , the image of A under ρ is ρ(A) =
{ρ(a)|a ∈ A, ρ(a) 6= ⊥}, where ⊥ stands for undened.
In the proofs we will need to use several indi es, and we will typi ally use
the letters i, j, h, k, l to range over rows and olumns (usually i, h, l will range
over rows and j, k will range over olumns). Given a matrix M , we denote by
M
maxM
j the maximum value of olumn j over all rows i, i.e. maxj = maxi Mi,j ,
and by maxM = maxi,j Mi,j the maximum element of the matrix.
Finally, given a graph G = (V, ∼) with diameter δ, we denote by ∆G the
set {0, 1, . . . , δ}. We may omit the subs ript and denote the set only by ∆ if
the ontext does not allow any onfusion. The notation Vhdi (v) represents the
subset of V of all elements w at distan e d from v. For a xed d, we dene
nd = |Vhdi (v)| as the number of verti es in V at distan e d from v, and we
intend that it will be always lear by the ontext to whi h set of verti es V
and element v the value nd is asso iated to.

5.4.2 The matrix transformation
The transformation on the hannel matri es is divided into two steps, and we
start this se tion by giving an overview of the pro ess. Consider a hannel
whose matrix M has at least as many olumns as rows and assume that the
input distribution is uniform. First, we transform M into a matrix M ′ in whi h
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ea h of the rst n olumns has a maximum in the diagonal, and the remaining
olumns are all 0's. Se ond, under the assumption that the input domain is
distan e-regular or V T + , we transform M ′ into a matrix M ′′ whose diagonal
′′
elements are all the same, and oin ide with the maximum element maxM
of M ′′ . The transformation ensures that both M ′ and M ′′ are valid hannel
matri es (i.e. ea h row is a probability distribution), also respe t ǫ-dierential
priva y, and preserve the value of the a posteriori entropy for the uniform
input distribution. A s heme of the transformation is shown in Figure 5.7,
where Lemma 38 (Step 1) is applied on the rst step of the transformation,
and on the se ond step either Lemma 39 (Step 2a) or Lemma 40 (Step 2b) is
applied, depending on whether the graph stru ture is distan e-regular or V T + ,
respe tively.




M


M0,0
M1,0
..
.

M0,1
M1,1
..
.

...
...
..
.

M0,m−1
M1,m−1
..
.

Mn−1,0

Mn−1,1

...

Mn−1,m−1







Lemma Step 1
(any graph structure)




M′ 


maxM
0
−
..
.

′

−
′
maxM
1
..
.

...
...
..
.

−
−
..
.

−

...

maxM
n−1

−

′

Lemma Step 2a
(dist-reg)




M ′′ 


maxM
−
..
.

′′

0


... 0
... 0 

. 
..
. .. 
... 0

Lemma Step 2b
(V T + )

−
′′
maxM
..
.

...
...
..
.

−

...

−

0
0
..
.

−
−
..
.
maxM

0
0
..
.
′′

0

... 0
... 0
.
..
. ..
... 0







Figure 5.7: Steps of the matrix transformation for distan e-regular and V T +
graphs
We now present formally the transformation. The next Lemma is relative
to the rst step.

Lemma 38 (Step 1).
at least as many

Let

M

be a

hannel matrix of dimensions

priva y. Then it is possible to transform
following
(i)
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M′

M

n×m

M

onditions:
is a valid

hannel matrix:

Pm−1
j=0

with

satises ǫ-dierential
′
into a matrix M satisfying the

olumns as rows, and assume that

′ =1
Mi,j

for all

0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1;
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n olumns
0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1;

(ii) Ea h of the rst

M′

maxi

m − n last olumns
all n ≤ j ≤ m − 1;

(iii) The
and
(iv)

M′

satises

i∼h
(v)

for all

ǫ-dierential

and all

has a maximum in the diagonal:

ontain only

priva y:

′ =0
0's: Mi,j

′
Mi,j
′
Mh,j

≤ eǫ

for all

for all

′ =
Mi,i

0≤i≤n−1

0 ≤ i, h ≤ n − 1

s.t.

0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1;

′

M (A|B) = H M (A|B),
H∞
∞

if

A

has the uniform distribution.

We rst show that there exists a matrix N of dimensions n × m, and
an inje tive total fun tion ρ : A → B su h that 3 :

Proof.

• Ni,ρ(i) = maxN
ρ(i) for all i ∈ A, and
• Ni,j = 0 for all j ∈ B\ρ(A) and all i ∈ A.
We iteratively onstru t ρ and N  olumn by olumn via a sequen e of
approximating partial fun tions ρs and matri es Ns (0 ≤ s ≤ m).

•

Initial step

(s = 0)

Dene ρ0 (i) = ⊥ for all i ∈ A and N0 = M .

• sth

step

(1 ≤ s ≤ m)

Let j be the s-th olumn and let i ∈ A be one of the rows ontaining
the maximum value of olumn j in M , i.e. Mi,j = maxM
j . There are two
ases:
1. ρs−1 (i) = ⊥. We dene:
and

ρs = ρs−1 ∪ {i 7→ j}
Ns = Ns−1

2. ρs−1 (i) = k ∈ B . We  ollapse olumn j into olumn k (re all the
notation introdu ed in Se tion 5.4.1):
and

ρs = ρs−1
Ns = Ns−1 [j → k]
3

To avoid a heavy notation, here we will use the

and denote

Nai ,bj ,

where

ai ∈ A

and

bj ∈ B ,

onvention established in Se tion 5.4.1

simply by

Ni,j .
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Sin e the operation of  ollapsing assigns j in ρs and then zeroes the
olumn j in Ns , all unassigned olumns B \ ρm (A) must be zero in Nm . We
nish the onstru tion by taking ρ to be the same as ρm after assigning to
ea h unassigned row one of the olumns in B \ ρm (A) (there are enough su h
olumns sin e n ≤ m). We also take N = Nm . Note that by onstru tion N
is a hannel matrix.
Thus we get a matrix N and a fun tion ρ : A → B whi h, by onstru tion,
is inje tive and satises Ni,ρ(i) = maxN
ρ(i) for all i ∈ A, and Ni,j = 0 for all
j ∈ B\ρ(A) and all i ∈ A. Furthermore, N provides ǫ-dierential priva y
ombination of olumns of M .
( ondition (iv)) be ause ea
P h olumn is
Pa linear
M , and from that it immediately
=
max
It is also easy to see that j maxN
j
j
j
N (A|B) = H M (A|B) (re all that A has the uniform distribution
follows that H∞
∞
and therefore the a posteriori entropy is a fun tion of the sum of the maximum
of ea h olumn), so ondition (v) is satised.
Finally, we reate our laimed matrix M ′ from N just by rearranging the
olumns a ording to ρ. Note that the order of the olumns is irrelevant, sin e
any permutation represents the same onditional probabilities and therefore
the same hannel 4 . The resulting matrix M ′ has all maxima in the diagonal
′ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and every element in the olumns n ≤ j ≤ m − 1 are 0,
Mi,i
whi h satises onditions (ii) and (iii). Also, sin e N is a valid hannel matrix,
so is M ′ and ondition (i) is also satised.
The se ond step of the transformation depends on the graph stru ture of
(A, ∼). But before we dis uss this step, let us introdu e a notion of distan e
between elements in B , derived from the notion of distan e between elements
in A. Let M be a hannel matrix in whi h the maximum of ea h olumn is
in the diagonal, as in Figure 5.8. Then we dene the distan e between two
elements j1 , j2 ∈ B as follows:
(
d(i1 , i2 ) if there are i1 , i2 ∈ A su h that i1 = j1 and i2 = j2 ,
d(j1 , j2 ) =
⊥
otherwise.
(5.5)
Note that the range of the notion of distan e dened above is the set
∆ = {0, 1, . . . , δ}, where δ is the diameter of (A, ∼). Based on (5.5), we dene
the set Bhdi (j) as the subset of B of elements at distan e d from an element
S
j ∈ B . It is lear that for any j ∈ B , we have d∈∆ Bhdi (j) = B .
We an extend the adja en y relation ∼ on A to an adja en y relation ∼′
on B by using the notion of distan e of (5.5). For any j1 , j2 ∈ B , we have
4

Note that by rearranging the olumns of the hannel matrix we may hange the marginal

probability of the outputs. This, however, does not pose a problem for our purposes, sin e
the maximum a posteriori entropy of the hannel will be maintained. If we want the marginal
probability of the outputs to remain un hanged, we
rearrangement so they will mat h the
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. . . M0,m−2 M0,m−1
. . . M1,m−1
..
.

M0,0 M0,1 . . .
M1,0 . . .
..
.
Mi,0

row i

...

...

Mi,j ′
.
..
d(i, j ′ )
Mj ′ ,j ′ = maxM
j′

Mi,j ′′ . . . Mi,m−1
.. 
.


..
. d(i, j′′ )

.. 

.
Mj ′′ ,j ′′ = maxM
j ′′
..
.

..
.

...
Mn−2,m−1
. . . Mn−1,m−2 Mn−1,m−1

Mn−2,0 . . .
Mn−1,0 Mn−1,1 . . .

Figure 5.8: The relation between elements of a row i and the elements in the
diagonal

j1 ∼′ j2 if and only if d(j1 , j2 ) = 1. Therefore, if (A, ∼) is distan e-regular, so
it is (B, ∼′ ).
Now we are ready to present the lemma for the se ond step of the transformation, in the ase of distan e-regular graphs.

Lemma 39 (Step 2a).
at least as many
priva y.
is

Let

∼

M′

hannel matrix of dimensions n × m with
′
olumns as rows, and assume that M satises ǫ-dierential
Let

be a

be an adja en y relation on

onne ted and distan e-regular.

A

su h that the graph

(A, ∼)

Assume that the maximum value of ea h

Mi,i = maxM
i

for all i ∈ A, and that all the
′ = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
m − n olumns have only zero elements, i.e. Mi,j
′
′′
and n ≤ j ≤ m − 1. Then it is possible to transform M into a matrix M
olumn is on the diagonal, that is

last

satisfying the following
(i)

M ′′

is a valid

onditions:

hannel matrix:

Pm−1
j=0

′′ = 1
Mi,j

for all

0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1;

(ii) The elements of the diagonal are all the same, and are equal to the max′′
M ′′ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1;
imum of the matrix: Mi,i = max

and

m − n last olumns
all n ≤ j ≤ m − 1;

M ′′

satises

(iii) The

(iv)

i∼h
(v)

′′

and all

ǫ-dierential

ontain only

priva y:

′′ = 0
0's: Mi,j

′
Mi,j
′
Mh,j

≤ eǫ

for all

for all

0≤i≤n−1

0 ≤ i, h ≤ n − 1

s.t.

0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1;
′

M (A|B) = H M (A|B),
H∞
∞

if

A

has the uniform distribution.
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Let us dene B ∗ = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, i.e. the subset of B that ex ludes
the zero-ed olumns of M ′ from n to m − 1. Note that we an safely use the
set B ∗ instead of B in this proof be ause the zero-ed olumns do not ontribute
to the a posteriori entropy, and trivially respe t ǫ-dierential priva y.
We then dene the matrix M ′′ as follows.
(
P
P
1
∗
′
k∈B∗
h∈Ahd(i,j)i (k) Mh,k if j ∈ B ,
n|Ahd(i,j)i (i)|
′′
Mi,j =
0
otherwise.
Proof.

By the denition above, ondition (iii) is immediately satised. We then
show that this denition also indu es a hannel matrix. We have
X
X
X
X
1
′
′′
Mh,k
Mi,j
=
n|A
(i)|
hd(i,j)i
∗
∗
∗
j∈B

j∈B

k∈B h∈Ahd(i,j)i (k)

1
1 X X
=
n
|A
hd(i,j)i (i)|
∗
∗
k∈B j∈B

X

′
Mh,k

h∈Ahd(i,j)i (k)

Re all that ∆ = S
{0, . . . , δ}, where δ is the diameter of the graph. Note that
∗ (i), and for dierent values of d the sets B ∗ (i) are
for every i, B ∗ = d∈∆ Bhdi
hdi
disjoint. Therefore the summation over j ∈ B ∗ an be split as follows

1 X X
n
∗

X

1 X X
=
n
∗

X

′
Mh,k

X

′
Mh,k

=

∗ (i)
k∈B d∈∆ j∈Bhdi

1
|Ahdi (i)|

X

∗ (i)
j∈Bhdi

1
|Ahdi (i)|

′
Mh,k

h∈Ahdi (k)

X

∗ (i)
j∈Bhdi

k∈B d∈∆ h∈Ahdi (k)

as

X

1
|Ahdi (i)|

= 1, we obtain

=

1 X X
n
∗

k∈B d∈∆ h∈Ahdi (k)

and now the summations over h an be joined together

=

1 X X ′
Mh,k
n
∗
k∈B h∈A

=1

whi h implies that ondition (i) is satised.
We now turn our attention to the elements of the diagonal. We have
1 X ′
′′
Mi,i
=
Mh,h
n
h∈A
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and so they are all identi al. To fulll ondition (ii) we still need to show that
′′ = maxM ′′ for all i ∈ A.
Mi,i
i
′′
Mi,j
=

1
n|Ahd(i,j)i (i)|
1

X

X

X

X

′
Mh,k

k∈B∗ h∈Ahd(i,j)i (k)

′
Mh,h
n|Ahd(i,j)i (i)|
k∈B∗ h∈Ahd(i,j)i (k)
X
X
1
1
′
1
Mh,h
=
n
|Ahd(i,j)i (i)|
∗

≤

k∈B

(sin e the biggest element
is in the diagonal)

h∈Ahd(i,j)i (k)

1 X ′ |Ahd(i,j)i (k)|
Mh,h
n
|Ahd(i,j)i (i)|
k∈B∗
X
1
′
·1
Mh,h
=
n
∗

=

=

(sin e the graph
is distan e-regular)

k∈B
′′
Mi,i

′

′′

M (A|B) = H M (A|B) ( ondition
Sin e A has the uniform distribution, H∞
∞
(v)) follows immediately.
It remains to show that M ′′ satises ǫ-dierential priva y ( ondition (iv)).
We need to show that
′′
Mi,j
≤ eǫ Mi′′′ ,j

∀j ∈ B, i, i′ ∈ A : i ∼ i′

From the triangular inequality we have (sin e d(i, i′ ) = 1)

d(i′ , j) − 1 ≤ d(i, j) ≤ d(i′ , j) + 1
Thus, there are 3 possible ases:
1. d(i, j) = d(i′ , j)
′′ = M ′′ .
The result is immediate sin e Mi,j
i′ ,j

2. d(i, j) = d(i′ , j) − 1
We dene the set of neighbors of h one step further away from k :

Fh,k = {h′ ∼ h | h′ ∈ Ahd(h,k)+1i (k)}
Note that |Fh,k | = bd(h,k) sin e the graph is distan e-regular. The following inequalities hold for any h, h′ ∈ A:
′
Mh,k
≤ eǫ Mh′ ′ ,k
∀h′ ∈ Fh,k
X
′
bd(h,k) Mh,k
≤ eǫ
Mh′ ′ ,k

(di. priva y) ⇒
(sum of the above)

h′ ∈Fh,k
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we now x a distan e d and sum the above inequalities for all verti es at
distan e d from h:

X

′
≤ eǫ
bd Mh,k

X

X

Mh′ ′ ,k

h∈Ahdi (k) h′ ∈Fh,k

h∈Ahdi (k)

Note that ea h h′ ∈ Ahd+1i (k) is ontained in Fh,k for exa tly cd+1
dierent h ∈ Ahdi (k). So the right-hand side above sums all verti es of
Ahd+1i (k) exa tly cd+1 times ea h. Thus we get that for all k ∈ B ∗ , d ∈ ∆:

bd

X

X

′
Mh,k
≤ eǫ cd+1

h∈Ahdi (k)

′
Mh,k

(5.6)

h∈Ahd+1i (k)

Finally, note that cd+1 |Ahd+1i (i)| = bd |Ahdi (i)| (both sides ount the
number of edges between a vertex at distan e d and a vertex at distan e
d + 1). So we have
′′
Mi,j
=

1
n|Ahdi (i)|

≤ eǫ

1

X

X

′
Mh,k

k∈B∗ h∈Ahdi (k)

cd+1 X
n|Ahdi (i)| bd
∗

X

′
Mh,k

(from (5.6))

k∈B h∈Ahd+1i (k)

= eǫ

1

n|Ahd+1i (i)|

= eǫ Mi′′′ ,j

X

X

′
Mh,k

k∈B∗ h∈Ahd+1i (k)

3. d(i, j) = d(i′ , j) + 1
This ase is analogous to the ase ase where d(i, j) = d(i′ , j) − 1.

The next lemma is relative to the se ond step of the transformation, for
the ase of V T + graphs.

Lemma 40 (Step 2b).

Consider a

hannel matrix

M′

satisfying the assump-

tions of Lemma 39, ex ept for the assumption about distan e-regularity, whi h
+
we repla e by the assumption that (A, ∼) is V T . Then it is possible to trans′
′′
form M into a matrix M with the same properties as in Lemma 39.

Let us dene B ∗ = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, i.e. the subset of B that ex ludes
the zero-ed olumns of M ′ from n to m − 1. Note that we an safely use the
set B ∗ instead of B in this proof be ause the zero-ed olumns do not ontribute
to the a posteriori entropy, and trivially respe t ǫ-dierential priva y.
Proof.
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We then dene the matrix M ′′ as follows.
′′
Mi,j
=

( P
n−1
1
n

h=0

Mσ′ h (i),σh (j)

0

if j ∈ B ∗ ,
otherwise.

By the denition above, ondition (iii) is immediately satised. We then
show that this denition also indu es a hannel matrix. Re all that {σh (j)|0 ≤
h ≤ n − 1} = A sin e the graph is V T + .
n−1
X

′′
Mi,j
=

n−1
X
j=0

j=0

=

n−1
X
h=0

=

n−1
X
h=0

n−1

1X ′
Mσh (i),σh (j)
n
h=0

1
n

n−1
X

Mσ′ h (i),σh (j)

j=0

1
·1
n

(sin e σh is a permutation)

=1

whi h implies that ondition (i) is satised.
Now we prove that the diagonal ontains the maximum values of the matrix
′′ = maxM ′′ . It is easy to see that, by
( ondition (ii)), i.e. for every i, Mi,i
denition, the elements of the diagonal are all the same (they are the average
of the diagonal elements of M ′ ). Then we need to show that they are the
maximum of ea h olumn, from whi h it follows that they are the maximum
of the matrix.
n−1

′′
Mi,i

1X ′
Mσh (i),σh (i)
=
n
h=0

n−1

1X ′
≥
Mσh (i),σh (j)
n

′

(sin e Mσ′ h (j),σh (j) = maxM
σi (j) )

h=0

′′
= Mi,j

We now prove that M ′′ provides ǫ-dierential priva y ( ondition (iv)). For
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every pair i ∼ i′ and every j :
n−1

′′
Mi,j
=

1X ′
Mσh (i),σh (j)
n
h=0

n−1

≤

1X ǫ ′
e Mσh (i′ ),σh (j)
n
h=0

(by ǫ-di. priva y, for some i′
s.t. σh (i′ ) = σh (j))

= eǫ Mi′′′ ,j
Finally, we prove ondition (v):
n−1

′′

M
H∞
(A|B) =

1X ′
Mh,h
n
i=0

n−1
n−1
1X1X ′
=
Mσh (i),σh (i)
n
n

=
=

1
n

i=0
n−1
X

h=0
′

M
H∞
(A|B)

′

(sin e Mσ′ h (i),σh (i) = maxM
σi (i) )

i=0
M′
H∞ (A|B)

5.4.3 The bound on the a posteriori entropy of the hannel
On e the transformation presented in the previous se tion has been applied,
and the hannel matrix respe ts the properties of M ′′ , we an use again the
graph stru ture of (A, ∼) to determine a bound on the a posteriori entropy
M ′′ (A|B) of M ′′ . Re all that our matrix transformation preserves the value
H∞
of the a posteriori onditional entropy, so the bound we nd is also valid for
the original hannel matrix we started with.
It is a known result in literature ( fr. [BCP09℄) that, if the distribution
on A is uniform, then the a posteriori entropy of the hannel M is given by
1X
M
maxM
H∞
(A|B) = − log2
j
n
j∈B

Hen e, under our assumption that the input distribution A is uniform,
and knowing that matrix the M ′′ the diagonal elements are all equal to the
′′
maximum maxM , we have
′′

M
H∞
(A|B) = − log2 maxM
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Therefore to nd a bound on the a posteriori entropy of the hannel M ′′
′′
it is enough to nd a bound on maxM . This is exa tly what we do in this
se tion.
We pro eed by noting that the property of ǫ-dierential priva y indu es a
relation between the ratio of elements at any distan e:

Remark 41.
any

olumn

j,

Let

M

ǫ-dierential

be a matrix satisfying

and any pair of rows

1
eǫ d(i,h)

i

≤

and

h

priva y. Then, for

we have that:

Mi,j
≤ eǫ d(i,h)
Mh,j

In parti ular, as we know that the diagonal elements of M are equal to the
maximum element maxM , then for ea h element Mi,j we have that:

Mi,j ≥

maxM

(5.8)

eǫ d(i,j)

whi h motivates the next proposition.

Proposition 42.

Let

M

be a

hannel matrix satisfying

where the diagonal elements are the maximum element

ǫ-dierential
maxM of the

priva y
matrix.

Then:

maxM ≤

1

P

nd
d∈∆ eǫd

where ∆ = {0, 1, . . . , δ}, δ is the diameter of the graph (A, ∼), and nd =
Ahdi (j) is the number of elements Mi,j that are at distan e d from the orresponding diagonal element Mj,j , i.e. su h that d(i, j) = d.

The elements of any given row i of M represent a probability distribution, therefore they sum to 1.
X
Mi,j = 1

Proof.

j

By substituting (5.8) in the equation above we obtain:

X  maxM 
eǫd(i,j)

j

X  nd
d

maxM
eǫd

and therefore

maxM ≤ P



≤1
≤1

1
nd
d eǫd
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Putting together all the steps of this se tion, we obtain our main result.

Theorem 43.
for some

Consider a

ǫ > 0,

M

hannel matrix

and assume that

(A, ∼)

satisfying

Then we have:

where

nd = |Ahdi (i)|

M
H∞
(A|B) ≥ − log2 P

is the number of nodes

1

(5.9)

priva y
V T +.

(5.9)

nd
d eǫ d

j∈A

at distan e

Moreover, this bound it tight, in the sense that we
whi h

ǫ-dierential

is either distan e-regular or

d

from

i ∈ A.

an build a matrix for

holds with equality.

Proof. The inequality follows dire tly from (5.7) and Proposition 42. To prove
that the bound is tight, it is su ient to dene ea h element Mi,j a ording
to (5.8) with equality instead of inequality.

In the next se tions we will see how to use this theorem for establishing a
bound on the leakage and on the utility.

5.5 Appli ation to leakage
As dis ussed in the Se tion 5.2, the orrelation L(X, Z) between X and Z
measures the information that the atta ker an learn about the database by
observing the reported answers. In this se tion we onsider the min-entropy
leakage as a measure of this information, that is L(X, Z) = I∞ (X; Z). We then
investigate bounds on information leakage imposed by dierential priva y.
Before we ontinue, let us make a very important observation about the
results we obtain in this se tion.

Remark 44.

The bounds on the min-entropy leakage we present in this se tion

(Theorem 45, Proposition 48, and Proposition 49) are derived under the assumption that the input distribution

X

for the

hannel is uniform. As seen in

Chapter 3, we know from the literature [BCP09, Smi09℄ that the min-entropy
M
leakage I∞ (X; Z) of a given matrix M is maximum when input distribution
is uniform (even though it may not be the only ase). Therefore the bounds

X

has the

uniform distribution, are valid for every possible input distribution.

As we

we present in this se tion, although based on the assumption that

model side information as input distributions, and as we provide bounds on
the leakage for any possible input distribution, it follows that our bounds on
the min-entropy leakage are valid for any possible side information the atta ker
may have.

Our rst result shows that the min-entropy leakage of a randomized fun tion K is bounded by a quantity depending on ǫ, and on the numbers u = |Ind |
and v = |Val | of individuals and values respe tively. We assume that v ≥ 2.
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As seen in Se tion 5.2, K an be modeled as a hannel with input X and
output Z . From Propositions 36 and 37 we know that (X , ∼) is both distan eregular and V T + , and therefore we an apply Theorem 43. Then, by (5.8) we
know that for j ∈ Xhdi (x) (i.e. every j in X at distan e d from a given x) it
M

. Furthermore we note that ea h element j at
is the ase that Mx,j ≥ max
eǫd
distan e d from x an be obtained by hanging the value of d individuals
in
u
the u-tuple representing i. We an hoose those d individuals in d possible
ways, and for ea h of these individuals we an hange the value(with respe t
to the one in x) in v − 1 possible ways. Therefore |Xhdi (x)| = ud (v − 1)d , and
we obtain that the number of databases at distan e d from x is
 
u
nd = |Xhdi (x)| =
(5.10)
(v − 1)d
d
In fa t, re all that x an be represented as a u-tuple with values in V . We
need to sele t d individuals in the u-tuple and then hange their values, and
ea h of them an be hanged in v − 1 dierent ways.
Using the value of nd from (5.10) in Theorem 43 we obtain the following
result.

Theorem 45.

If

K satises ǫ-dierential priva

y, then the information leakage

is bound from above as follows:

I∞ (X; Z) ≤ u log2

v eǫ
= Bnd (u, v, ǫ)
v − 1 + eǫ

Proof. For this proof we need a matrix with all olumn maxima on the diagonal, and all equal. We obtain su h a matrix by transforming the matrix
asso iated to K as follows: rst we apply Lemma 38 to it (with A = X and
B = Z ), and then we apply either Lemma 39 or Lemma 40 (we an hoose
either of them, sin e (X , ∼) is both distan e-regular and V T + ). The nal matrix M has all non-zero elements on its n × n submatrix, with n = |X | = Val u ,
provides ǫ-dierential priva y, and for every row i we have that Mi,i = maxM .
M (X; Z) is equal to the min-entropy leakage of K, assuming a
Furthermore, I∞
uniform distribution on X .
Then we an derive:

n
X
j=1

u
X

maxM
(eǫ )d
d=0
u  
X
u
maxM
(v − 1)d ǫ d
=
d
(e )

Mi,j ≥

nd

(by (5.10))

d=0

Sin e ea h row represents a probability distribution, the elements of row i
must sum up to 1:
u  
X
u
maxM
(v − 1)d ǫ d ≤ 1
d
(e )
d=0
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and by multiplying both sides of the inequality by eǫu we get

P
maxM ud=0 ud (v − 1)d eǫ(u−d) ≤ eǫu
u  
X
u
Sin e by the binomial expansion
(v − 1)d (eǫ )u−d = (v − 1 + eǫ )u ,
d
d=0
we obtain:
 ǫ u
e
maxM ≤ v−1+e
(5.11)
ǫ
Therefore:

(by denition)

M
M
I∞
(X; Y ) = H∞ (X) − H∞
(X|Y )
u

= log2 Val + log2

maxM

≤ log2 Val u + log2



= u log2

eǫ
v − 1 + eǫ

(by (5.7))

u

(by (5.11))

v eǫ
v − 1 + eǫ

M (X; Y )
To on lude our proof we re all that, sin e the above bound on I∞
is valid for the ase where X has the uniform distribution, it is also valid for
any distribution on X .

ǫ

ve
Note that the bound Bnd (u, v, ǫ) = u log2 (v−1+e
ǫ ) is a ontinuous fun tion
in ǫ, has value 0 when ǫ = 0, and onverges to u log2 v as ǫ approa hes innity.
Figure 5.9 shows the growth of Bnd (u, v, ǫ) along with ǫ, for various xed
values of u and v .

Figure 5.9: Graphs of Bnd (u, v, ǫ) for u=100 and v =2 (lowest line), v =10
(intermediate line), and v=100 (highest line), respe tively.
The next proposition shows that the bound obtained in previous theorem
is tight.
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Proposition 46.
whi h provides

For every

ǫ-dierential

u, v ,

and

ǫ

there exists a randomized fun tion

K

priva y and whose min-entropy leakage, for the

uniform input distribution, is

I∞ (X; Z) = Bnd (u, v, ǫ).

The adja en y relation in X determines a graph stru ture GX . Set
Z = X and dene the matrix of K as follows:

Proof.

pK (z|x) =

Bnd (u, v, ǫ)
(eǫ )d

(5.12)

where d is the distan e between x and z in GX .
We need to show that pK (·|x) is a probability distribution for every x:

X 1
X Bnd (u, v, ǫ)
=
Bnd
(u,
v,
ǫ)
(eǫ )d
(eǫ )d
z∈Z
z∈Z
X nd
= Bnd (u, v, ǫ)
(eǫ )d
d

1
maxM
1
= Bnd (u, v, ǫ)
Bnd (u, v, ǫ)
=1

by Proposition 42

= Bnd (u, v, ǫ)

take d = 0 in (5.12)

To see that K provides ǫ-dierential priva y, just take d = 1 in (5.12), and
to see that I∞ (X; Z) = Bnd (u, v, ǫ) take d = 0 in the same equation.
We now give an example of the use of Bnd (u, v, ǫ) as a bound for the
min-entropy leakage.

Example 7.

Assume that we are interested in the eye

olor of a

ertain pop-

Ind = {Ali e, Bob}. Let Val = {a, b, c} where a stands for absent
(i.e. the null value), b stands for blue , and c stands for coalblack . We an
represent ea h dataset as a tuple d0 d1 , where d0 ∈ Val represents the eye
olor of Ali e ( ases d0 = b and d0 = c), or that Ali e is not in the dataset
( ase d0 = a). d1 provides the same kind of information for Bob . Note that
v = 3. Fig 5.10(a) represents the set X of all possible datasets and its adjaen y relation. Fig 5.10(b) represents the matrix with input X whi h provides
ǫ-dierential priva y and has the highest min-entropy leakage. In the repremaxM
M is
sentation of the matrix, the generi entry α stands for eǫ α , where max
eǫ
eǫ
M
the highest value in the matrix, i.e. max
= (v−1+eǫ ) = (2+eǫ ) .
ulation

Note that the bound Bnd (u, v, ǫ) is guaranteed to be rea hed with the
uniform input distribution. The onstru tion of the matrix for Proposition 46
gives a square matrix of dimension Val u × Val u . Often, however, the range
of K is xed, as it is usually related to the possible answers to the query f .
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aa

ab

ac

ba

bb

bc

ca

cb

cc

aa
ab
ac
ba
ca
bb
bc
cb
cc

aa ab ac ba ca bb bc cb cc
0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
1 0 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
1 1 0 2 2 2 1 2 1
1 2 2 0 1 1 2 1 2
1 2 2 1 0 2 2 1 1
2 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 2 1 0 2 1
2 1 2 2 1 1 2 0 1
2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 0

(a) The datasets and their

(b) The

adja en y relation

the matrix

representation

of

Figure 5.10: Universe and highest min-entropy leakage matrix giving ǫdierential priva y for Example 7.
Hen e it is natural to onsider the s enario in whi h we are given a number
r < Val u , and want to onsider only those K's whose range has ardinality
at most r . Proposition 48 shows that in n this restri ted setting we an nd
a better bound than the one given by Theorem 45. But rst we need the
following lemma.

Lemma 47.

Let

K

X , where X = Val u ,
r = |Range(K)| = v ℓ , for some

be a randomized fun tion with input

ǫ-dierential priva y. Assume that
M be the matrix asso iated to K. Then it is possible to build a
′
ℓ
ℓ
square matrix M of size v × v , with row and olumn indi es in A ⊆ X , and
ℓ
′
′
a binary relation ∼ ⊆ A × A su h that (A, ∼ ) is isomorphi to (Val , ∼ℓ ), and
providing

ℓ < u.

Let

su h that:
(i)
(ii)

M′

is a valid

hannel matrix:

′ ≤ (eǫ )u−l+d M ′
Mi,j
h,j for
distan e between i and h;

all

Pm−1
j=0

′ =1
Mi,j

i, h ∈ X

and

for all

j ∈ Y,

0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1;
where

d

is the

∼′ -

(iii) The elements of the diagonal are all equal to the maximum element of
′
M ′ for all i ∈ X ;
the matrix: Mi,i = max
(iv)

′

M (X|Y ) = H M (X|Y ),
H∞
∞

if

X

has the uniform distribution.

We rst apply a pro edure similar to that of Lemma 38 to onstru t a
square matrix of size v ℓ × v ℓ whi h has the maximum values of ea h olumn
in the diagonal. (In this ase we onstru t an inje tion from the olumns to
rows ontaining their maximum value, and we eliminate the rows that at the
end are not asso iated to any olumn.) Then dene ∼′ as the proje tion of ∼u
on Val ℓ . It is easy to see that ondition (ii) in is satised by this denition of
∼′ . Finally, apply the pro edure in Lemma 39, or equivalently the pro edure
Proof.
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in Lemma 40, on the stru ture (X , ∼′ ) to make all elements in the diagonal
equal to the maximum element of the matrix ( ondition (iii)). Note that this
pro edure preserves the property of ondition (ii), and onditional min-entropy
((iv)). Also the matrix obtained is a valid hannel matrix ( ondition (i)).
Now we are ready to prove the proposition.

Proposition 48.
matrix

M,

K be a randomized fun tion with asso iated hannel
r = |Range(K)|. If K provides ǫ-dierential priva y then
leakage asso iated to K is bounded from above as follows:
Let

and let

the min-entropy

M
I∞
(X; Z) ≤ log2
where

r (eǫ )u
(v − 1 + eǫ )ℓ − (eǫ )ℓ + (eǫ )u

ℓ = ⌊logv r⌋.

Assume rst that r is of the form v ℓ . We transform the matrix M
asso iated to K by applying Lemma 47, and let M ′ be the resulting matrix.
′
Let us denote by maxM the value of every element in the diagonal of M ′ , i.e.
′
′ for every row i, and let us denote by A′ (i) the set of elements
maxM = Mi,i
hdi
whose ∼′ -distan e from i is d. Note that for every j ∈ A′hdi (i) we have that
Proof.

′ ≤ M ′ (eǫ )u−ℓ+d , hen e
Mj,j
i,j
′
Mi,j
≥

maxM
(eǫ )u−ℓ+d

Furthermore ea h element j at ∼′ -distan e d from i an be obtained by
hanging the value of d individuals in the ℓ-tuple representing i (remember
that (A, ∼′ ) is isomorphi to (Val ℓ , ∼ℓ )). We an hoose those d individuals
in dℓ possible ways, and for ea h of these individuals we an hange the value
(with respe t to the one in i) in v − 1 possible ways. Therefore
 
ℓ
′
|Ahdi (i)| =
(v − 1)d
d
′ we do not need to divide by (eǫ )u−ℓ+d ,
Taking into a ount that for Mi,i
we obtain:

M
P
P
′
maxM + ℓd=1 dℓ (v − 1)d (emax
ǫ )u−ℓ+d ≤
j Mi,j

Sin e ea h row represents a probability distribution, the elements of row i
must sum up to 1. Hen e:

maxM +

u
d=1 d (v

Pu

M
− 1)d (emax
ǫ )u−ℓ+d ≤ 1

(5.13)

By performing some simple al ulations, similar to those of the proof of
Theorem 45, we obtain:

maxM ≤

(eǫ )u
(v−1+eǫ )ℓ −(eǫ )ℓ +(eǫ )u
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Therefore:
′

′

(by denition)

M
M
I∞
(X; Z) = H∞ (X) − H∞
(X|Z)

(5.14)

ℓ

u

= log2 v + log2

v
X

maxM v1u

(5.15)

j=1

1
+ log2 (v ℓ maxM )
vu
v ℓ (eǫ )u
≤ log2
(v − 1 + eǫ )ℓ − (eǫ )ℓ + (eǫ )u

(5.16)

= log2 v u + log2

(by (5.13) )

(5.17)

Consider now the ase in whi h r is not of the form v ℓ . Let ℓ be the
maximum integer su h that v ℓ < r , and let m = r − v ℓ . We transform the
matrix M asso iated to K by ollapsing the m olumns with the smallest
maxima into the m olumns with highest maxima. Namely, let j1 , j2 , . . . , jm
the indi es of the olumns whi h have smallest maxima values, i.e. maxM
jt ≤
maxM
for
every
olumn
j
=
6
j
,
j
,
.
.
.
,
j
.
Similarly,
let
k
,
k
,
.
.
.
,
k
be
the
1 2
m
1 2
m
j
indexes of the olumns whi h have maxima values. Then, dene

N = M [j1 → k1 ][j2 → k2 ] . . . [jm → km ]
Finally, eliminate the m zero-ed olumns to obtain a matrix with exa tly
v ℓ olumns. It is easy to show that
M
N
I∞
(X; Z) ≤ I∞
(X; Z)

r
vℓ

After transforming N into a matrix M ′ with the same min-entropy leakage
as des ribed in the rst part of this proof, from (5.14) we on lude
′

M
M
I∞
(X; Z) ≤ I∞
(X; Z)

r (eǫ )u
r
≤
log
2
vℓ
(v − 1 + eǫ )ℓ − (eǫ )ℓ + (eǫ )u

Note that this bound an be mu h smaller than the one provided by Theorem 45. For instan e, if r = v this bound be omes:

log2

v (eǫ )u
v − 1 + (eǫ )u

whi h for large values of u is mu h smaller than Bnd (u, v, ǫ).
Let us larify that there is no ontradi tion with the fa t that the bound
Bnd (u, v, ǫ) is stri t: in fa t it is stri t when we are free to hoose the range,
but here we x the dimension of the range.
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5.5.1 Measuring the leakage about an individual
As dis ussed in Se tion 5.2, the main goal of dierential priva y is not to
prote t information about the omplete database, but about ea h of its individual parti ipants. To apture the leakage about a parti ular individual, we
start from a tuple x− ∈ Val u−1 ontaining the given (and known) values of all
other u − 1 individuals. Then we reate a hannel whose input V ranges over
the values in Val and represents the value of our individual of interest. Note
that this means that we take into onsideration all possible input databases
where the values of the other individuals are exa tly those of x− and only
x− (V ; Z) measures the
the value of the sele ted individual varies. Intuitively, I∞
leakage about the individual's value where all other values are known to be as
x− (V |Z) represents the onditional entropy of V given Z
in x− . (Similarly, H∞
for a xed database where all other values are x− .) As all these databases are
adja ent, dierential priva y provides a stronger bound for this leakage.
Therefore, the leakage for a single individual an be hara terized as follows.

Proposition 49.

Assume that

K

satises

ǫ-dierential

priva y.

Then the

information leakage for an individual is bound from above by:

−

x
I∞
(V ; B) ≤ log2

v eǫ
v − 1 + eǫ

Let us x a database x, and a parti ular individual i in Ind . The
possible ways in whi h we an hange the value of i in x are v − 1. All the
new databases obtained in this way are adja ent to ea h other, i.e. the graph
stru ture asso iated to the input is a lique of v nodes. Re all that nd is the
number of elements of the input at distan e d from a given element x. In this
ase we have

for d = 0,

1
nd = v − 1 for d = 1,


0
otherwise.
Proof.

By substituting this value of nd in Theorem 43, we get
−

1
v−1
1+
eǫ
eǫ
= − log2
v − 1 + eǫ

x
H∞
(V |Z) ≥ − log2
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The parti ular individual an present v dierent values, and thus in the
x− (V ) = log v .
ase the input distribution is uniform its min-entropy is H∞
2
−

−

−

x
x
x
I∞
(V ; Z) = H∞
(V ) − H∞
(V |Y )
eǫ
= log2 v + log2
v − 1 + eǫ
ǫ
ve
= log2
v − 1 + eǫ

(by denition)
(by the derivations above)

Sin e the min-entropy leakage is maximum in the ase of the uniform input
distribution, the result follows.

Note that the bound on the leakage for an individual does not depend on
the size u of Ind , nor on the database x− that we x.

5.6 Appli ation to utility
As dis ussed in Se tion 5.2, the utility of a randomized fun tion K is the
orrelation between the real answers Y for a query and the reported answers
Z.
For our analysis we assume an oblivious randomization me hanism. As
dis ussed in Se tion 5.2, in this ase the system an be de omposed into the
as ade of two hannels, and the utility be omes a property of the hannel
asso iated to the randomization me hanism H whi h maps the real answer
y ∈ Y into a reported answer z ∈ Z a ording to given probability distributions
pZ|Y (·|·). The user, however, does not ne essarily take z as her guess for the
real answer, sin e she an use some Bayesian post-pro essing to maximize the
probability of su ess, i.e. a right guess. Thus for ea h reported answer z the
user an remap her guess to a value y ′ ∈ Y a ording to some strategy that
maximizes her expe ted gain.
The standard way to dene utility is by means of gain fun tions (see for
instan e [BS94℄). We dene gain : Y × Y → R and the value gain(y, y ′ )
represents the reward for guessing the answer y ′ when the orre t answer is y .
It is natural to dene the global utility of the me hanism H as the expe ted
gain:

U (Y, Z) =

X
y

p(y)

X

p(y ′ |y)gain(y, y ′ )

(5.18)

y′

where p(y) is the prior probability of real answer y , and p(y ′ |y) is the probability of the user guessing y ′ when the real answer is y .
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Assuming that the user uses a remapping fun tion guess : Z → Y , we an
derive the following hara terization of the utility. Re all that δx (·) represents
the probability distribution whi h has value 1 on x and 0 elsewhere.
X
X
U (Y, Z) =
p(y)
(by (5.18))
p(y ′ |y)gain(y, y ′ )
y′

y

=

X

p(y)

=

X

p(y)

=

y

=

X
y,z

=

X

X X

p(z|y)δy′ (guess(z)) gain(y, y ′ ) (y ′ = guess(z))

p(y)

!

z

X

p(z|y)

X

δy′ (guess(z))gain(y, y ′ )

y′

z

p(y, z)

′

z

y′

y

X

p(z|y)p(y |z) gain(y, y ′ )

y′

y

!

X X

X

δy′ (guess(z))gain(y, y ′ )

y′

(5.19)

p(y, z)gain(y, guess(z))

y,z

We fo us here on the so- alled

binary

′

gain bin (y, y ) =

(

gain fun tion, whi h is dened as

1 if y = y ′ ,
0 otherwise.

Note that in the above equation the value y ′ represents the user's guess
after the observed answer z . Therefore we have

gain bin = δy (guess(z))
This kind of fun tion represents the ase in whi h there is no reason to prefer one answer over another, ex ept if it is the orre t answer. More pre isely,
we obtain some gain if and only if we guess the right answer. Note that if the
answer domain is equipped with a notion of distan e (i.e. even if two answers
are wrong, one of them may be  loser to the orre t one than the other) then
the gain fun tion ould take into a ount the proximity of the reported answer
to the real one. In this ase a  lose answer, even if wrong, is onsidered
better than a distant one. We do not assume here a notion of distan e, and
therefore we will fo us on the binary ase. The use of binary gain fun tions in
the ontext of dierential priva y was also investigated in [GRS09℄5 .
By substituting gain with gain bin in (5.19) we obtain:
X
U (Y, Z) =
p(y, z)δy (guess(z))
(5.20)
y,z

5

The authors of [GRS09℄ used the dual notion of loss fun tions instead of gain fun tions,

but the nal result is equivalent.
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whi h tells us that the expe ted utility is the greatest when guess(z) = y is
hosen to maximize p(y, z). Assuming that the user hooses su h a maximizing
remapping, we have:
X
U (Y, Z) =
max p(y, z)
y

z

=

X

(by the Bayes law)

max(p(y) p(z|y))

z

y

(5.21)

If the gain fun tion is binary, and the fun tion guess is hosen to optimize
utility (i.e. it represents the user's best strategy), then there is a well-known
orresponden e between U and the Bayes risk / the a posteriori min-entropy.
This orresponden e is expressed by the following proposition:

Proposition 50.

Assume that fun tion

gain

is binary and the fun tion

guess

is optimal. Then:

U (Y, Z) =

X

max(p(y) p(z|y)) = 2−H∞ (Y |Z)

z

y

Just substitute
(5.21) in the denition of onditional min-entropy: H∞ (Z |
P
Y ) = − log2 z maxy ((p(y) p(z|y)).
Proof.

5.6.1 The bound on the utility

In this se tion we show that,in some spe ial ases, the fa t that K provides
ǫ-dierential priva y indu es a bound on the utility as dened in terms of a
binary gain fun tion. We start by extending the adja en y relation ∼ from
the datasets X to the real answers Y , in su h a way that two values in Y are
adja ent if they have pre-images that are adja ent. Intuitively, the fun tion f
asso iated to the query determines a partition on the set of all databases (X ,
i.e. Val u ), and we say that two lasses are adja ent if they ontain an adja ent
pair. More formally:

Denition 51.

Given

y, y ′ ∈ Y ,

y ∼ y ′ ), if and
y = f (x) and y ′ = f (x′ ).
(notation

only if

y 6= y ′ , we say that y and y ′ are adja ent
u
′
′
there exist x, x ∈ Val with x ∼ x su h that
with

Sin e ∼ is symmetri on databases, it is also symmetri on Y , therefore
also (Y, ∼) forms an undire ted graph.
Using the above on ept of neighborhood for the inputs of the randomization me hanism H, we an show that in an oblivious me hanisms (see Figure 5.2) if the query f is deterministi , then the randomized fun tion K provides ǫ-dierential priva y with respe t to neighbor databases if and only if
H respe ts ǫ-dierential priva y with respe t to neighbor answers. Intuitively,
this result follows from the fa t that a deterministi query f remaps every
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database x ∈ X to a sole answer y ∈ Y , working as a sort of relabeling
that substitutes databases for answers in the adja en y graph stru ture, and
therefore preserving ǫ-dierential priva y. Note also that if K is oblivious, the
probability of any reported answer z ∈ Z does not depend on the database, but
solely on the real answer y . Therefore under a deterministi f , two databases
x and x′ an be mapped to same value of y only if, for all z , K(z|x) = K(z|x′ ).

Proposition 52.
fun tion

If the query fun tion

K satises ǫ-dierential
x, x′ ∈ X if and only

databases

ǫ-dierential

f

is deterministi , then the randomized

priva y with respe t to every pair of neighbor
if the randomization me hanism

H satises
y, y ′ ∈ Y .

priva y with respe t to every pair of neighbor answers

Sin e the matrix K an be obtained by the produ t of the two matri es
orresponding to f and H, we an derive that, for every pair of neighbor
databases x and x′ and for all reported answer z :

Proof.

K(z|x)
P r[Z = z|X = x]
=
K(z|x′ )
P r[Z = z|X = x′ ]
P
y P r[Y = y|X = x]P r[Z = z|Y = y]
=P
′
y P r[Y = y|X = x ]P r[Z = z|Y = y]
P
y δf (x) (y)P r[Z = z|Y = y]
=P
y δf (x′ ) (y)P r[Z = z|Y = y]

eǫ .

=

P r[Z = z|Y = f (x)]
P r[Z = z|Y = f (x′ )]

=

H(z|f (x)]
H(z|f (x′ )]

Therefore it follows immediately that

K(z|x)
K(z|x′ )

(matrix multipli ation)
(sin e f is deterministi )
(applying the Dira δ)

≤ eǫ if and only if

H(z|f (x))
H(z|f (x′ ))

≤

The link the above proposition establishes between the randomized fun tion K and the randomization me hanism H will help us nd determine a
bound on the utility of H, sin e, in the ase the query f is deterministi ,
requiring K to respe t ǫ-dierential priva y is equivalent to requiring that H
does.

Theorem 53.
of

Y.

Consider a randomized me hanism

Assume that the distribution of

Y

H,

and let

is uniform and that

y be an element
(Y, ∼) is either
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V T + and that H satises ǫ-dierential priva y. For ea
d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , δ}, where δ is the diameter of (Y, ∼), we have that:

distan e-regular or
distan e

1
U (Y, Z) ≤ X nd
d

where

nd

is the number of nodes

y′ ∈ Y

h

(5.22)

eǫ d

at distan e

d

from

y.

Sin e (Y, ∼) is distan e-regular or V T + , we an apply Theorem 43 to
M (Z|Y ) ≥ − log P 1
derive that H∞
nd . Then we just substitute this result in
2
Proof.

d eǫ d

Proposition 50.

The above bound is tight, in the sense that (provided (Y, ∼) is distan eregular or V T + ) we an onstru t a me hanism H whi h satises (5.22) with
equality. More pre isely, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, we dene H
(here identied with its hannel matrix for simpli ity) as follows:

Hi,j =
where

γ

(5.23)

ǫ d(i,j)

e

1
γ = X nd
eǫ d

(5.24)

d

Note that H is a square matrix of dimension n × n, where n = |X |. This is
not a problem be ause sin e we assume (Y, ∼) to be either distan e-regular or
V T + , via Theorem 43 we an transform the hannel matrix into an equivalent
one su h that all non zero elements are in the submatrix of dimensions n × n.
Let us introdu e now Z ∗ = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, i.e. the subset of Z that ex ludes
the zero-ed olumns of the hannel matrix from n to m − 1. Note that for the
following result we an safely use the set Z ∗ instead of Z be ause the zero-ed
olumns do not ontribute to the a posteriori entropy, and trivially respe t
ǫ-dierential priva y.

Theorem 54.
tribution of

Y

Assume

(Y, ∼)

is uniform.

is distan e-regular or

Then the matrix

H

dierential priva y and has maximal utility:

1
U (Y, Z) = X nd
eǫ d
d
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dened in

and that the dis-

(5.23)

satises

ǫ-
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Proof. First we prove that the matrix as dened in (5.23) is a hannel matrix,
i.e. that ea h row is a probability distribution.
X
X
γ
Hi,j =
ǫd(i,j)
e
j∈Z ∗
j∈Z ∗
X
1
=γ
ǫd(i,j)
e
j∈Z ∗
X nd
=γ
by (5.24)
eǫd

d

1
=γ
γ
=1

Now we show that the utility is maximum.
X
U (Y, Z) =
max(p(y) H(z|y))
y

z∈Z ∗

=

X

max

z∈Z ∗

y

1
H(z|y)
|Y|

γ
1 X
max
y maxd eǫd(i,j)
|Y|
z∈Z ∗
1 X
=
γ
|Y|
∗
=

by (5.21)
sin e Y is uniform
by (5.23)
maximum is d = 0

z∈Z

1
=
· |Z ∗ |γ
|Y|
=γ

sin e |Y| = |Z ∗ | = n

Therefore we an always dene H as in (5.23): the matrix so dened will
be a legal hannel matrix, and it will satisfy ǫ-dierential priva y. If (Y, ∼) is
neither distan e-regular nor V T + , then the utility of su h H is not ne essarily
optimal.
The onditions for the onstru tion of the optimal matrix are strong, but
there are some interesting s enarios in whi h they are satised. Depending on
|Y|
the degree of onne tivity c of the graph (Y, ∼), we an have ⌊ 2 ⌋ − 1 dierent
ases (note that the ase of c = 1 is not possible be ause the datasets are fully
onne ted via their adja en y relation), whose extremes are:

• (Y, ∼) is a

lique,

i.e. every element has exa tly |Y|−1 adja ent elements.

• (Y, ∼) is a ring, i.e. every element has exa tly two adja ent elements.
This is similar to the ase of the ounting queries onsidered in [GRS09℄,
with the dieren e that our  ounting is in arithmeti modulo |Y|.
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Remark 55.

Note that our method

of Theorem 54 are not met: We

an be applied also when the

onditions

an always add arti ial adja en ies to the

graph stru ture so as to meet those

Namely, for omputing the
′
a stru ture (Y, ∼ ) whi h satises
′
onditions of Theorem 54, and su h that ∼ ⊆ ∼ . Naturally, the matrix

distan e in
the

(5.23)

we use, instead of

onstru ted in this way provides
optimal. It is

onditions.

(Y, ∼),

ǫ-dierential

lear that, in general, the smaller

priva y, but in general is not
∼′ is, the higher is the utility.

The matri es generated by (5.23) an be very dierent, depending on the
value of c. The next two examples illustrate queries that give rise to the lique
and to the ring stru tures, and show the orresponding matri es.

Example 8.

Consider a database with ele toral information where ea h entry

orresponds to a voter and

• Id:

ontains the following three elds:

a unique (anonymized) identier assigned to ea h voter;

• City:

the name of the

• Candidate:

ity where the user voted;

the name of the

andidate the user voted for.

What is the ity with the greatest number of votes for
a given andidate cand ? . For su h a query the binary utility fun tion ould
Consider the query

be taken as the natural
ity

hoi e: from the user's point of view, only the right

ould give some gain, and all wrong answers would be equally bad. It is

easy to see that every two answers are neighbors, i.e. the graph stru ture of
the answers is a
Let us

lique.

onsider the s enario where

City = {A, B, C, D, E, F }

and assume

for simpli ity that there is a unique answer for the query, i.e. there are no two
ities with exa tly the same number of individuals voting for
Table 5.1 shows two alternative me hanisms providing
(with

ǫ = ln 2).

The rst one,

M1 ,

nism method used in [GRS09℄ for

andidate

ǫ-dierential

is based on the trun ated geometri

cand .

priva y
me ha-

ounting queries (here extended to the

ase

where every two distin t answers are neighbors). The se ond me hanism,

M2 ,

is obtained by applying the denition of
that for the uniform input distribution

(5.23).

M2

From Theorem 54 we know

gives optimal utility.

For the uniform input distribution, it is easy to see that

0.2857 = U (M2 ).

U (M1 ) = 0.2242 <

Even for non-uniform distributions, our me hanism still
we have

p(A) = p(F ) = 1/10 and p(B) =
U (M1 ) = 0.2412 < 0.2857 = U (M2 ).

This is not too surprising: the geometri

me hanism, as well as the Lapla ian

provides better utility.

For instan e, for

p(C) = p(D) = P (E) = 1/5,

me hanism proposed by Dwork, perform very well when the domain of answers
is provided with a metri
6

6

and the utility fun tion is not binary . It also works

As we mentioned before, in the metri

ase the gain fun tion

an take into a

proximity of the reported answer to the real one, the idea being that a
wrong, is better than a distant one.
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lose answer, even if

5.6. Appli ation to utility
A
0.535
0.465
0.405
0.353
0.307
0.267

In/Out

A
B
C
D
E
F

(a)

B
0.060
0.069
0.060
0.053
0.046
0.040

M1 :

A
B
C
D
E
F

D
0.046
0.053
0.060
0.069
0.060
0.052

trun ated geometri

A
2/7
1/7
1/7
1/7
1/7
1/7

In/Out

C
0.052
0.060
0.069
0.060
0.053
0.046

(b)

B
1/7
2/7
1/7
1/7
1/7
1/7
M2 :

C
1/7
1/7
2/7
1/7
1/7
1/7

E
0.040
0.046
0.053
0.060
0.069
0.060

F
0.267
0.307
0.353
0.405
0.465
0.535

me hanism

D
1/7
1/7
1/7
2/7
1/7
1/7

E
1/7
1/7
1/7
1/7
2/7
1/7

F
1/7
1/7
1/7
1/7
1/7
2/7

our me hanism

Table 5.1: Me hanisms for the ity with higher number of votes for andidate
cand

well when

(Y, ∼)

has low

onne tivity, in parti ular in the

and of a line. But in this example, we are not in these
onsidering

binary gain fun tions

Example 9.

Let us

now assume a

and

high onne tivity.

onsider the same database as the previous example, but

ounting query of the form

andidate cand ? .

ases of a ring

ases, be ause we are

What is the number of votes for

It is easy to see that ea h answer has at most two neighbors.

More pre isely, the graph stru ture on the answers is a line. For illustration
purposes, let us assume that only

5 individuals have parti

Table 5.2 shows two alternative me hanisms providing
(ǫ

= log 2):

the trun ated geometri

the me hanism we propose

M2 .

me hanism

M1

ipated in the ele tion.

ǫ-dierential

priva y

proposed in [GRS09℄ and

Note that in order to apply our method we

have rst to apply Remark 55 to transform the graph stru ture from a line into
a ring.
Let us

onsider the uniform prior distribution. We see that the utility of

M1 is higher than the utility
8/21. This does not ontradi
to be optimal only in the

of

M2 ,

in fa t the rst is

4/9

and the se ond is

t our theorem, be ause our matrix is guaranteed

ase of a ring stru ture, not a line as we have in this

example. If the stru ture were a ring, i.e. if the last row were adja ent to the
rst one, then

M1

would not provide

ǫ-dierential

in this example, the trun ated geometri

priva y. In

ase of a line as

me hanism has been proved optimal

[GRS09℄.
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In/Out

0
1
2
3
4
5
(a)

In/Out

0
1
2
3
8
5

0
2/3
1/3
1/6
1/12
1/24
1/48
M1 :

1
1/6
1/3
1/6
1/12
1/24
1/48

2
1/12
1/6
1/3
1/6
1/12
1/24

3
1/24
1/12
1/6
1/3
1/6
1/12

4
1/48
1/24
1/12
1/6
1/3
1/6

5
1/48
1/24
1/12
1/6
1/3
2/3

1
trun ated 2 -geom. me hanism

0
8/21
4/21
2/21
1/21
2/21
4/21
(b)

1
4/21
8/21
4/21
2/21
1/21
2/21
M2 :

2
2/21
4/21
8/21
4/21
2/21
1/21

3
1/21
2/21
4/21
8/21
4/21
2/21

4
2/21
1/21
2/21
4/21
8/21
4/21

5
4/21
2/21
1/21
2/21
4/21
8/21

our me hanism

Table 5.2: Me hanisms for the ounting query (5 voters)

5.7 Related work
To the best of our knowledge, the rst work to investigate the relation between
dierential priva y and information-theoreti leakage for an individual was
[ACDP10℄. In this work, the denition of hannel was relative to a given
database x, and the hannel inputs were all possible databases adja ent to
x. Two bounds on leakage were presented, one for the min-entropy, and one
for Shannon entropy. Our bound in Proposition 49 is an improvement with
respe t to the (min-entropy) bound in [ACDP10℄.
Barthe and Köpf [BK11℄ were the rst to investigate the (more hallenging) onne tion between dierential priva y and the min-entropy leakage for
the entire universe of possible databases. They onsidered the end-to-end
dierentially private me hanisms, whi h orrespond to what we all the randomized fun tion K in this hapter, and proposed, like we do, to interpret them
as information-theoreti hannels. They provided a bound for the leakage, but
pointed out that it was not tight in general. They also showed that there
annot be a domain-independent bound, by proving that for any number of
individuals u the optimal bound must be at least a ertain expression f (u, ǫ).
Finally, they showed that the question of providing optimal upper bounds for
the leakage of ǫ-dierentially private randomized fun tions in terms of rational
fun tions of ǫ is de idable, and left the a tual fun tion as an open question.
In our work we used rather dierent te hniques and found (independently) the
same fun tion f (u, ǫ) (the bound in Theorem 43), but we a tually proved that
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f (u, ǫ) is the optimal bound7 . Another dieren e between their work and ours
is that [BK11℄ aptures the ase in whi h the fo us of dierential priva y is
on hiding parti ipation of individuals in a database, whereas we onsider both
the parti ipation and the values of the parti ipants.
Clarkson and S hneider also onsidered dierential priva y as a ase study
of their proposal for quanti ation of integrity [CS11℄. There, the authors
analyzed database priva y onditions from the literature (su h as dierential
priva y, k -anonymity, and l-diversity) using their framework for utility quanti ation. In parti ular, they studied the relationship between dierential
priva y and a notion of leakage (whi h is dierent from ours - in parti ular
their denition is based on Shannon entropy) and they provided a tight bound
on leakage.
Heusser and Mala aria [HM09℄ were among the rst to explore the appliation of information-theoreti on epts to databases queries. They proposed
to model database queries as programs, whi h allows for statisti al analysis
of the information leaked by the query. [HM09℄, however, did not attempt to
relate information leakage to dierential priva y.
In [GRS09℄ the authors aimed at obtaining optimal-utility randomization
me hanisms while preserving dierential priva y. The authors proposed adding
noise to the output of the query a ording to the geometri me hanism. Their
framework is very interesting in the sense it provides a general denition of
utility for a me hanism M that aptures any possible side information and
preferen e (dened as a loss fun tion) the users of M may have. They proved
that the geometri me hanism is optimal in the parti ular ase of ounting
queries. Our results in Se tion 5.6 do not restri t to ounting queries, but on
the other hand we only onsider the ase of binary loss fun tion.

5.8 Chapter summary and dis ussion
In this hapter we have investigated the relation between ǫ-dierential priva y
and leakage, and between ǫ-dierential priva y and utility. Our main ontribution was the development of a general te hnique for determining these
relations depending on the graph stru ture of the input domain, indu ed by
the adja en y relation and by the query. We have onsidered two parti ular
stru tures, the distan e-regular graphs, and the V T + graphs, whi h allowed us
to obtain tight bounds on the leakage and on the utility. We also onstru ted
an optimal randomization me hanism satisfying ǫ-dierential priva y for some
spe ial ases.
As future work, we plan to extend our result to other kinds of utility
fun tions. In parti ular, we are interested in the ase in whi h the the answer
7
that

When dis ussing our result with Barthe and Köpf, they said that they also

f (u, ǫ)

onje tured

is the optimal bound.
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domain is provided with a metri , and we are interested in taking into a ount
the degree of a ura y of the inferred answer.
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Six
Safe equivalen es for se urity
properties
Too mu h may be the equivalent of none at all.

Lee Loevinger

In the eld of Se urity, pro ess equivalen es have been used to hara terize various information-hiding properties (for instan e se re y, anonymity and
noninterferen e) based on the prin iple that a proto ol P with a variable x
satises su h a property if and only if, for every pair of se rets s1 and s2 ,
P [s1 /x ] is equivalent to P [s2 /x ]. We argue that, in the presen e of nondeterminism, the above prin iple may rely on the assumption that the s heduler
works for the benet of the proto ol, and this usually is not a safe assumption. Non-safe equivalen es, in this sense, in lude omplete-tra e equivalen e
and bisimulation.
The goal of this hapter is to present a formalism in whi h we an spe ify
admissible s hedulers and, orrespondingly, safe versions of these equivalen es.
Then we are able to show that safe equivalen es an be used to establish
information-hiding properties.

Contribution The main ontributions of this hapter an be summarized
as follows.

• We propose a formalism for on urrent distributed systems whi h a ounts for both probabilisti and nondeterministi behavior, and in whi h
the latter is of two kinds: global and lo al. The global nondeterminism
represents the possible interleavings produ ed by the parallel omponents, whi h may be inuen ed by the atta ker. The lo al nondeterminism is asso iated to the possible internal hoi es of ea h omponent,
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whi h may depend on the se rets or other unknown parameters, not ontrolled by the atta ker. Correspondingly, we split the s heduler into two
onstituents: a global one and a lo al one. The latter is a tually a tuple
of lo al s hedulers, one for ea h omponent of the system.

• We propose a notion of admissible s heduler for the above systems,
in whi h the global onstituent is not allowed to see the se rets, and
ea h lo al onstituent is not allowed to see any information about the
other omponents. We then generalize the standard denition of strong
(probabilisti ) information hiding (su h as noninterferen e and strong
anonymity) to the ase in whi h also nondeterminism is present, under
the assumption that the s hedulers are admissible.
• We use admissible s hedulers to dene safe versions of omplete-tra e1
equivalen e and bisimilarity whi h are spe ially tuned for se urity. This
means that we a ount for the possibility that the global onstituent of
the s heduler is in ollusion with the atta ker, and therefore does not
ne essarily help the system to obfus ate the se ret. We show that the
bisimilarity is still a ongruen e, as in the lassi al ase.
• We nally show that our notions of safe omplete-tra e equivalen e and
bisimilarity imply strong information hiding in the sense dis ussed above.

Plan of the Chapter This hapter is organized as follows. In Se tion 6.1

we review the role equivalen es traditionally play in formalizing se urity properties. In Se tion 6.2 we formalize the notions of distributed systems and
omponents used in this hapter. In Se tion 6.3 we fo us on restri ting the
dis erning power of global and lo al s hedulers, and in Se tion 6.4 we present
our proposal for safe equivalen es, namely safe omplete-tra es and safe bisimilarity. In Se tion 6.5 we dene the notion of information hiding under the
novel assumption that nondeterminism is handled partly in a demoni way
and partly in an angeli way. Finally, in Se tion 6.6 we review the related
bibliography, and in Se tion 6.7 we summarize the hapter and outline some
future work.

6.1 The use of equivalen es in se urity
As we have seen in Chapter 1, one te hnique used to prevent an atta ker of
inferring the se ret from the observables is to reate noise, namely to make sure
that for every exe ution in whi h a given se ret produ es a ertain observable,
there is at least another exe ution in whi h a dierent se ret produ es the
same observable. In pra ti e this is often done by using randomization.
1
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In this

hapter we may refer to  omplete tra es simply as tra es.

6.1. The use of equivalen es in se urity
In the literature about the foundations of omputer se urity, however, the
quantitative aspe ts are often abstra ted away, and probabilisti behavior is
repla ed by nondeterministi behavior. Correspondingly, there have been various approa hes in whi h information-hiding properties are expressed in terms
of equivalen es based on nondeterminism, espe ially in a on urrent setting.
For instan e, [SS96℄ denes anonymity as follows2 : A proto ol S is anonymous
if, for every pair of ulprits a and b, S[a /x ] and S[b /x ] produ e the same observable tra es. A similar denition is given in [AG99℄ for se re y, with the
dieren e that S[a /x ] and S[b /x ] are required to be bisimilar. In [DKR09℄, an
ele toral system S preserves the ondentiality of the vote if for any voters v
and w, the observable behavior of S is the same if we swap the votes of v and
w, i.e. if S[a /v |b /w ] is bisimilar to S[b /v |a /w ].
These proposals are based on the impli it assumption that all the nondeterministi exe utions present in the spe i ation of S will always be possible
under every implementation of S . Or at least, that the adversary will believe
so. In on urren y, however, as argued in [CNP09℄, nondeterminism has a
rather dierent meaning: if a spe i ation S ontains some nondeterministi
alternatives, typi ally it is be ause we want to abstra t from spe i implementations, su h as the s heduling poli y. A spe i ation is onsidered orre t, with respe t to some property, if every alternative satises the property.
Correspondingly, an implementation is onsidered orre t if all exe utions are
among those possible in the spe i ation, i.e. if the implementation is a renement of the spe i ation. There is no expe tation that the implementation
will a tually make possible all the alternatives indi ated by the spe i ation.
We argue that the use of nondeterminism in on urren y orresponds to a
demoni view: the s heduler, i.e. the entity that will de ide whi h alternative
to sele t, may try to hoose the worst alternative. Hen e we need to make
sure that all alternatives are good, in the sense that they satisfy the intended
property. In the approa hes to formalize se urity properties mentioned above,
on the ontrary, the interpretation of nondeterminism is angeli : the s heduler
is expe ted to a tually help the proto ol to onfuse the adversary and thus
prote t the se ret information.
There is another issue, orthogonal to the angeli /demoni di hotomy, but
relevant for the a hievement of se urity properties: the s heduler should not be
able to make its hoi es dependent on the se ret, or else nearly every proto ol
would be inse ure, i.e. the s heduler would always be able to leak the se ret
to an external observer (for instan e by produ ing dierent interleavings of
the observables, depending on the se ret). This remark has been made several
times already, and several approa hes have been proposed to ope with the
problem of full-information s hedulers (aka almighty, omnis ient, lairvoyant,
et .), see for example [CCK+ 06a, CCK+ 06b, CP, CNP09, APvRS℄.
The risk of a naive use of nondeterminism to spe ify a se urity property is
2

The a tual denition of [SS96℄ is more

ompli ated, but the spirit is the same.
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not only that it may rely on an impli it assumption that the s heduler behaves
angeli ally, but also that it is lairvoyant (fully-informed), i.e. that it peeks
at the se rets (that it is not supposed to be able to see) to a hieve its angeli
strategy.

Example 10.
def

Consider the following system, presented in a CCS-like syntax:

S = (c)(A k H1 k H2 k Corr ),
def

with

def

def

def

A = chseci, H1 = c(s).outhai,

H2 = c(s).outhbi, Corr = c(s).outhsi. The name
sec represents a se ret.
b
a
It is easy to see that we have S [ /sec ] ∼ S /sec , as shown in the exe ution

tress in Figure 6.1. Note that, in order to simulate the rightmost bran h in


S [a /sec ], the pro ess S b /sec needs to follow its leftmost
bran h. Vi e-versa, in

b
a
order to simulate the rightmost bran h in S /sec , the pro ess S [ /sec ] needs

to follow its middle bran h. This means that, in order to a hieve bisimulation,
the s heduler needs to know the se ret, and

hange its

hoi e a

ordingly.

chai || c(s).outhai || c(s).outhbi || c(s).outhsi
τ

− || outhai || − || −

τ

τ

− || − || outhbi || −

− || − || − || outhai

outhbi

outhai

− || − || − || −

outhai

− || − || − || −
(a)

− || − || − || −

a

S[ /sec ]

chbi || c(s).outhai || c(s).outhbi || c(s).outhsi
τ

− || outhai || − || −

τ

− || − || outhbi || −

τ

− || − || − || outhbi

outhbi

outhai

− || − || − || −

− || − || − || −
(b)

outhbi

− || − || − || −

b

S[ /sec ]

Figure 6.1: Exe ution trees for Example 10
This example shows a distributed system that intuitively is not se ure,
be ause one of its omponents, Corr , reveals whatever se ret it re eives. A ording to the equivalen e-based notions of se urity dis ussed above, however,
it is se ure. But it is onsidered se ure thanks to a s heduler that:
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(i) angeli ally helps the system to prote t the se ret; and
(ii) does so by making its hoi es dependent on the se ret.
We onsider these assumptions on the s heduler to be ex essively strong.
Here we do not laim, however, that we should rule out the use of angeli
nondeterminism in se urity: on the ontrary, angeli nondeterminism an be a
powerful spe i ation on ept. We only advo ate a autious use of this notion.
In parti ular, it should not be used in a ontext in whi h the s heduler may be
in ollusion with the atta ker. The goal of this hapter is to dene a framework
in whi h we an ombine both angeli and demoni nondeterminism in a setting
in whi h also probabilisti behavior may be present, and in a ontext in whi h
the s heduler is restri ted (i.e. not fully-informed). We dene safe variant of
typi al equivalen e relations ( omplete tra es and bisimulation), and we show
how to use them to hara terize information-hiding properties.

6.2 Distributed systems and omponents
In this se tion we des ribe the kind of distributed systems we are dealing
with. We start by introdu ing a variant of probabilisti automata, that we
all Tagged Probabilisti Automata (TPA). These systems are parallel ompositions of probabilisti pro esses, alled omponents. Ea h omponent is
equipped with a unique identier, alled tag. Whenever a omponent (or a
pair of omponents in ase of syn hronization) makes a step, the orresponding transition will be de orated with the asso iated tag (or pair of tags).
Similar systems have been already introdu ed in [APvRS℄. The main differen es are that here the omponents may ontain nondeterminism

6.2.1 Tagged Probabilisti Automata
We now formalize the notion of TPA.

Denition 56.

Tagged Probabilisti Automaton (or TPA) is a tuple
(Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ), where Q is a set of states, T is a set of tags, L is a set
of a tions, q̂ ∈ Q is the initial state, and ϑ : Q → P(T × L × D(Q)) is a
transition fun tion.
A

tg :a

In the following we write q −→ µ for (tg , a, µ) ∈ ϑ(q), and we use enab(q)
to denote the tags of the omponents that are enabled to make a transition.
More formally:
def

tg :a

enab(q) = {tg ∈ T | there exists a ∈ L, µ ∈ D(Q) such that q −→ µ}
In these systems, we an de ompose the s heduler into two: a global s heduler,
whi h, via tags, de ides whi h omponent or pair of omponents makes the
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next move, and a lo al s heduler, whi h, also via tags, solves the internal
nondeterminism of the sele ted omponent.
We assume that the lo al s heduler an only sele t enabled transitions, and
that the global s heduler an only sele t enabled omponents. This means
that the exe ution does not stop unless all omponents are blo ked. This is in
line with the tradition of pro ess algebra and of Markov De ision Pro esses,
but ontrasts with that of Probabilisti Automata [SL95℄. The results in this
hapter, however, do not depend on this assumption.

Denition 57.

Let

M = (Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ)

be a TPA. Then:

•

M is a fun tion ζ : Paths⋆ (M ) → (T ∪ {⊥}) su h
that for all nite paths σ , if enab(last (σ)) 6= ∅ then ζ(σ) ∈ enab(last (σ)),
and ζ(σ) = ⊥ otherwise.

•

A lo al s heduler for

A global s heduler for

{⊥}) su h
ϑ(last(σ)),
•

and

ξ(σ) = ⊥

for all nite paths

•

is a fun tion

that, for all nite paths

A global s heduler
implies

M

ξ : Paths⋆ (M ) → (T × L × D(Q) ∪
σ , if ϑ(last (σ)) 6= ∅ then ξ(σ) ∈

otherwise.

ζ and a lo al s heduler ξ for M are ompatible if,
σ , ξ(σ) = (tg , a, µ) implies ζ(σ) = tg , and ξ(σ) = ⊥

ζ(σ) = ⊥.

A s heduler is a pair

(ζ, ξ)

of

ompatible global and lo al s hedulers.

6.2.2 Components
We will use a simple probabilisti pro ess al ulus, very lose to the CCSp we
introdu ed in Chapter 2, to spe ify the omponents.
We assume a set of a tions or hannel names L with elements a, a1 , a2 , · · · ,
in luding the spe ial symbol τ denoting a silent step. Ex ept for τ , ea h a tion
¯ = a. Components are spe ied by
a has a o-a tion ā ∈ L and we assume ā
the following grammar:
X
q ::= 0 | a.q | q1 +q2 |
pi : qi | q1 |q2 | (a)q | Q
i

The onstru ts 0, a.q , q1 + q2 , q1 |q2 and (a)q represent termination, prexing, nondeterministi
hoi e, parallel omposition, and the restri tion operator,
P
respe tively.
hoi e, where pi represents the probi pi : qi is a probabilisti
P
ability of the i-th bran h and must satisfy 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and i pi = 1. The
pro ess all Q is a simple pro ess identier. For ea h identier, we assume
def
a orresponding unique pro ess de laration of the form Q = q . The idea is
that, whenever Q is exe uted, it triggers the exe ution of q . Note that q an
ontain Q or another pro ess identier, whi h means that our language allows
(mutual) re ursion. We will denote by f n(q) the free hannel names o urring
in q , i.e. the hannel names not bound by a restri tion operator.
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Components' semanti s: The operational semanti s onsists of probabilisa

ti transitions of the form q →µ where q ∈ Q is a pro ess, a ∈ L is an a tion and
µ ∈ D(Q) is a distribution on pro esses. They are spe ied by the following
rules:
a

q1 → µ
PRF

NDT

a

a.q → δq

a

q1 + q2 → µ
a

q1 → µ
PRB

P

a

a

q1 | q2 → µ | q2

a

q→µ

CALL

PAR

τ P
i pi : qi → ◦ i pi · δqi

a

def

if A = q

COM

ā

q1 → δr1

q2 → δr2
τ

A→µ

q1 | q2 → δr1 |r2
a

q→µ
RST

a

a,ā6=b

(b)q → (b)µ
We assume also the symmetri versions of the rules NDT, PAR and COM.
Re all that the symbol δq is the delta of Dira
P , whi h assigns probability 1 to q
and 0 to all other pro esses. The symbol ◦ i is the summation on distributions.
P
P
Namely, ◦ i pi · µi is the distribution µ su h that µ(x) = i pi · µi (x). The
notation µ | q represents the distribution µ′ su h that µ′ (r) = µ(q ′ ) if r = q ′ | q ,
and µ′ (r) = 0 otherwise. Similarly, (b)µ represents the distribution µ′ su h
that µ′ (q) = µ(q ′ ) if q = (b)q ′ , and µ′ (q) = 0 otherwise.

Remark 58.
our pro ess

In some of the examples in this

hapter we use an extension of

al ulus that allows message passing ( fr. Chapter 2). Sin e the

expressive power of our al ulus with message passing or without it is the same,
we

onsider expli it message passing simply as an alias for the

en oding into the presentation of the

orrespondent

al ulus given above.

6.2.3 Distributed systems
A distributed system has the form (A) q1 k q2 k · · · k qn , where the qi 's are
omponents and A ⊆ L. The restri tion on A enfor es syn hronization on the
hannel names belonging to A, in a ordan e with the CCS spirit.

Systems' semanti s The semanti s of a system gives rise to a TPA, where
the states are terms representing systems during their evolution. A transition
tg :a
now is of the form q −→ µ where a ∈ L, µ ∈ D(Q), and tg ∈ T is either the
tag of the omponent whi h makes the move, or a (unordered) pair of tags
representing the two partners of a syn hronization. We an simply dene T
as T = I ∪ I 2 where I = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of omponents' identiers.
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a P
qi → ◦ k pk · δqik
i:a P
(A) q1 k · · · k qi k · · · k qn −→ ◦ k pk · δ(A)q1 k···kqik k···kqn

Interleaving

a6∈A

where i is the tag indi ating that the omponent i is making the step. Note
that we assume that probabilisti hoi es
are nite. This implies that every
tg :a
tg :a P
transition q −→ µ an be written q −→ ◦ k pk · δqk , and justies the notation
used in the interleaving rule.
a

ā

qi → δqi′

qj → δqj′

Syn h.

{i,j}:τ

(A) q1 k · · · k qi k · · · k qj k · · · k qn −→ δ(A)q1 k···kqi′ k···kqj′ k···kqn
here {i, j} is the tag indi ating that the omponents making the step are i and
j . Note that it is an unordered pair. Sometimes we will write i, j instead of
{i, j}, for simpli ity.

Example 11.

Consider again the systems of Example 10. Figures 6.2(a) and


S [a /sec ] and for S b /sec respe tively. For simpli ity

6.2(b) show the TPAs for

we do not write the restri tion on
symbol

0.

We use '−' to denote a

hannels

c

and

out,

nor the termination

omponent that is stu k. The

tags are indi ated in the gure with numbers above the

orresponding

omponents.

The set of enabled transitions should be lear from the gures. For instan e,


enab(S b /sec ) = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}} and enab( − || outhai || −

we have

|| − ) = {2}.

The s heduler



{1, 4}






2
def
ζ(σ) = 3




4



⊥

is a global s heduler for

ζ

dened as

if σ = S [a /sec ] ,
1,2:τ

if σ = S [a /sec ] −→ ( − || outhai || − || − ),
1,3:τ

if σ = S [a /sec ] −→ ( − || − || outhbi || − ),
1,4:τ

if σ = S [a /sec ] −→ ( − || − || − || outhai ),
otherwise,
S [a /sec ].

6.3 Admissible s hedulers
In this se tion we restri t the dis erning power of the global and lo al s hedulers in order to avoid the problem of the information leakage indu ed by
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1

2

3

4

chai || c(s).outhai || c(s).outhbi || c(s).outhsi
{1, 4} : τ

{1, 2} : τ
{1, 3} : τ

− || outhai || − || −

− || − || outhbi || −

2 : outhai

− || − || − || outhai

3 : outhbi

− || − || − || −

− || − || − || −
(a)

1

4 : outhai

− || − || − || −

a

S[ /sec ]

2

3

4

chbi || c(s).outhai || c(s).outhbi || c(s).outhsi
{1, 2} : τ

{1, 4} : τ
{1, 3} : τ

− || outhai || − || −

− || − || outhbi || −

2 : outhai

− || − || − || outhbi

3 : outhbi

− || − || − || −

− || − || − || −
(b)

4 : outhbi

− || − || − || −

b

S[ /sec ]

Figure 6.2: TPAs for Example 11

lairvoyant s hedulers. We impose two kinds of restri tions: For the global
s heduler, following [APvRS℄, we assume that it an only see, and keep memory of, the observable a tions and the omponents that are enabled, but not
the se ret a tions. As for the lo al s heduler, we assume that the lo al nondeterminism of ea h omponent is solved on the basis of the view of the history
lo al to that omponent, i.e. the proje tion of the history of the system on
that omponent. In other words, ea h omponent has to make de isions based
only on the history of its own exe ution; it annot see anything of the other
omponents.

6.3.1 Restri ting global s hedulers
We assume that the set of a tions L is divided in two disjoint sets, the se ret
a tions S and the observable a tions O , su h that S ∪ O = L. The se ret
a tions are supposed to be invisible to the global s heduler. Formally, this an
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be a hieved using a fun tion sift with
(
τ
sift(a) =
a

if a ∈ S ,
otherwise.

Then, we restri t the power of the global s heduler by for ing it to make the
same de isions on paths he annot tell apart.

Denition 59.
for all paths

σ1

Given a TPA
and

σ2

M , a global s heduler ζ for M is admissible if
view(σ1 ) = view (σ2 ) implies ζ(σ1 ) = ζ(σ2 ),

we have

where

 t :a
 def
tg2 :a2
tgn :an
g1 1
view q̂ −→ q1 −→ · · · −→ qn+1 = (enab(q̂), sift(a1 ), tg1 )

(enab(q1 ), sift (a2 ), tg2 ) · · · (enab(qn ), sift(an ), tgn )

The idea is that view sifts the information of the path that the s heduler
an see. Sin e sift hides the se rets, the s heduler annot take dierent
de isions based on them.

6.3.2 Restri ting lo al s hedulers
The restri tion on lo al s hedulers is based on the idea that a step of the
omponent i of a system an only be based on the view that i has of the history,
i.e. its own history. In order to formalize this restri tion, it is onvenient to
introdu e the on ept of i-view of a path σ , or proje tion of σ on i, whi h we
will denote by σ↾i . We dene it indu tively:

i:b

σ↾i −→ δqi if tg = {i, j} and µ = δ(A) q1 k...kqi k...kqj k...kqn

tg :a
i:a
(σ −→ µ)↾i =
σ −→ µ if tg = i

 ↾i
otherwise
σ↾i

In the above denition, the rst line represents the ase of a syn hronization
step involving the omponent i, where we assume that the premise for i is of
b
the form qi′ −→ δqi . The se ond line represents an interleaving step in whi h i
is the a tive omponent. The third line represents step in whi h the omponent
i is idle.
The restri tion to the lo al s heduler an now be expressed as follows:

Denition 60.

Given a TPA M
ξ is admissible if for all paths σ
ξ(σ ′ ) = (t′g , a′ , µ′ ) we have:

•

if

tg = t′g = i

•

if

′ ,
tg = t′g = {i, j}, σ↾i = σ↾i

and

′ ,
σ↾i = σ↾i

and a lo al s heduler ξ for M , we say that
′
and σ , if whenever ξ(σ) = (tg , a, µ), and

then
and

ξ(σ) = ξ(σ ′ ),
′
σ↾j = σ↾j

then

A pair of ompatible s hedulers (ζ, ξ) is alled
admissible.
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ξ(σ) = ξ(σ ′ ).

admissible

if ζ and ξ are
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6.4 Safe equivalen es
In this se tion we revise pro ess equivalen e notions to make them safe for
se urity.

6.4.1 Safe omplete tra es
We dene here a safe version of omplete-tra e semanti s. The idea is that
we ompare two pro esses based not only on their tra es, but also on the
hoi es that the global s heduler makes at every step. We do this by re ording
expli itly the tags in the tra es.

Denition 61.
•

Here we dene the notion of safe

omplete tra es.

noted here by

M = (Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ), the ( omplete) safe tra es of M , deTraces s , are dened as the probabilities of sequen es of tags

and a tions

orresponding to all possible

Given a TPA

omplete exe utions, i.e.

Traces s (M ) ={ f : (T × L)∞ → [0, 1] |
there exists an admissible s heduler (ζ, ξ) s.t.

∀t ∈ (T × L)∞
f (t) = PM,ζ,ξ ({σ ∈ CPaths(M ) | trace ta (σ) = t}) }
where

PM,ζ,ξ

is the probability measure in

M

(ζ, ξ),

under

and

trace ta

extra ts from a path the sequen e of tags and a tions, i.e.

trace ta (ǫ) = ǫ
tg :a

trace ta (q −→ σ) = tg : a · trace ta (σ)
•

We denote by
a system

•

Traces s (q)

the safe tra es of the automaton asso iated to

q.
q1 and q2 are safe-tra e equivalent,
Traces s (q1 ) = Traces s (q2 ).

Two systems
and only if

denoted by

q1 ≃s q2 ,

if

The following example points out the dieren e between ≃s and the standard ( omplete) tra e equivalen e.

Example 12.
same

Consider the TPAs of Example 11. The two TPAs have the

omplete tra es. In fa t we have

Traces(S [a /sec ])

=

{τ · outhai , τ · outhbi}

But on the other hand, we have

Traces s (S [a /sec ]) = {f1 , f2 , f3 }

6=

=

Traces(S

h

b

i
/sec )

{f1 , f2 , f4 } = Traces s (S [a /sec ])
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where

f1 (t) =

(

f2 (t) =

(

f3 (t) =

(

f4 (t) =

(

t = {1, 2} : τ · 2 : outhai,

1

if

0

for all other values of

1

if

0

for all other values of

1

if

0

for all other values of

1

if

0

for all other values of

t ∈ (T × L)∞ .

t = {1, 3} : τ · 3 : outhbi,
t ∈ (T × L)∞ .

t = {1, 4} : τ · 4 : outhai,
t ∈ (T × L)∞ .

t = {1, 4} : τ · 4 : outhbi,
t ∈ (T × L)∞ .

6.4.2 Safe bisimilarity
In this se tion we propose a se urity-safe version of strong bisimulation, that
we all safe bisimulation. This is an equivalen e relation stri ter than safetra e equivalen e, with the advantage of being a ongruen e. Sin e in this
hapter we assume that s hedulers an always observe whi h omponent is
making a step (even a silent step), it does not seem natural to onsider weak
bisimulation.
We start with some notation. Given a TPA M = (Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ), and a
a
global s heduler ζ , we write q −→ζ µ if there exists σ ∈ Paths⋆ (M ) su h that
ζ(σ) 6= ⊥, (ζ(σ), a, µ) ∈ ϑ(q), and q = last(σ). Note that the restri tion to ζ
a1
still allows nondeterminism, i.e. there may be µ1 , µ2 , su h that q −→
ζ µ1 and
a2
q −→
µ
(with
either
a
=
a
or
a
=
6
a
).
1
2
1
2
ζ 2
We now dene the notion of safe bisimulation. The idea is that, if q1 and
q2 are bisimilar states, then every move from q1 should be mimi ked by a move
from q2 using the same (admissible) s heduler.

Denition 62.
R ⊆Q×Q
1.

Given a TPA

M = (Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ),

enab(q1 ) = enab(q2 ),

•

last (σ1 ) = q1
if

a

q1 −→ζ µ1 ,

q1 R q2 :

and

ζ for M
last (σ2 ) = q2 :

2. for all admissible global s hedulers
ever

we say that a relation

is a safe bisimulation if and only if, whenever

and

su h that

ζ(σ1 ) R ζ(σ2 ) whena

then there exists

µ2

su h that

q2 −→ζ µ2

then there exists

µ1

su h that

q1 −→ζ µ1

and

µ1 R µ2 ,

and

µ1 R µ2 ,

and

•

if

a

q2 −→ζ µ2 ,

where µ1 R µ2 means that for all equivalen e
µ1 (X) = µ2 (X), where R̂ is the smallest equivalen
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X ∈ QR̂ , we have
lass indu ed by R.

lasses
e
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It is possible to simplify Denition 62, restri ting the s hedulers to be
history-independent. In other words, to show that two distributed systems
are bisimilar, it su es to onsider one-step omputations and show that two
states are equivalent by using only history-independent s hedulers. The lemma
bellow justies this laim.

Lemma 63.

M = (Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ) be a TPA, and let R be an equivalen e
relation on the set of states Q. Consider ζ to be a global s heduler for M su h
that, for every pair of states q1 , q2 ∈ Q, if q1 = last(σ1 )R last (σ2 ) = q2 then
ζ(σ1 ) = ζ(σ2 ). In that ase ζ is history-independent, i.e. it depends only on
the last state of a path σ .
Let

Proof. It is easy to see that the relation of having the same last state is an
equivalen e relation on paths, and therefore it determines a partition on the set
of paths. Sin e the above q1 and q2 may be identi al, the s heduler must give
the same value on equivalent paths and it is, therefore, history-independent.

Using the lemma above, in the following results about safe bisimulation
we will usually write ζ(q) where q is a state. Note however that this does
not mean that in the omputations of safely bisimilar systems the s hedulers
are ne essarily history-independent: at ea h step of the omputation we may
hange s heduler, and therefore we may hange alternative when we pass by
the same state q at a later time.
The following result is analogous to the ase of standard bisimulation. It
implies that largest safe bisimulation exists, and oin ides with the union of
all safe bisimulations. We all it safe bisimilarity, and we denote it by ∼s .

Proposition 64.

The union of all the safe bisimulations is still a safe bisim-

ulation.

Assume that q1 ∼s q2 . Then q1 R q2 holds, for some safe bisimulation
R. Hen e we have enab(q1 ) = enab(q2 ), and for every global s heduler ζ , if
a
a
ζ(q1 ) = ζ(q2 ), and q1 −→ζ µ1 , then there exists µ2 su h that q2 −→ζ µ2 ,
and µ1 R µ2 . This implies that µ1 ∼s µ2 . In fa t R̂ (the smallest equivalen e
ˆ s , i.e. q1 R̂ q2 implies q1 ∼
ˆ s q2 .
lass indu ed by R) is a ner relation than ∼
Also, R̂ is an equivalen e relation, and therefore it indu es a partition on
ea h of the
P equivalen e lasses
P X ∈ Q∼ˆ s . Hen e we have, for ea h X ∈ Q∼ˆ s ,
µ1 (X) = Y ∈X µ1 (Y ) = Y ∈X µ2 (Y ) = µ2 (X).

Proof.

R̂

R̂

a

We pro eed analogously to show that, if q2 −→ζ µ2 , then there exists µ1
a
su h that q1 −→ζ µ1 and µ1 ∼s µ2 .

Given two TPAs M1 = (Q1 , T , L, q̂1 , ϑ1 ) and M2 = (Q2 , T , L, q̂2 , ϑ2 ) sharing the same set of tags T and a tions L, we an dene bisimulation and
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bisimilarity a ross their states, i.e. as relations on (Q1 ∪ Q2 ), in the obvious
way, by onstru ting the TPA M with a new initial state q̂ with transitions to
δq̂1 and to δq̂2 , respe tively.
Given two omponents or systems q1 and q2 , we will say that q1 and q2 are
safely bisimilar, denoted by q1 ∼s q2 , if the initial states of the orresponding
TPAs are safely bisimilar. Note that q1 ∼s q2 is possible only if q1 and q2 have
the same number of a tive omponents, where a tive, for a omponent, means
that during the exe ution of the system it will make at least one step. Note that
in the ase of omponents, or of systems onstituted by one omponent only,
safe bisimulation and safe bisimilarity oin ide with standard bisimulation and
bisimilarity (denoted by ∼), respe tively. This is not the ase for systems, as
shown by the following example:

Example 13.

Consider again the TPAs of Example 11. As pointed out earlier


b
b
a
a
hapter, we have S [ /sec ] ∼ S /sec . Yet S [ /sec ] 6∼s S /sec . To

in this

show this, let us onstru t a new TPA (as des ribed before) with initial state


tg :τ
tg :τ
q̂ su h that q̂ −→ S [a /sec ] and q̂ −→ S b /sec . Now onsider the (admissible)

ζ su


tg





{1, 4}






2





3




4
def
ζ(σ) =


{1, 4}





2






3





4




⊥

global s heduler

h that

if σ = q̂,
tg :τ

if σ = q̂ −→ S [a /sec ] ,
tg :τ

1,2:τ

tg :τ

1,3:τ

tg :τ

1,4:τ

if σ = q̂ −→ S [a /sec ] −→ ( − || outhai || − || − ),
if σ = q̂ −→ S [a /sec ] −→ ( − || − || outhbi || − ),

if σ = q̂ −→ S [a /sec ] −→ ( − || − || − || outhai ),


tg :τ
if σ = q̂ −→ S b /sec ,

 1,2:τ
tg :τ
if σ = q̂ −→ S b /sec −→ ( − || outhai || − || − ),

 1,3:τ
tg :τ
if σ = q̂ −→ S b /sec −→ ( − || − || outhbi || − ),

 1,4:τ
tg :τ
if σ = q̂ −→ S b /sec −→ ( − || − || − || outhbi ),
otherwise.
b

It is easy to see that S /sec
annot mimi the transition 4 : outhai produ
a
by S [ /sec ] using the same s heduler ζ .

ed

We now show that safe bisimulation is a ongruen e with respe t to all the
operators of our language. In the following theorem, statements 2a and 2b are
just the standard ompositionality result for probabilisti bisimulation.

Theorem 65.
1.

∼s

is an equivalen e relation.

a ∈ L be an a tion and A, B, B ′ ⊆ L be sets of restri tions. Let
p1 , . . . , pn be probability values, and let q, q1 , q2 , . . . , qn , q1′ , q2′ , . . . , qn′ be

2. Let

omponents.
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q1 ∼s q2 , then a.q1 ∼s a.q2 ,
(a)q2 , and q1 | q ∼s q2 | q .

a) If

b) If
) If

q1 ∼s q1′ , . . . , qn ∼s qn′

,

then

q1 + q ∼s q2 + q ,
P

i pi

: qi ∼s

(B) q1 k . . . k qn ∼s (B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k qn′ ,

P

and

i pi

(a)q1 ∼s
: qi′ .

f n(q) 6∈ B ∪ B ′ ,

then

(A ∪ B) q1 k . . . k q k . . . k qn ∼s (A ∪ B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k q k . . . k qn′ .
Proof.

1. Although safe bisimulations are not equivalen e relations in general, their
union, i.e. safe bisimilarity, is an equivalen e. In fa t:

• It is easy to see that, if R is a safe bisimulation, then the smallest
equivalen e that in ludes R, namely R̂, is also a safe bisimulation.
• From Proposition 64 we know that ∼s is a safe bisimulation.
• Hen e we derive that ∼
ˆ s is a safe bisimulation, and therefore ∼
ˆs ⊆
ˆ s , we on lude that ∼s = ∼
ˆ s , whi h
∼s . But sin e obviously ∼s ⊆ ∼
means that ∼s is already an equivalen e relation.
2. Assume that a, A, B, B ′ , p1 , . . . , pn , q, q1 , q2 , . . . , qn , q1′ , q2′ , . . . , qn′ are of
the type pres ribed by the hypothesis of the theorem.
a) Assume q1 ∼s q2 .

• Let
R = {(a.q1 , a.q2 )} ∪ ∼s .
We show that R is a safe bisimulation, whi h is su ient to
prove that a.q1 ∼s a.q2 . Note that, sin e there is only one
omponent in ea h of those states, and it is enabled, we have
enab(a.q1 ) = enab(a.q2 ) = {1}, and ζ(a.q1 ) = ζ(a.q2 ) = 1 for
any global s heduler ζ . Given a global s heduler ζ , there is
exa tly one transition from ea h of a.q1 and a.q2 : these are
a
a
a.q1 →ζ δq1 and a.q2 →ζ δq2 , respe tively, whi h mimi ea h
other in the a tion a. Finally, sin e q1 ∼s q2 , we have δq1 ∼s δq2
and therefore δq1 R δq2 .

• Let
R = {(q1 + q, q2 + q)} ∪ ∼s .
We show that R is a safe bisimulation, whi h is su ient to
prove that q1 + q ∼s q2 + q . We have that enab(q1 + q) =
enab(q1 ) ∪ enab(q) = enab(q2 ) ∪ enab(q) = enab(q2 + q), in fa t
enab(q1 ) = enab(q2 ) sin e q1 ∼s q2 . Correspondingly, given a
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global s heduler ζ , we have either ζ(q1 + q) = ζ(q2 + q) = 1 or
ζ(q1 + q) = ζ(q2 + q) =⊥, sin e there is only one omponent.
a
a
Assume q1 + q →ζ µ1 . We have two ases: either q1 →ζ µ1 , or
a
q →ζ µ1 . The se ond ase is obvious. In the rst ase, sin e
a
q1 ∼s q2 , we have that also q2 →ζ µ2 , with µ1 ∼s µ2 . We derive
that µ1 R µ2 . For the transitions from q2 + q we pro eed in the
analogous way.

• Let
R = {((a)q1 , (a)q2 ) | q1 ∼s q2 }.
We show that R is a safe bisimulation, whi h is su ient to
prove that, if q1 ∼s q2 , then (a)q1 ∼s (a)q2 . First observe that
enab((a)q1 ) = enab(q1 ) = {1} if q1 an make a transition with
a label dierent from a, otherwise enab((a)q1 ) = ∅. The same
holds for (a)q2 . Sin e q1 ∼s q2 , we derive that enab((a)q1 ) =
enab((a)q2 ). A ordingly, given a global s heduler ζ , we have
that either ζ((a)q1 ) = ζ((a)q2 ) = 1, or ζ((a)q1 ) = ζ((a)q2 ) =⊥.
b
Assume (a)q1 →ζ µ1 . Then we must have b 6= a and µ1 =
b
b
(a)µ′1 , where q1 →ζ µ′1 . Sin e q1 ∼s q2 , we have also q2 →ζ µ′2 ,
b
with µ′1 ∼s µ′2 . We derive (a)q2 →ζ (a)µ′2 , and (a)µ′1 R (a)µ′2 .
We pro eed in an analogous way for the transitions from (a)q2 .

• The ase of the parallel operator in omponents is similar to
the ase of the parallel operator on systems (see the last item
of this proof).
b) Assume q1 ∼s q1′ , . . . , qn ∼s qn′ . Let

X
X
R = {(
pi : q i ,
pi : qi′ )} ∪ ∼s .
i

i

We show that R is a safe bisimulation, whi h is su ient to prove
P
P
P
′
that
i pi : q i ∼ s
i pi : qi and
i pi : qi . Observe that both
P
′ are enabled, and, sin e there is only one omponent,
p
:
q
i
i
P i
P
enab( i pi : qi ) = enab( i pi :Pqi′ ) = {1}. A ordingly,
if ζ is a
P
′
global s heduler, we have enab( i pi : qi ) = enab( P
i pi : qi ) = 1.
Given a global s heduler ζ , the only transitions from i pi : qi and
P
P
P
P
P
τ
′
′ τ
i pi : qi are
i pi : qi →ζ ◦ i pi · δqi and
i pi : qi →ζ ◦ i pi · δqi′
respe tively, whi h mimi ea h other in the a tion τ . It is easy
P
P
to see that we have ( i pi : qi ) ∼s ( i pi : qi′ ), and therefore
P
P
( i pi : qi ) R ( i pi : qi′ ).
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) Let



 ((A ∪ B) q1 k . . . k q k . . . k qn ,

′
′
′
R=
(A ∪ B ) q1 k . . . k q k . . . k qn ) |


(B) q1 k . . . k qn ∼s (B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k qn′

We show that R is a safe bisimulation, whi h is su ient to prove
that, if
(B) q1 k . . . k qn ∼s (B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k qn′ ,
then

(A ∪ B) q1 k . . . k q k . . . k qn ∼s (A ∪ B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k q k . . . k qn′ .
Observe rst that

enab((A ∪ B) q1 k . . . k q k . . . k qn ) =
enab((A ∪ B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k q k . . . k qn′ )
In fa t the enabled omponents are the same as those of
(B) q1 k . . . k qn and of (B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k qn′ (modulo the index
shift), whi h are equal by the bisimilarity hypothesis, plus possibly
the omponent q , plus possibly the syn hronizations with q , whi h
again are equal by the bisimilarity hypothesis, minus the transitions
with labels in A. Note that the hypothesis f n(q) 6∈ B ∪ B ′ is essential here to guarantee that the omponent q is enabled (or disabled)
in both sides.
Let us onsider the syn hronization ase; the interleaving ase is
just a simplied variant. Given a global s heduler ζ , assume

ζ((A∪B) q1 k . . . k q k . . . k qn ) = ζ((A∪B ′ ) q1′ k . . . k q k . . . k qn′ ).
Consider a move from the system in the left-hand side:
i,j:τ

(A ∪ B) q1 k · · · k qi k · · · k qj k · · · k qn −→ δ(A)q1 k···kri k···krj k···kqn .
Then we must have
a

qi → δri

,

ā

qj → δrj

,

where one of the qi , qj ould be q , and

ζ((A ∪ B) q1 k · · · k qi k · · · k qj k · · · k qn ) = {i, j}.
Sin e qi ∼s qi′ and qj ∼s qj′ (in ase qi = q then qi′ = q and therefore
qi ∼s qi′ be ause ∼q is reexive, and analogously for qj ), we must
have
a
ā
qi′ → δri′ , qj′ → δrj′ ,
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for some ri′ , rj′ su h that δri ∼s δri′ and δrj ∼s δrj′ . We derive that
i,j:τ

(A ∪ B) q1′ k · · · k qi′ k · · · k qj′ k · · · k qn′ −→ δ(A)q1′ k···kri′ k···krj′ k···kqn′ ,
and, sin e δri ∼s δri′ , δrj ∼s δrj′ imply ri ∼s ri′ , rj ∼s rj′ , and by the
denition of R, we on lude

(δ(A)q1 k···kri k···krj k···kqn ) R (δ(A)q1′ k···kri′ k···krj′ k···kqn′ ).
We pro eed in an analogous way for the transitions from the righthand side.

The following property shows that bisimulation is stronger than safe-tra e
equivalen e, like in the standard ase.

Proposition 66.

If

q1 ∼s q2

then

q1 ≃s q2 .

For this proof, it is onvenient to onsider a oindu tive approximation of safe-tra e equivalen e. We start with a oindu tive hara terization of
the safe tra es. This in itself is not a key notion of the proof, but will help
understanding the denition of the approximation.
Given a TPA M = (Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ), onsider the operator
Proof.

TTr : (Q → P(CPaths(M ) → [0, 1])) → (Q → P(CPaths(M ) → [0, 1]))
dened as:

TTr (F )(q) = { f : (T × L)∞ → [0, 1] |
if q 6→ then f (ǫ) = 1, else f (ǫ) = 0 and,
for all tg ∈ T , a ∈ L,
tg :a

• if there exists µ s.t. q −→ µ, then for ea h q ′ ∈ Q
there exists fq′ ′ ∈ F (q ′ ) s.t. for every t ∈ (T × L)∞ ,
P
f (tg : a · t) = q′ µ(q ′ )fq′ ′ (t)
tg :a

• if q −→,
6
then f (q)(tg : a · t) = 0 }
tg :a

where q 6→ means that for all tg ∈ T , a ∈ L, we have q −→
6 .
Consider the ordering ⊑ on Q → P(CPaths(M ) → [0, 1]) given by

F ⊑ F′

if and only if

for all q ∈ Q, F (q) ⊆ F ′ (q)

Clearly (CPaths(M ) → [0, 1]), ⊑) is a omplete latti e and TTr is monotoni , so
by the theorem of Knaster-Tarski it has a greatest xed point, whi h oin ides
with Traces s .
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Following the denition of TTr , we now give a oindu tive approximation of
the equivalen e relation indu ed by Traces s . Given a TPA M = (Q, T , L, q̂, ϑ),
onsider the operator

TTreq : (CPaths(M ) → Q × Q) → (CPaths(M ) → Q × Q)
dened as:

def

⇔

q1 TTreq (R)(ǫ) q2

(q1 6→ ⇔ q2 6→)

and

q1 TTreq (R)(tg : a · t) q2

def

⇔





tg :a

tg :a

q1 −→ µ1 ⇒ ∃µ2 .(q2 −→ µ2 ∧ µ1 R(t) µ2 )
∧
tg :a

tg :a

q2 −→ µ2 ⇒ ∃µ1 .(q1 −→ µ1 ∧ µ1 R(t) µ2 )






Consider the ordering  on CPaths(M ) → Q × Q given by

R  R′

if and only if

for all t ∈ CPaths(M ), R(t) ⊆ R′ (t)

Clearly (CPaths(M ) → Q×Q, ) is a omplete latti e and TTreq is monotoni ,
hen e by the Knaster-Tarski theorem it has a greatest xed point, whi h also
oin ides with the greatest pre-xed point, i.e. the greatest relation R su h
that R  TTreq (R). Using the denition of TTr it is easy to see that, if R is
a pre-xed point, and q1 R(t) q2 for all t ∈ CPaths(M ), then Traces s (q1 ) =
Traces s (q2 ), i.e. q1 ≃s q2 . In fa t, if F (q1 ) = F (q2 ), and q1 R(t) q2 for
all t ∈ CPaths(M ), and R is a pre-xed point of TTreq , then TTr (F )(q1 ) =
TTr (F )(q2 )3 . Consider now a safe bisimulation R, and let us lift it to a onstant
fun tion R : CPaths(M ) → Q × Q dened as R(t) = R. It is easy to see that
R is a pre-xed point of TTreq 4 .
Assume now q1 R q2 . We trivially derive that q1 R(t) q2 for all t ∈
CPaths(M ), from whi h we on lude q1 ≃ q2 .

Like in the standard ase, the vi e-versa does not hold, and safe-tra e
equivalen e is not a ongruen e5 .
3

Note that the

may hold even if

4

R

ondition is only su ient, be ause

µ1

Note that the

and

µ2

5

R

q′

µ1 (q ′ )fq′ ′ 1 (t) =

P

assign dierent probability to some equivalen e

onverse does not hold, i.e.

is not a bisimulation. This is be ause

stru ture, while

P

R

R

µ2 (q ′ )fq′ ′ 2 (t)
ˆ .
lass of R(t)

q′

ould be a pre-xpoint of

TTreq

even if

is sensitive to the (nondeterministi ) bran hing

is not.

This is be ause we are

onsidering the

omplete tra es.
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6.5 Safe nondeterministi information hiding
In this se tion we dene the notion of information hiding under the most
general hypothesis that the nondeterminism is handled partly in a demoni
way and partly in an angeli way. We assume that the demoni part is in
the realm of the global s heduler, while the angeli part is ontrolled by the
lo al s heduler. The motivation is that in a proto ol the lo al omponents
an be thought of as programs running lo ally in a single ma hine, and lo ally
predi table and ontrollable, while the network an be subje t to atta ks that
make the intera tions unpredi table.
We re all that, in a purely probabilisti setting, the absen e of leakage,
su h as noninterferen e and strong anonymity, is expressed as follows (see for
instan e [BP℄). Given a purely probabilisti automaton M , and a sequen e
ã = a1 a2 . . . an , let PM ([ã]) represent the probability measure of all omplete
paths with tra e ã in M . Let S be a proto ol ontaining a variable a tion
secr , and let s be se ret a tions. Let Ms be the automaton orresponding to
S[s /secr ]. Dene Pr (ã | s) as PMs ([ã]). Then S is leakage-free if for every
observable tra e ã , and for every se ret s1 and s2 , we have Pr(ã | s1 ) = Pr (ã |
s2 ).
In a purely nondeterministi setting, on the other hand, the absen e of
leakage has been hara terized in the literature by the property S[s1 /secr ] ∼
=
s
∼
2
S[ /secr ], where = is an equivalen e relation like tra e equivalen e, or bisimulation. As we have argued in the introdu tion, this denition assumes an
angeli interpretation of nondeterminism.
We want to ombine the above notions so to ope with both probability
and nondeterminism. Furthermore, we want to extend it to the ase in whi h
part of the nondeterminism is interpreted demoni ally. Let us rst introdu e
some notation.
Let S be a system ontaining a variable a tion secr . Let s be a se ret a tion.
Let Ms be the TPA asso iated to S[s /secr ] and let (ζ, ξ) be a ompatible pair
of global and lo al s hedulers for Ms . The probability of an observable tra e
ã given s is dened as Pr ζ,ξ (ã | s) = PMs ,ζ,ξ ([ã]).
The global nondeterminism is interpreted demoni ally, and therefore we
need to ensure that the onditional of an observable, given the two se rets,
are al ulated with respe t to the same global s heduler. On the other hand,
the lo al s heduler is interpreted angeli ally, and therefore we an ompare the
onditional probabilities generated by the two se rets as sets under dierent
s hedulers. In other words, we have the freedom to mat h onditional probability from the rst set with one of the other set, without requiring the lo al
s heduler to be the same.
Either angeli or demoni , we want to avoid the lairvoyant s hedulers,
i.e. a s heduler should not be able to use the se ret information to a hieve its
goals. For this purpose, we require both the global and the lo al s heduler to
be admissible.
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Denition 67.

A system is leakage-free if, for every pair of se rets

every admissible global s heduler

{Pr ζ,ξ (ã | s1 ) | ξ

ζ,

and every observable tra e

is admissible and

{Pr ζ,ξ (ã | s2 ) | ξ

ompatible with

is admissible and

s1

and

s2 ,

ã,

ζ} =

ompatible with

ζ}

The safe equivalen es dened in Se tion 6.4 imply the absen e of leakage:

Theorem 68.

Let S
S[s1 /secr ] ≃s S[s2 /secr ]

be a system with a variable a tion
for every pair of se rets

s1

and

s2 .

secr

Then

and assume

S

is leakage-

free.

Consider the abstra tion operator β from safe tra es to pairs of the
form (tagged observable tra e, probability) dened as:

Proof.

(ã, p) ∈ β(F )

def

⇔

p =

X

f (t)

f ∈F
t↾T ×O = ã
It is easy to see that β is an abstra tion, i.e. if F1 = F2 then β(F1 ) =
β(F2 ). Therefore, S[s1 /secr ] ≃s S[s2 /secr ] implies β(Traces s (S[s1 /secr ]) =
β(Traces s (S[s2 /secr ]). Finally, the latter holds (for every pair of se rets s1 ,
s2 ) if and only if S is leakage-free.
Note that the vi e versa is not true, i.e. it is not the ase that the leakagefreedom of S implies S[s1 /secr ] ≃s S[s2 /secr ]. This is be ause in the denition of
safe tra e equivalen e we ompare the set of probability fun tions (determined
by the s hedulers) on tra es, while in the denition of leakage-freedom we
ompare the set of probabilities of ea h tra e, whi h may ome from dierent
fun tions. This additional degree of freedom generated by the lo al s heduler
helps the system to obfus ate the se ret, and provides further justi ation for
the adje tive angeli  for the lo al nondeterminism.
From the above theorem and from Proposition 66, we also have the following orollary (with the same premises as the previous theorem):

Corollary 69.
then

S

If

S[s1 /secr ] ∼s S[s2 /secr ]

for every pair of se rets

s1

and

s2 ,

is leakage-free.

6.6 Related work
The problem of deriving orre t implementations from se re y spe i ations
has re eived a lot of attention already. One of the rst works to address the
problem was [Ja 89℄, whi h showed that the fa t that an implementation
is a onsistent renement with respe t to a spe i ation does not imply that
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the (information-ow) se urity properties are preserved. More re ently, [AZ06℄
has proposed a notion of se re y-preserving renement, and a simulation-based
te hnique for proving that a system is the renement of another. [CS08℄ argues
that important lasses of se urity poli ies su h as noninterferen e and average
response time annot be expressed by traditional notion of properties, whi h
onsist of sets of tra es, and proposes to use hyperproperties (sets of properties)
instead. [DDM10℄ addresses the problem of supervisory ontrol, i.e. given a
riti al system G that may leak ondential information, how to design a
ontroller C so that the system G|C dos not leak. An ee tive algorithm is
presented to ompute the most permissible ontroller su h that the system is
still opaque with respe t to a se ret.
Con erning angeli and demoni nondeterminism, there are various works
whi h investigate their relation and possible ombination. In [BvW92℄ it is
shown that angeli and demoni nondeterminism are dual. [MCR07℄ uses
multi-relations to express spe i ations involving both angeli and demoni
nondeterminism. There are two kinds of agents, demoni and angeli ones, and
there is the point of view of the internal system and the one of the external
adversary.
[Mor09℄ onsiders the problem of rening spe i ations while preserving
ignoran e. While the fo us is on the redu tion of demoni nondeterminism of
the spe i ation, the hidden values are treated essentially in a angeli way.
The problem of the leakage aused by full-information s hedulers has also
been investigated in the literature. [CCK+ 06a℄ and [CCK+ 06b℄ work in the
framework of probabilisti automata and introdu e a restri tion on the s heduler to the purpose of making them suitable to appli ations in se urity proto ols. Their approa h is based on dividing the a tions of ea h omponent of
the system in equivalen e lasses (tasks ). The order of exe ution of dierent
tasks is de ided in advan e by a so- alled task s heduler, whi h is historyindependent and therefore mu h more restri ted than our notion of global
s heduler. [APvRS℄ proposes a notion of system and admissible s heduler very
similar to our notion of system and admissible global s heduler. The main
dieren e is that in that work the omponents are deterministi and therefore
there is no notion of lo al s heduler.
The work in [CP, CNP09℄ is similar to ours in spirit, but in a sense dual
from a te hni al point of view. Instead of dening a restri tion on the lass
of s hedulers, the authors a way to spe ify that a hoi e is transparent to the
s heduler. They a hieve this by introdu ing labels in pro ess terms, used to
represent both the states of the exe ution tree and the next a tion or step
to be s heduled. They make two states indistinguishable to s hedulers, and
hen e the hoi e between them private, by asso iating to them the same label.
We believe that every s heduler in our formalism an be expressed in theirs,
too. In [CNP09℄ the authors onsider the problem of dening a safe version of
bisimulation for expressing se urity properties. They all it demoni bisimulation. The main dieren e with our work is that we onsider a ombination
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of angeli and demoni nondeterminism, and this ae ts also the denition of
bisimulation. Similarly, our denition of leakage-freedom ree ts this ombination. In [CNP09℄ the aspe t of angeli ity is not onsidered, although they
may be able to simulate it with an appropriate labeling.
The fa t that full-information s hedulers are unrealisti has also been observed in elds other than se urity. First attempts used restri ted s hedulers
in order to obtain rules for ompositional reasoning [dAHJ01℄. The justi ation for those restri ted s hedulers is the same as for ours, namely, that not
all information is available to all entities in the system. That work onsiders
a syn hronous parallel omposition, however, so the setting is rather dierent
from ours. Later on, it was shown that model he king is unfeasible in its
general form for the restri ted s hedulers in [dAHJ01℄ (see [GD07℄ and, more
re ently, [Gir09℄). Despite of unde idability, not all results on erning su h
s hedulers have been negative as, for instan e, the te hnique of partial-order
redu tion an be improved by assuming that s hedulers an only use partial
information [GDF09℄.

6.7 Chapter summary and dis ussion
In this hapter we have observed that some denitions of se urity properties
based on pro ess equivalen es may be too naive, in the sense that they assume
the s heduler to be angeli , and, worse yet, to a hieve its angeli strategy by
peeking at the se rets. We have presented a formalism allowing us to spe ify a
demoni onstituent of the s heduler, possibly in ollusion with the atta ker,
and an angeli one, under the ontrol of the system. We have also onsidered
restri tions on the s hedulers to limit the power of what they an see, and
extended to our nondeterministi framework the (probabilisti ) informationhiding properties like non interferen e and strong anonymity. We then have
dened safe equivalen es. In parti ular we have dened the notions of safe
tra e equivalen e and safe bisimilarity, and we have shown that the latter is
still a ongruen e. Finally, we have shown that the safe equivalen es an be
used to prove information-hiding properties.
For the future, we plan to extend our framework to quantitative notions
of information leakage, possibly based on information theory. We also plan to
implement model he king te hniques to verify information hiding properties
for our kind of systems.
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Con lusion
To su

eed, jump as qui kly at opportunities as you do at

on lusions.

Benjamin Franklin

In this thesis we on entrated on the problem of information hiding in the s enarios of intera tive systems, statisti al dis losure ontrol, and the renement
of spe i ations. We started by giving a general overview of the eld of information hiding, in luding a brief des ription of its histori al development. We
then dis ussed the main dieren es between the qualitative and the quantitative approa hes to information hiding, and we introdu ed the ba kground for
the three main topi s overed in this thesis: information ow (exemplied by
anonymity), statisti al dis losure ontrol, and the renement of spe i ations
into implementations.
Having adopted the quantitative approa h, we then ontinued to dis uss
the rationale of the use of information theory for quantitative information ow.
We reviewed several formulations of entropy, with a spe ial fo us on Shannon
entropy and min-entropy, and the related on ept of mutual information and
its interpretation in terms of atta ks and information leakage.
We then pro eeded to present the te hni al ontributions of the thesis. We
started with the s enario of intera tive systems, i.e systems where se rets and
observables an alternate and inuen e ea h other during the omputation.
In this type of systems the traditional information theoreti al approa h that
makes use of lassi memoryless hannels, and the related on epts of mutual
information and lassi al apa ity, no longer works. We proposed to model
intera tive systems with a ri her notion of hannels, namely hannels with
memory and feedba k. In this more general model it is possible to split the
statisti al orrelation between se rets and observables (that orrespond to the
input and the output of the hannel, respe tively) into two ausal omponents:
the dire ted information from input to output represents the ow of information through the hannel, and the dire ted information from output to input
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orresponds to the way the input is inuen ed by the output via feedba k.
We showed that the dire ted information is the orre t measure of leakage in
intera tive systems, and so is the on ept of dire ted apa ity if we are interested in the worst ase leakage. We also proved that our model is a proper
extension of the lassi one: in the absen e of feedba k (i.e intera tion) our
model ollapses into the simpler lassi model. Finally, we showed that the
apa ity of hannels with memory and feedba k is a ontinuous fun tion of a
pseudometri based on the Kantorovi h metri .
With respe t to intera tive systems, as future work we want to explore
algorithms to al ulate the leakage and the maximum leakage using our model.
This is a rather hallenging problem, given the exponential growth of rea tion
fun tions (a te hni al aspe t of our model) and the quanti ation of possibly
innite many rea tors (also another te hni ality of our model). We also want
to explore other notions of entropy as a measure of leakage, as for instan e the
min-entropy and the orresponding notion of one-try atta k.
In the sequen e we moved to the problem of statisti al dis losure ontrol.
We onsidered the problem of preserving the priva y of individuals parti ipating in a database that allows statisti al queries to be posed by users. Using
dierential priva y, databases that are similar, i.e dier by the ontents of at
most one row, should give statisti ally similar answers to the same query.
This is a hieved by introdu ing noise in the query me hanism to blur the link
between the reported answer and the data about individuals. We proposed
a model where the dierential priva y me hanism an be split into two hannels in as ade, in the ase the randomization me hanism is oblivious (i.e it
only depends on the real answer to the query, and not on the database itself). The rst hannel orresponds to the query, and it maps the database
to the real answer to the query. The se ond hannel orresponds to the oblivious randomization me hanism, and it takes the real answer and maps it to
a randomized answer to be reported to the user. In this s enario we see the
leakage as the orrelation between the reported answer and the database, and
the utility as the orrelation between the real answer and the reported one.
We used this model to derive bounds for the leakage and utility based on the
level of dierential priva y designed for the system (namely the parameter ǫ).
As a measure of leakage we adopted the min-entropy leakage, and for utility
we used the notion of gain fun tions, fo using on the binary gain fun tion,
whi h is stri tly related to min-entropy leakage and Bayes risk. We used the
graph stru ture on the input domain derived from the adja en y relation on
databases to derive bounds for the maximum min-entropy leakage of hannels.
We showed that if the graph stru ture is distan e-regular or V T + (whi h is
always the ase for the database domain), then we an derive bounds for the
maximum min-entropy leakage asso iated to the hannel. Finally, we found a
way of onstru ting a utility-maximizing randomization fun tion that respe ts
dierential priva y for a spe ial lass of graph stru tures.
In relation to statisti al databases, as future work we intend to extend our
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results to other types of gain fun tions than the binary one, namely gain fun tions that take into onsideration a notion of distan e between answers. We
also want to investigate whether or not non-oblivious randomization me hanisms an be used to improve utility while still preserving dierential priva y.
The last s enario we investigated in the thesis was the use of equivalen e
relations to spe ify se urity guarantees, whi h is a ommon approa h when
rening implementations into spe i ations. Under this perspe tive, two systems (e.g a spe i ation and its implementation) are onsidered equivalently
se ure if they respe t some equivalen e relation dened to apture the intended
se urity guarantee. Su h equivalen es in lude, for instan e, tra e-equivalen e
and bisimilarity. We showed that a naive use of these equivalen es an lead to
unrealisti assumptions about the s heduler: (i) that the s heduler is angeli ,
i.e that it will help to keep the se ret information from the atta ker; and (ii)
that the s heduler an peek at the se rets to make its hoi es. Those assumptions are not safe in pra ti al ases and, therefore, we proposed a model that
deals with the problem. We introdu ed a formalism that expli itly separates
the demoni and angeli parts of the s heduler, and we imposed restri tions
to limit the power of the s heduler with respe t to what it an see. Namely,
the s heduler annot peek at the se rets to make its hoi es. We then dened notions of safe-equivalen es (safe tra e equivalen e and safe bisimilarity)
and we showed that the latter is a ongruen e. Finally, we showed that safe
equivalen es an be used to prove information hiding properties.
As future work regarding safe equivalen es, we want to extend our model
to quantitative notions based on information theory, and we want to use model
he king to ertify information hiding properties for our systems.
As nal remark, we believe that information hiding is a very promising
eld of resear h, and we are ex ited and thrilled by the promising hallenges
that lie ahead.
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